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 ABSTRACT 
Torque and drag occurred during the drilling of an extended-reach well, when the drillstring 
is pushed through the long horizontal hole section is a limiting factor for conventional drill 
pipe technology presented by standard steel drill pipes. A drill pipe with enhanced buoyancy 
in the drilling fluid, that fills the well during drilling, could decrease the weight of the entire 
drillstring in the well and solve the problem. A drill pipe made of a high strength aluminum 
alloy and having cavities inside the pipe body wall, void or filled with specific light-weight 
material, could provide such a buoyancy effect. Once a feasible configuration is found, such 
a Buoyant Aluminum Drill Pipe (BADP) can be produced at Kamensk-Uralsky Metallurgical 
Works (KUMW). To evaluate possible advantages of the BADP in extended-reach drilling 
(ERD) a joint research project have been initiated by ENI SpA (E&P division), the 
Department of Mechanical, Production and Nuclear Engineering of the University of Pisa, 
and KUMW. 
The objective of the work described in this Ph.D. thesis is to evaluate the conceptual design 
of BADP, proposed by drilling engineers from ENI SpA, containing it within limiters like 
mechanics, hydraulics, industry standards, manufacturability, etc. 
The aluminum pipe body is planned to be produced at KUMW by a hot extrusion process, 
pushing material through a die of the desired cross-section. An extremely high pressure is 
used in extrusion to squeeze the metal out into the desired form. Hence, a specific extrusion 
die is needed every time to produce pipes with a new cross-section and can cost $10000 in 
case of BADP extrusion. Keeping it in mind, before the first full scale specimen is produced, 
we needed to extensively analyze a quantity of different BADP cross-sections evaluating 
possible length of an extended-reach well (ERW) they permit to drill, to find a feasible 
solution that meets ERD requirements and has an essential advantage over conventional 
drill pipe. 
The BADP designing process is based on the developed tool enabling parametric study of 
different configurations of the BADP pipe body cross-section. Exhaustive enumeration 
algorithm based completely on the calculation of explicit equations was realized in 
MATLAB®. It permits to define a maximum possible length of ERW at specified vertical 
depth for each BADP cross-section configuration analyzed, provided that the maximum 
equivalent stress in the section does not exceed a maximum permissible level. 
The BADP behavior under the hydraulic pressure exerting inside and outside the pipe, 
differs from that one of conventional pipe. Due to presence of ribs in the BADP cross-
section, the pressure causes stress concentrations typical for bending, whereas in 
conventional pipes hoop and radial stresses can be evaluated by means of equations of 
Lamè. Here the effect of ribs presence was assessed by means of the finite element 
analysis carried out in ANSYS®. Then stress correction factors were determined for each 
BADP configuration analyzed. Multivariable regression method was then used and 
implemented in MATLAB® to find analytical equations enabling to predict the stress 
correction factors as a multivariable function of configuration parameters of BADP cross-
section. The usage of a full cubic polynomial permitted the mean error of prediction not to 
exceed 5%. 
The algorithm was used to find an optimal BADP configuration enabling maximum horizontal 
extent of wells with standard diameters used in ERD, 215.9 and 244.5 mm. Explicit 
equations composing the developed algorithm was then used to evaluate performance of 
standard aluminum and steel drill pipes in drilling the wells of the same standard diameters. 
Two types of treaded conical connections were compared to find an optimal one to be used 
with BADP. Trapezoidal and triangular shapes of threads were analyzed. Results are 
extensively discussed in the present thesis. 
 
 SOMMARIO 
Le forze di attrito che si presentano durante la perforazione di un pozzo di tipo “extended-
reach”, quando la batteria di perforazione (DS) si muove in direzione assiale dentro una 
lunga sezione orizzontale del pozzo, limitano le caratteristiche operative della tecnologia 
convenzionale delle aste di perforazione (DP) standard di acciaio. DP con geometria 
modificata al fine di produrre galleggiamento (incentivato dalla presenza del fango di 
perforazione, che riempie il pozzo durante la perforazione) possono ridurre il peso dell’ 
intera DS nel pozzo. DP in lega di alluminio ad alta resistenza con le cavità nella parete, 
vuote o riempite con un materiale adatto di basso peso, potrebbe fornire tale effetto 
galleggiante. Una volta definita una configurazione di DP galleggiante valida, tale asta potrà 
essere prodotta da “Kamensk-Uralsky Metallurgical Works” (KUMW). Un progetto di 
collaborazione è stato intrapreso, fra il DIMNP, ENI SpA (divisione E&P) e KUMW, per 
valutare I possibili vantaggi della BADP in perforazione di tipo “extended-reach” (ERD). 
L’obbiettivo del lavoro descritto nella presente tesi di dottorato, è quello di definire il progetto 
concettuale della BADP, proposto dagli ingegneri di ENI, assecondando i vincoli di 
resistenza meccanica dei materiali, idraulica, standardizzazione industriale e fattibilità 
tecnologica. 
Le aste di alluminio verranno prodotte da KUMW per estrusione a caldo, forzando il 
materiale attraverso una matrice della forma della sezione desiderata. La pressione di 
estrusione richiesta è molto elevata per produrre l’estrusione. Per cui, una specifica matrice 
è richiesta per produrre una nuova geometria, con un costo di 10000$ ciascuna. Dato 
l’elevato costo è stato valutato attentamente il progetto, al fine di evitare inutili costi e 
sprechi. 
Il progetto della BADP è basato sullo sviluppo di strumenti in grado di permettere studi 
parametrici delle differenti configurazioni della sezione della BADP. Gli algoritmi numerici 
utilizzati sono stati implementati in MATLAB®. È possibile definire la massima lunghezza del 
ERW data una specifica profondità verticale, per ciascuna sezione della BADP, imponendo 
che la massima tensione nella sezione non superi il livello ammissibile del materiale. 
L’effetto sullo stato di tensione prodotto dalla pressione, interna al tubo sia esterna, è 
diverso rispetto alle DP convenzionali (o standard). Per effetto della presenza delle alette, 
nella sezione della BADP, la pressione genera delle concentrazioni di tensioni flessionali 
sugli elementi della sezione, mentre nelle DP standard si generano soltanto le tensioni 
circonferenziale e radiale che possono essere determinate mediante la teoria di Lamè. 
L’effetto delle alette è stato valutato mediante gli elementi finiti (usando il software Ansys®), 
determinando i fattori di concentrazione delle tensioni per ogni sezione di BADP. Una 
regressione lineare multivariabile è stata implementata in MATLAB® per trovare 
un’espressione analitica in grado di prevedere i coefficienti di concentrazione per una 
generica sezione BADP. È stata usata una polinomiale cubica, che ha garantito un errore 
non superiore al 5%. 
L’algoritmo è stato usato per trovare la configurazione ottima della sezione BADP, al fine di 
massimizzare la possibile estensione orizzontale del pozzo (con diametro del pozzo 
standard di 215.9 mm e 244.5 mm). 
Equazioni esplicite sono state usate per valutare le prestazioni nelle stesse condizioni di 
aste standard al fine di validare la geometria suggerita per confronto con le aste standard. 
Infine, due tipi di connessioni filettate coniche sono state comparate per individuare quella 
ottima da essere usata nella BADP. Le forme triangolare e trapezoidale dei filetti sono state 
confrontate. I risultati sono confrontati e discussi nella tesi. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Oil and gas drilling  
General information about the industry the present research concerns as well as 
key definitions used in the present thesis are given below. 
An oil well or a gas well are general terms for any boring through the Earth's 
surface designed to find and produce hydrocarbons. The well is created by drilling 
a hole (wellbore) of ca. 100 mm to 1000 mm diameter into a rock vertically, 
directionally or horizontally (Fig. 1.1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.1 - Oil and gas drilling. (a) Vertical and directional drilling. (b) Horizontal 
drilling. 
(b) 
 
Horizontal 
drilling 
(a) 
Directional 
drilling 
Vertical 
drilling 
The drilling process consists in cutting the rock with rotating drill bit (or bit), 
provided with axial load and hydraulic power. 
1.1.1. Drilling fluid (drilling mud) 
To bring out the cuttings genrated by the bit at the bottomhole, drilling fluid (or 
drilling mud) is used. The cuttings are swept up by the drilling fluid as it circulates 
back to surface outside the drill pipe. The fluid then goes through shakers which 
strain the cuttings from the fluid. Then clean mud is pumped again into the hole. 
This process is referred to as a driling mud circulation. 
Drilling mud is a complex mixture of fluids, solids and chemicals which must be 
carefully tailored to provide the correct physical and chemical characteristics 
required to safely drill the well. Drilling mud is generally a viscous, heavy fluid 
(usually 1 to 2 times water density) designed to perform a variety of functions. 
Salient functions of drilling muds are given below: 
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- To prevent the formation fluids from entering into the hole and result in disaster 
as a blow out by exerting sufficient pressure against the formations being 
drilled.  
- Keep the bit cool and clean during drilling.  
- Bring out the cuttings generated by the bit.  
- Should be able to keep the cuttings in suspended form during the mud pump 
stop.  
- Should have minimum interaction with the exposed formations.  
1.1.2. Drillstring 
A drillstring (DS) is a column of drill pipes that transmits drilling fluid (via the mud 
pumps) and rotational power (via the kelly drive or top drive) to the bit. The term is 
loosely applied as the assembled collection of the drill pipe, drill collars, tools and 
drill bit (Fig. 1.2).  
The drillstring is hollow so that drilling fluid can be pumped down through it and 
circulated back up the annulus (void between the drill string and the formation). 
 
Fig. 1.2 - Components of a typical drillstring for horizontal drilling 
Bit 
Downhole 
motor (DM) 
Drill pipe 
(DP) 
Heavy Weight 
Drill Pipes 
(HWDP) 
Drill Collar 
DC HWDP DP 
(DC) 
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Tool Joint 
(TJ) 
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The drill string is typically made up of 4 sections: 
- Bottom hole assembly (BHA). The BHA is made up of a drill bit, drill collars 
(DCs) which are heavy, thick-walled pipes used to apply weight to the bit, and 
stabilizers which keep the drilling assembly centered in the hole. The BHA contains 
DC only in case of vertical or directional drilling, when almost the entire drillstring is 
in tension and DC is in compression (Fig. 1.3). In horizontal drilling DC is set in 
vertical or inclined section, where generates and transports the weight to the DP 
placed in wellbore horizontal section. So, in horizontal drilling, the drillstring placed 
in horizontal section is entirely in compression during drilling. The BHA may also 
contain other components such as a downhole motor, Rotary Steerable System, 
measurement while drilling (MWD), and logging while drilling (LWD) tools. 
- Transition pipe (often Heavy Weight Drill Pipe). Heavyweight drill pipe 
(HWDP) is placed between the drill collars and drill pipe. HWDPs usually have 
thickening in the middle of the pipe body. The function of the HWDP is to provide a 
flexible transition between the drill collars and the drill pipe. This helps to reduce 
the number of fatigue failures seen directly above the BHA. A secondary use of 
HWDP is to add additional weight to the drill bit. 
- Drill Pipe. Drill pipe (DP) makes up the majority of a drill string. A drill string 
is typically about 2000 - 3000 m in length for a conventional onshore oil or gas 
drilling and may extend to over 10000 m for drilling of an offshore deviated well. DP 
structurally is the weakest component of a drillstring. Hence, it represents structural 
properties of entire drillstring.  
- Drill Stem subs. Drill stem subs are used to connect drill string elements 
with different threads at the ends. 
Each section is made up of several components and joined together using special 
tapered threaded connections known as tool joints (TJs). TJs are connected by 
applying a proper make up torque obtaining static friction bond. 
Most components in a drillstring are manufactured in 9 m (range 2, [1]) lengths, 
although they can also be manufactured in 13.5 m (range 3) lengths. Each 9-m 
component is referred to as a joint. Typically 2, 3 or 4 joints are joined together to 
make a stand. The length of Aluminum DP joint can be 12.5 or 14 m.  
1.1.3. Drilling rig 
Pulling the drillstring out of or running the drill string into the hole is referred to as 
tripping. Drill pipe, HWDP and collars are typically tripped in stands to save time. 
So, routine drilling consists of continuously drilling increments the length of one 
stand, making connections or adding to the drillstring another stand. This drilling 
continues until the drill bit must be changed. Changing the bit is also called making 
a trip. A round trip is simply coming out of the hole, changing the bit, and going 
back into the hole. 
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This process is facilitated by a drilling rig (Fig. 1.3) which contains all the necessary 
equipment to circulate the drilling fluid, hoist and turn the pipe, control downhole 
pressures, remove cuttings from the drilling fluid, and generate onsite power for 
these operations. 
There are two drilling methods that are different in drillstring functions during the 
drilling process. The first one is a rotary drilling, when the torque on bit and 
hydraulic power are generated by the drilling rig equipment at the surface (rotary 
table, see Fig. 1.3) and transported by the drillstring to the bit. In this case, the 
drillstring transports weight, torque and hydraulic power to the bit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.3 - Drilling rig 
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When downhole motor (DM) drilling takes place, the drillstring does not rotate and 
torque is generated by the DM connected to the bit. The DM transforms hydraulic 
power of drilling fluid to rotational movement and torque is generated at the 
bottomwhole. In this case the bit is rotated by the DM (turbine DM or screw one) 
and the entire drillstring moves axially in sliding mode. Drilling of wells with long 
horizontal sections is often commenced implementig combined downhole motor 
and rotary drilling, where drillstring is rotated by the top drive system (top drive in 
Fig. 3) to overcome friction occurred in horizontal section. 
1.1.4. Horizontal drilling 
Before the 1970s most oil and gas wells were vertical. Then first downhole motors 
have occurred and directional drilling has begun developing. It created new 
opportunities to extract hydrocarbons from formations that were not accessible with 
vertical drilling earlier. Following innovations in oil and gas drilling industry made it 
possible to produce a well with horizontal section drilled in reservoir. 
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Fig. 1.4 - Directional drilling applications 
A horizontal well is commonly defined as any well in which the lower part of the 
well bore parallels the pay zone. The angle of inclination used to drill the well does 
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not have to reach 90° for the well to be considered a horizontal well. Over the last 
20 years drilling horizontal wells have become a preferred method of oil and gas 
recovering from reservoirs in which these fluids occupy strata, that are horizontal, 
or nearly so, because they offer greater contact area with the productive layer than 
vertical wells. It gives enhanced oil and gas production.  
The main purposes that directional wells are drilled for are presented below: 
- Increasing the exposed section length through the reservoir by drilling a 
hole at an angle. 
- Drilling into the reservoir where vertical access is difficult or not possible. 
For instance, it may be an oilfield under a town, under a lake, or underneath a 
difficult to drill formation (see Figure 4). 
- Allowing more wellheads to be grouped together on one surface location 
can allow fewer rig moves, less surface area disturbance, and make it easier and 
cheaper to complete and produce the wells. For instance, on oil platform, up to 
about 40 wells can be grouped together. The wells will fan out from the platform 
into the reservoir below. This concept is being applied to land wells, allowing 
multiple subsurface locations to be reached from one pad, reducing environmental 
impact. 
- Drilling "relief wells" to relieve the pressure of a well producing without 
restraint (a blowout). In this scenario, another well could be drilled starting at a safe 
distance away from the blow out, but intersecting the troubled wellbore. Then, 
heavy fluid (kill fluid) is pumped into the relief wellbore to suppress the high 
pressure in the original wellbore causing the blowout. 
The term extended-reach drilling (ERD) suggests a well with horizontal 
displacement (HD) to true vertical depth (TVD) ratio to be more than 2 [2] (Fig. 1.5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 1.5 - Extended-reach well 
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Oil companies continually search for the most cost effective way to exploit 
reserves, particularly those that lie some distance from existing infrastructure.  
In the past, the only way to exploit these was through investment in new drilling 
and production facilities in the reserves vicinity. This necessity was challenged in 
the mid 1990s when BP drilled wells that stretched 5 km then 8 km and then 10 km 
offshore from the rig site located onshore at their Wytch Farm development [1]. It 
was anticipated that the technical success of this project would encourage a 
number of similar projects and ERD would become “standard practice.” Indeed, 
nowadays ERD has become an enabling technology with confirmed ecological and 
economical efficiency and hundreds of wells have been constructed with departure 
from vertical in excess of 5000 m [3].  
Two world record-breaking extended-reach wells (ERWs) drilled in 2008 represent 
state-of-the-art ERD technology and inherent challenges. The first record was 
established in the Exxon Neftegas Limited Chayvo field offshore Sakhalin Island in 
Russia, north of Japan. In a field holding 17 of the world’s 30 longest ERD wells, a 
3661-m 216-mm horizontal hole section of Chayvo Well Z-12 was drilled to a 
11680 m measured depth (MD), or the total length of the wellbore, while 
maintaining a true vertical depth (TVD) at 2600 m, breaking the previous world 
record set on Well Z-11 by 398 m [4].  
The Chayvo Z-12 record had been held for only four months when Maersk Oil 
Qatar in May drilled Well BD-04 on the Al Shaheen field offshore Qatar to a world 
record length of 12300 m with a horizontal section of 10900 m, besting the Chayvo 
Z-12 MD by 61 m. The BD-04 well was drilled in 36 days and was incident-free. 
1.2 Problems in ERD 
In both the cases mentioned above ERD limitations involved hard operating 
conditions for DS in long horizontal hole section. Transfer of axial load to the bit 
and high torque developed by increased friction forces with DS running and 
rotation were a challenge with increasing length. The torque during the drilling of 
last sections of the record wells was extremely high (50-80 kNm) [4], [5] and ones 
of the most powerful top drives (TDS-4S and TDS-8S) and torque resistant TJs 
(HT50 and XT57) in the industry were used. The critical parameter in producing 
resistance forces (friction) during DS running and rotation is the DS weight, since 
the main part of a DS is placed horizontally or quasi-horizontally and its almost 
entire weight is distributed on the lower wellbore wall [6].  
Another problem can occur during drilling is buckling. Since axial load is applied to 
the drill pipe placed in the horizontal section to generate weight on bit (WOB) at the 
bottomhole, compressed drill pipe will buckle in sine- or helical form if applied axial 
load exceeds the critical buckling load. Among other problems caused by buckling, 
it produce high contact forces overall for lowering and drilling operations increasing 
torque and drag, limiting WOB and possible length of the horizontal section. 
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However, in most cases this problem is solved rotating the DS reducing the axial 
friction coefficient. While this helps, another impasse is eventually reached where 
enough torque cannot be generated at surface to turn the DS. 
Third challenge in ERD is the hole cleaning. Non effective clean out process leads 
to the cuttings precipitation on the lower side wall in the slant o horizontal wellbore 
that creates so-called cuttings bed. This in turn decreases an area of hydrodynamic 
channel and increase torque and drag. 
It is often difficult to recognize a reason of torque and drag increase, whether it is 
due to buckling or non effective wellbore clean out causing cuttings beds in the 
horizontal section. So, both of them should be planned and managed carefully.  
Projects that will expand the ERD envelope are in the planning stage in various 
parts of the world. Drilling engineers no longer are wondering if 15000-m ERD 
wells can be drilled but how this can be accomplished safely and efficiently. 
Although it may be technically possible it is not always economically feasible. It has 
been estimated that using existing technologies the last 10% of the drilled interval 
can account for 50% of the total 15000-m ERW drilling cost [7]. It can be due to 
drilling accident elimination, necessity of usage of expensive drilling mud systems 
with high lubricity properties and mechanical torque and drag reducers, necessity 
in often back reaming operations to prevent stick pipe and other solutions to the 
weight transfer challenges. Nevertheless, in several cases ERD has been a unique 
economically feasible technology to reach a reservoir. For instance, a $5-15 million 
ERW can represent a cost saving over the other drilling alternative – construction 
of a $200-300 million artificial gravel island. In this case wells are drilled from 
onshore locations to reach offshore reserves (Fig. 1.5).  
Recently, economic considerations, the location of future development 
opportunities and stringent environmental legislation have prompted operators to 
consider wells beyond 15 km. For example, in the summer of 2008, BP began a 
seismic survey to support a technologically advanced drilling program scheduled to 
begin in 2010 with a specially designed arctic drilling rig. Plans call for up to six 
ultra ERD wells. The wells will extend 3 km deep and as far as 13 km out into the 
Beaufort Sea off Alaska. This has a profound consequence in that current 
conventional technologies will be operating outside their design limits. Indeed, 
standard drill pipes can hardly perform their main function – to receive and transfer 
applied loads to the bit, when the HD exceeds 10 - 12 km. This means that new 
tools, techniques, innovation and an improved understanding of technical limits are 
needed now to advance the drilling operability envelope.  
Measures that can upgrade the ERD technology enabling farther well 
displacements can be classified as follows: 
- To construct higher specification rigs to be able to generate enough weight 
and torque to run strings in and out of the hole and also to rotate. 
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- To optimize drill pipe configuration gaining an optimal stiffness to weight 
ratio. 
- To develop more effective lubrifiers and mechanical torque and drag 
reducers. 
One prior art approach to the problem of high torque requirements in ERD has 
been to make the drill pipe out of light weight materials, such as aluminum or 
titanium. The lighter drill pipe makes the drillstring lighter, and easier to rotate, thus 
reducing torsional loads. However, this solution has not been totally satisfactory, as 
lightweight drill pipe is expensive, and lacks the durability of conventional steel drill 
pipe [8].  
So, using aluminum alloy in the drill pipe design for ERD, pipe body protection 
should be provided.  
Considering the ERD technology to be an alternative of constructing of floating 
platforms or artificial islands, a pipe made out of more expensive material would be 
justified in case it permits farther ERW horizontal displacement than steel drill pipe 
does.   
In other prior art drilling systems, the drill pipe has been made more buoyant by 
charging the drill pipe with a buoyant gas o fluid. This increased buoyancy reduces 
the weight of the drill pipe in relation to the column of fluid in which it is suspended, 
and decreases rotational forces required to rotate the drillstring. However, these 
prior art systems have not provided completely satisfactory results, particularly for 
ERD [8].  
1.3 Conceptual design of Buoyant Aluminum Drill Pipe 
This section outlines a conceptual design of Buoyant Aluminum Drill Pipe (BADP) 
proposed by ENI SpA, advantages and disadvantages it could have in ERD as 
compared with standard pipes. 
1.3.1. Buoyant aluminum drill pipe 
The component shown in Fig. 1.6 consists of two concentric pipes and longitudinal 
ribs distributed circumferentially evenly between them. Internal pipe has upsets at 
the ends. 
Such a component can be produced at the Kamensk-Uralsky Metallurgical Works 
by extrusion process with different cross-section geometry and of different 
aluminum alloys, including a high strength aluminum alloy (group II, ISO 15546 
[10]) used in production of aluminum drill pipes (ADP) of high dependability [9] .  
A technological possibility to produce the upsets at the both ends of internal pipe of 
such a multi-cell structure has occurred recently. The upset presence makes it 
possible to produce a conical thread at the both ends and have almost entire 
length of the pipe of lesser thickness. It makes it possible in turn to optimize the 
pipe body configuration in terms of stiffness to weight ratio. So, such a concentric 
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Fig. 1.6 – BADP pipe body possible to produce at Kamensk-Uralsky  
Metallurgical Works 
pipe with upsets could be used in drilling pipe production, since it can be 
assembled with standard steel tool joints by means of conical thread connections 
and connected with other pipes to compose a DS (Fig. 1.7). 
1.3.2. BADP advantages and disadvantages in ERD 
Main advantages and disadvantages of an idea of buoyant aluminum drill pipe for 
ERD as compared with standard drill pipes are discussed below. 
1.3.2.1 The advantages 
Having steel tool joints at both ends, connected by means of conical thread 
connections, and provided that the annular space between the pipes is closed and 
has an air or a certain light-weight material inside, such a new type of drill pipe 
could have several essential advantages for usage in ERD over standard drill 
pipes. 
Since a wellbore during drilling is filled up with a drilling fluid, interacting with it the 
drill pipe in question will have increased buoyancy (Fig. 1.7) and, hence, decreased 
weight in drilling fluid (or weight in mud). Such a buoyant aluminum drill pipe 
(BADP) used for drilling of an extended-reach well (ERW) will require less amount 
of torque and axial load to be moved in inclined or horizontal hole section. BADP 
could have greater stiffness than that of standard ADP at the same time having the 
equal or even less weight in drilling fluid. Having even lesser stiffness than steel 
drill pipes do, BADP could have greater the stiffness to weight ratio due to more 
than 3 times lesser the weight in mud. 
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Mentioned advantages give BADP the potential to solve two essential challenges 
of ERD: 
1. High torque and drag that have to be overcome to move the DS through 
the long inclined hole section,  
2. Buckling of compressed section of DS when axial load is applied to 
generate the weight on bit (WOB) during drilling or push the DS through the 
deviated hole section while lowering a DS during tripping operations. Buckling 
generates additional contact forces between DS and wellbore walls increasing 
friction.  
Solving the problems noted above will permit to drill ERWs with longer horizontal 
hole sections and reach farther oil and gas reservoirs. 
1.3.2.2 The disadvantages 
The main disadvantages BADP could have are as follows: 
1. Hydraulics limitation. To provide the construction with enough buoyancy it 
should have enough annular space inside the pipe wall. So, due to increased 
BADP wall thickness, as compared with standard drill pipes, and, consequently, 
decreased area of the drilling fluid circulation channel, a pressure loss in the well 
will increase and more powerful drilling pump will be required. Decreased annulus 
area will require higher dynamic pressure during the circulation necessary at the 
bottomhole to pump the drilling fluid with cuttings through the annulus up to the 
surface. Thus, the bottomhole pressure will be also increased. That is negative, 
because a risk of formation contamination, drilling fluid loss and problems 
concerned also increases in this case. Reducing the radial clearance between two 
concentric pipes in BADP, thereby reducing the BADP wall thickness, will solve the 
problem, but reduced buoyancy will increase the weight.  
A trade-off between buoyancy and drilling fluid transmission capacity should be 
found for each configuration of BADP. It is worth to note, that when the last world 
record wells of 11-12 km length were drilled with standard steel pipe (having better 
hydraulic efficiency), most powerful drilling pumps in the industry were used [4], [5]. 
So, hydraulics limit can be of primary concern in case of BADP usage in wells of 
standard diameters and more than 12 km length. 
2. Aluminum alloys have three times lower the modulus of elasticity the steel 
used in drill pipe production has. That will make aluminum pipes less stiffer, and 
less axial load can be applied to aluminum pipe before buckling.  
So, the WOB can be limited and measures increasing buckling strength should be 
analyzed and integrated in BADP design. 
3. High stress concentrations could be caused by pressure exerting inside 
and outside the pipe of multi-cell configuration. The sum of hydrostatic and 
hydrodynamic pressures is supposed to cause higher stresses in BADP, than the 
same loading conditions will do in the case with standard solid-walled drill pipe. 
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Fig. 1.7 – DS section composed of BADP in a horizontal hole section 
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Due to presence of cavities and ribs inside BADP walls some parts of material 
under pressure will work in bending and inherent hoop stress concentrations 
should occur. Hydrostatic pressure of the drilling fluid column will add to the issue 
with the well depth increase. The issue is not critical for standard solid-walled drill 
pipes, where differential pressure is usually analyzed.  
Increased thickness or greater number of ribs could be used in BADP to resist 
pressure, but at the same time a weight of BADP will increase. Thus, the optimal 
configuration of BADP cross-section, which will have a uniform stress distribution 
under pressure, should be found.  
The limitations mentioned above could limit the possible horizontal displacement of 
an ERW drilled with use of BADP and overall BADP efficiency in drilling farther 
than is possible using conventional drill pipe technology. Once these problems are 
solved it will be known more about BADP feasibility for ERD. 
1.4 Outline of the Thesis 
Present work concerns the developing of an innovative type of drill pipe with 
mechanical properties optimized for ERD conditions and enabling greater 
horizontal displacement. As mentioned before, the main limiters of conventional 
drill pipe technology (standard steel drill pipe) performance in ERD are high torque 
and drag, buckling and hole cleaning from cuttings in the slant or horizontal 
wellbore sections. 
So, a drill pipe with high resistance to buckling, light weight in drilling mud and 
which help to clean a hole from cuttings is assumed to be ideal for ERD. Buoyant 
Aluminum Drill Pipe (BADP), shown in Fig. 1.6, buoyant in drilling mud due to 
presence of air or light weight material inside the pipe body walls, having an 
effective system allowing recirculation of settled cuttings and disintegration of 
cuttings bed, due to mechanical turbulization of drilling mud flow and a scooping 
effect, correspondingly (such a system consists of centralizers with spiral blades 
placed on BADP pipe body which are not shown in Fig. 1.6, its principle is 
described in [10] and discussed in this thesis) and with a high buckling resistance 
(due to greater stiffness to weight ratio) could be such an ideal drill pipe for ERD. 
However, increased volume of new pipe construction, due to enhanced wall 
thickness, could limit hydraulics. So, feasibility study should be carried out to put 
the new structure into limiters like mechanics, hydraulics, industry standards and 
manufacturability.  
One of the main goals at this phase of engineering design is to create a tool 
enabling analysis of a lot of pipe body cross-section configurations in a short period 
of time and involving all the necessary theories and models that describe the drill 
pipe mechanical behavior and elements interacting with it during drilling. Such a 
tool is developed and described in Chapter 5, theories and models it implements 
are described in Chapter 3.  
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Fig. 1.6 - Conceptual design of BADP
and directions of drilling mud flows 
As noted before and shown in Fig. 1.6, BADP has a cavity inside the pipe body 
wall, filled with a light material or a gas that makes it buoyant. Air has a great 
advantage to decrease the floating 
weight of drill pipes, but its use can be 
problematic under high mud pressure 
that loads both the internal and external 
pipe walls. Light weight materials, like 
composites with glass bubbles inside, 
could improve BADP properties under 
high pressure. So, strength/weight 
trade-offs should be extensively studied. 
This question is extensively discussed in 
Chapter 3.  
First optimal solutions for BADP pipe 
body geometry were found for standard 
well diameters. They do not have big 
advantage over conventional 
technologies in such conditions, but the 
solution found feasible to enable 20 km 
length horizontal well with diameter 
bigger than standard one, makes 
evident the potential of BADP to drill 
farther, than it is possible using standard 
drill pipes. Such feasible solutions are 
presented in Chapter 5. BADP, as 
mentioned previously, is stiffer than 
standard drill pipes, so it will cause 
higher bending stresses in a well and 
need a TJ connection with fatigue 
strength higher than 50 MPa (fatigue 
limit for the standard TJ connection on 
147 mm ADP [11]). Mechanical 
properties of TJ connection including fatigue, torque resistance and tensile strength 
are discussed in Chapter 6.    
The objective of the present work is to design a drill pipe construction enabling to 
increase a horizontal displacement of an ERW and reliability of ERD. The design 
process will be based on:  
- study and modeling of drill pipe working conditions in ERD;  
- definition of the system parameters, that limit horizontal displacement of an 
ERW; 
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- developing of feasibility criteria for drill pipe in ERD and examination of 
innovative BADP configurations for such a criteria compliance. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MATERIALS 
2.1 Design characteristics for drill pipes material selection 
A variety of drillstring operations under various loading conditions and high 
requirements for the drillstring strength, safety and service life suggest a 
comprehensive approach to the materials selection for drill pipe production. The 
selection of physical and mechanical properties of drill pipe materials depends on 
specific geological and technical drilling conditions. Some properties, for instance, 
pipe material density affects technical and economic characteristics of drilling 
operations. Other properties, for instance, the material modulus of elasticity affects 
the drillstring stress-strain state, etc.  
In order to evaluate the performance of materials used in drill pipe production the 
effect of the main physical and mechanical properties on the drillstring service 
conditions was considered. Tab. 2.1 indicates the corresponding data [12]. 
The steel with properties corresponding to those given in the table above is 
commonly used in Steel Tool Joints (STJ) production both in cases with standard 
Aluminum Drill Pipes (ADP) and Steel Drill Pipes (SDP). This steel is referred to as 
AISI 4145 H steel. Its properties will be used in the STJ material model description 
in the BADP design process. 
Material Density
[kg/m3] 
Young’s modulus
[MPa] 
Shear modulus
[MPa] 
Poison ratio  
Aluminum alloys 2780 71000 27000 0.3 
Titanium alloys 4540 110000 42000 0.28 
Steel 7850 210000 79000 0.27 
Tab. 2.1 – Main physical and mechanical properties of materials available for drill 
pipes production (T=20°C) 
2.1.1 Specific strength 
The drillstring weight is one of the most important characteristics that affect well 
drilling performance and economy. The drillstring weight with the same drill rig 
installed capacity determines the drillstring tripping time, while the percentage of 
the tripping time in total rig time increases considerably with well depth increasing.  
The drillstring weight depends on the density of drill pipes material, pipe geometry 
and wellbore length. The drilling mud makes the drillstring somewhat lighter 
depending on the ratio of densities of drill pipes material and circulating fluid.  
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When deciding whether the material is promising as drill pipe material it is 
convenient to use the notion of specific strength of the material L to be defined as 
the ratio between the yield stress σY and the specific weight of the material γDP: 
DP
YL γ
σ=  (2.1) 
Clearly the specific strength of the material has the dimensions of length and as 
applied to the drillstring, it defines the ultimate length of the single-size drillstring 
suspension in the air, while the stress at the point of drillstring holding reaches the 
yield stress of the material. In view of the drillstring weight reduction by the 
circulating fluid of γf specific weight and the safety factor k, the specific strength 
equation, Eq. 2.1, may be written as:  
)( fDP
Y
k
L γγ
σ
−=  (2.2)  
To evaluate the possible length of single-size drillstring suspended in borehole 
filled with circulating fluid of various densities the graph shown in Fig. 2.1 can be 
used [6]. The shaded areas in the graph indicate the permissible suspension length 
of the single-size drillstring of aluminum alloys, titanium alloys and steels 
correspondingly. The length was calculated with regard to possible changing of the 
yield stress of the given material and the 
density of circulating fluid γf  in the range of 
1000-2000 kg/m3. 
Fig. 2.1 shows that single-size drillstring of 
aluminum drill pipes (ADP) is the longest. In 
spite of high absolute magnitudes of the 
yield stress ranging within 490-1080 МPа, 
the drillstring of titanium alloy pipes is of 
second length range as compared with the 
drillstring of ADP. The suspension length of 
drill pipes made of the S-class high-strength 
steel (SDP) provides on the average only 
30% of the parameter characteristic of ADP. 
Fig. 2.1 clearly specified the effect of the 
circulating fluid density on the permissible 
suspension length. For instance, if the 
density of circulating fluid γf increases from 
1000 to 2000 kg/m3, the suspension would 
be 2.3 times longer with ADP, while with 
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Fig. 2.1 – The possible 
 single-size drillstring suspension 
SDP the increase in density does not have a pronounced effect. 
2.1.2. Elastic properties  
The most important properties of drill pipe material are the Young’s modulus E and 
the shear modulus G that markedly affect the drillstring stress-strain state. Some 
critical features of drillstring operation that are directly connected with the 
mentioned properties are considered hereafter.  
The drillstring rotation exerts the alternate bending stress that reaches high levels 
during directional and horizontal drilling. The variable component of bending stress 
within the pipe body may be defined from equation:  
2
0
2
8
)(
L
dDEd
ab
−= πσ  (2.3)  
where: d = drill pipe outside diameter; 
 D = wellbore diameter; 
 L0 = length of half-wave of the drillstring bent axis.  
The pipes of various materials but of the same geometry have L0 difference ranging 
within 5 to 7% [6]. Therefore, it may be assumed with a small error that under 
otherwise equal conditions the alternate bending stress in drill pipes is proportional 
to the Young’s modulus of the material and ЕА:ЕТ:ЕС = 1:1.55:2.96 for aluminum, 
titanium and steel drill pipes correspondingly. It means that the bending stress in 
ADP will be almost three times smaller than in SDP of the same geometry. Fig. 2.2 
 
Fig. 2.2 – Bending stresses in drill pipes of different material depend on the drill 
pipe/wellbore diameters ratio 
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shows the bending stress calculated by Eq. 2.3 for steel, aluminum alloy and 
titanium drill pipes depending on the wellbore diameter to illustrate the important 
benefits of ADP application against steel drill pipes. 
The value of Young’s modulus of the drill pipe material is critical also during the 
drillstring passage through the inclined borehole sections. The smaller is the 
absolute value E, the better the drillstring fits in the deviated borehole and the 
smaller is the exerted bending stress, which can be approximately defined by 
equation [6]:  
R
dE
b 2
=σ  (2.4)  
where: R is the radius of hole curvature. 
Therefore, it is recommended to drill the greatly inclined boreholes using pipe 
material of smaller Young’s modulus.  
2.1.3. Drillstring handling 
The landing of heavy drillstring on the elevator or in the rotary slips during tripping 
operations exerts tensile dynamic stress, which can be calculated from the 
equation:  
g
E DP
ad
γνσ =  (2.5) 
where: νa is the lowering/hoisting speed of the drillstring.  
Thus, under otherwise equal conditions the dynamic stress exerted during the 
round trip operations is proportional to the magnitude EγDP /g of the material and 
the magnitudes ratio for aluminum, titanium and steel drill pipes will be 1:1.6:2.9 
correspondingly.  
The conclusion from the above simple analysis was that the physical properties of 
aluminum alloys provide important advantages in drillstring design. 
2.2 ISO 15546, group II Aluminum alloy 
Aluminum alloy 1953T1 (in terms of Russian industry classification) satisfying the 
requirements for ISO 15546, group II Aluminum alloy has been proposed by the 
ENI S.p.A to be used in the Buoyant Aluminum Drill Pipe (BADP) design 
procedures. Its high strength to weight ratio was highly evaluated by the engineers 
from the ENI E&P division.  
Mechanical properties of the aluminum alloy in discussion were extensively tested 
at the laboratory of the D.I.M.N.P. (Mechanical Department) of the University of 
Pisa. Static and fatigue properties were evaluated, to provide a background for 
further investigation of the ADP and BADP mechanical behavior in accordance with 
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the goals of the joint-research project described earlier. Test results were then 
published in the Italian conference AIAS 2005 [13]. 
The present paragraph represents only the static tensile test on small specimens 
extracted from standard Aluminum Drill Pipe (ADP). Tensile test was carried out to 
provide tensile stress-strain curves useful to build the model of the material 
elastoplastic behavior for the finite element analysis of the BADP pipe body and 
pipe body to steel TJ connection stress-strain state.   
2.2.1 Chemical structure analysis 
The chemical composition of the alloy in discussion is reported in Tab. 2.1. 
In agreement with standard specification ISO 15546 [11], the material group II 
aluminum alloy is an Al-Zn-Mg system. According to the (American) Aluminum 
Association (AA), or the European Aluminum Association (EAA) specifications, the 
AA 7014 alloy is chemically very similar to the present alloy [14]. 
Al 
wt% 
Mg 
wt% 
Zn 
wt% 
Cu 
wt% 
Mn 
wt% 
Cr 
wt% 
Ti
wt%
Zr
wt%
Fe
wt%
Si 
wt% 
Oth. 
wt% 
Bal. 2.4-3.0 5.5-6.0 0.4-0.8 0.1-0.3 0.1-0.2 ≤0.1 ≤0.1 ≤0.2 ≤0.2 ≤0.1 
Tab. 2.1 – Chemical composition of ISO 15546, group II aluminum alloy [10] 
It is well known that Zn aluminum alloys are high strength. In particular AA 7075 
alloy has the strongest static tensile strength among all commercial aluminum 
alloys. The alloy in discussion is very similar to AA 7075 (AA 7175 as well). The 
main discrepancy in composition is lower Cu, which is below 1% in the present 
alloy while up to 2% in AA 7075. 
2.2.2 Static tensile test results 
 
Fig. 2.1 – Micrograph of the aluminum alloy structure. Specimen is extracted from 
ADP in the direction longitudinal to the extrusion (axial direction). 
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Due to the extrusion and following tension during the aluminum pipe body 
production, the aluminum alloy structure has clearly distorted grains in longitudinal 
direction (parallel to the pipe axis). A micrograph of the alloy structure shown in 
Fig. 2.1. 
All the material specimens used in laboratory tests were extracted from ADP upset 
in the direction parallel to the pipe axis to preserve the grain direction. Fig. 2.2. 
shows the scheme of specimens extraction.  
Aluminum alloy specimen 
 
 
Fig.2.2 – Plain and notched specimens extracted from ADP upset 
ADP pipe body
Box-side upset
Tensile test was performed to evaluate aluminum alloy static properties. Fig. 2.3 
shows engineering and true stress–strain curves. 
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Fig. 2.3 – Aluminum alloy tensile test curves: Engineering stress-strain curve 
and True stress-strain curve 
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Tab. 2.2 represents main static test results.  
E 
[MPa] 
SY,0.2 
[MPa] 
SU 
[MPa] 
Ep 
[MPa] 
εf 
[%] 
72964 494 544 1800 12.5 
Tab. 2.2 –  Main static test results: E, modulus of elasticity, SY,0.2, yield strength, 
SU, ultimate strength, Ep, after yielding tangent modulus, εf, engineering fracture 
strain.
The requirements to the group II aluminum alloy static properties given in the 
Standard ISO 15546 [11]: SY,0.2 = 480 MPa, SU = 550 MPa, εf ≥ 7% are in good 
agreement with results experimentally obtained and here reported. 
It is remarkable to show the quite brittle behavior of the aluminum alloy specimens 
in comparison with the specimens of the Tool Joint steel, in terms of final necking 
and fracture surface morphology, Fig. 2.4. 
 
Fig. 2.4 - Tensile test fracture surfaces, comparison between ADP and STJ 
materials 
In the aluminum specimen the necking is less evident and the final fracture is 
basically brittle, fracturing in shear condition. On the contrary for the steel the 
surface is more similar to ductile fracture, with more evident necking and 
perpendicular to axis dimpled surface [15].  
2.2.3 Material yield strength dependency on temperature 
Implementing a static strength design of DS composed of DP of 1953T1 aluminum 
alloy, the dependency of the alloy on temperature should be taken into account. 
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Fig. 2.5 shows dependency of the yield strength of the two loosely used alloys in 
ADP production, D16T and 1953T1, on the temperature under 500 hours exposure 
The gr
[12]    
aph analysis makes it evident that usage of the alloy in high temperature 
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Fig. 2.5 – 1953T1 aluminum alloys yield strength dependency on temperature 
under 500 hours exposure 
T [0C] 
conditions is inexpediently. More over, taking into account that after 100 oC the 
alloy yield strength decreases more rapidly, this temperature limit will define 
maximum depth of design well in the BADP optimization calculation. Considering 
the temperature gradient, typical for Siberian oilfields, equal to 3 oC per 100 m (see 
Tab. 3.1 in Chapter 3), at the vertical depth of 3000 m the temperature will 
increased up to 100 oC. If the well depths do not exceed 3000 m, the alloy yield 
strength is assumed to be constant and equal to 480 MPa.   
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CHAPTER 3 
DRILLSTRING THEORY 
This chapter outlines configuration of a standard Aluminum Drill Pipe (ADP) and 
the loads on pipe occurring during drilling and operations concerned. A typical 
extension of drillstring (DS) theory is given in the chapter. The theoretical models 
described hereafter determinate loads on pipe as a function of the well length and 
vertical depth and are all presented by explicit equations. Theoretical models 
described in this chapter will be used in the BADP parametric analysis.  
3.1 Drill pipe loading conditions 
All the DS components described earlier are continually subjected to loads different 
in character: 
- axial tensile load from deadweight and pressure drop on bit and downhole 
motor; 
- axial compressive load from deadweight; 
- bending forces occurred during DS rotation; 
- torsional forces needed for the bit rotation; 
- forces caused by the downhole motor reactive moment; 
- forces caused by the drilling mud circulation pressure; 
- friction forces occurred between the DS and wellbore surfaces; 
- axial loads occurred when the DS drag or slacking-off take place; 
- inertia forces during the tripping operations; 
- bending forces occurred in deviated hole sections; 
- bending forces occurred in an offshore drilling when the drill ship heaving takes 
place; 
- forces caused by the DS vibration, including longitudinal, torsional and bending 
vibration due to the rotation of not balanced DS, uneven running of the 
downhole motor, or heterogeneity of the drilled formations.  
A character of loads on DS changes both in length and in time. Therefore, it is 
practically useful to carry out stress analysis only for critical loading conditions 
could be in particular cases of drilling that can limit a trouble-free operation of a DS. 
To such a particular loading condition in ERD one can refer high torque and drag 
occurred in the long horizontal hole section to be overcome to move a DS. To a 
special feature of DS operation one can also refer the following: like a long thin rod 
subjected to axial, lateral forces and torsional moment, it can buckle. 
Rotation of a buckled pipe causes cyclic bending with eventually failure and often a 
one-side abrasive wear of the drill pipe tool joints. 
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Fig. 3.1 – Standard aluminum drill pipe: 
 a – steel TJ pin, b – um pipe to steel TJ  pipe body, c – internal upset, d – alumin
connection, e – steel TJ box
 
 
Analyzing the ADP construction shown in Fig. 3.1, one can specify several critical 
sections in which maximum stresses are caused by different loads: 
The pipe body (Fig. 3.1, b) is the weakest DP section under the static loading takes 
place during drilling and tripping operations. The loads concerned are torque and 
internal hydraulic pressure during drilling and tension during the DS hoisting. These 
loads are maximal in the upper part of DS.  
Pipe body buckles if axial pushing load exceeds the critical buckling load. In ERD 
buckling often occurs in inclined or horizontal hole section where drill collar 
connects with the compressed section of DS that usually is of much lower stiffness. 
A tension is critical for the pipe body during the tripping operations.    
During the tripping the upset (Fig. 3.1, c) is fixed in drill pipe slips and is subjected 
to circumferential compressive load. Extended length, thicker wall slip section is 
designed true for increased slip crushing capacity. The length is standard and is 
fitted to the standard length of drilling slips. The lengthier slips are used, the less is 
the stress in the upset. 
The aluminum pipe to steel TJ permanent connection (ADP-STJ) (Fig. 3.1, d) is the 
weakest section in cyclic bending loading due to fretting issue or stress 
concentrator presence. Hence the fatigue strength is of a primary concern in the 
connection design process. The ADP-STJ, as well as the box to pin TJ (STJ-STJ) 
connection are designed to have 15% greater the static strength than those for the 
pipe body [16]. 
3.2 Theoretical models for drillstring design in horizontal drilling 
Requirements to the design of extended-reach DS including ADPs are in 
accordance with those given in [16]. The DS design process should include the 
following steps: 
1. Calculation of buckling critical force for the DS compressed section; 
2. Calculation of the torque and drag occurred in the well when DS is moved 
during various drilling operations (drilling, tripping); 
3. Stress analysis of drill pipe critical section. 
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To carry out stress analysis of a critical pipe section all the loads on pipe should be 
estimated. In the present thesis for the drill pipe (DP) body stress analysis only the 
static loads on pipe that can limit possible horizontal reach of drilling are 
considered. All these loads are functionally dependent on the well length or depth 
and DP configuration. 
As the DS is a part of the drilling mud circulation system and its hollow structure 
creates the hydraulic channel for the drilling mud flow, pipes geometry should 
provide optimal hydraulics. Determination of the drilling mud pressure in all parts of 
the system as well as checking of the limits concerned, like formations integrity, the 
minimum mud flow velocity, necessary to efficiently clean the cuttings out from the 
long deviated hole section, are all of the primary concern in high-pressure 
extended-reach wells.  
All the necessary theoretical models are presented hereafter.   
3.2.1 Drillstring buckling in long horizontal wells 
3.2.1.1 Sinusoidal buckling 
It is well known that due to gravity a DS in a horizontal hole section generally lies 
straightly on the lower side of wellbore before pipe is buckled. When an axial 
compressive force on DS exceeds certain limit load, DPs begin to buckle 
sinusoidally.  
Fig. 3.4 shows a scheme of sinusoidally buckled DS. Buckled, it continues to lie on 
Certain contact forces develop between the DP and wellbo
the lower wall of the wellbore, but its shape is similar to a snake.  
re walls due to 
p
 
Fig. 3.4 – Postbuckled configuration of pipe in horizontal hole: the sinusoidal shape 
End viewSide view
Top view
deformed shape. There are some equations to know contact forces between pipes 
and walls, but for drilling needs is much more interesting evaluate the critical force. 
Considering the energy point of view, under buckling condition three different kinds 
of energy are implicated: 
- potential (elastic) energy associated to the bending and deformed shape U ; 
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- work done by external axial compressive load W1; 
- work done by proper weight (gravity effect) of drill string W2. 
Up = W1 + W2 (3.1) 
rgy increment will be equal to the work done by the axial lo  
Potential energy has to be equal to total work of external forces: 
So, bending ene ad and
gravity. Integrating and resolving, looking for minimum energy of deformation, for 
an inclined wellbore [17]: 
2
cossin4 θwEJ sin_
sin_
θwL
r
F crcr +=  (3.2) 
4/14
sin_ sin ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛= θ
π
w
rEJ
Lcr  (3.3) 
where: Fcr_sin  = the sinusoidal buckling critical load [N];  
 
tal tract [deg]; 
sin  the first buckling order 
 w  h unit in mud [N/m]; 
bore and drill pipe 
In case of pure ho
E = the Young’s modulus [MPa]; 
 J  = the inertia moment [m4]; 
 θ  = the slant angle of horizon
 Lcr_ = the minimum critical length linked with 
(half sine wave) [m]; 
= the weight per lengt
 r  = the radial clearance between well 
(considering maximum external diameter of DP) [m].  
rizontal drilling θ = π/2. 
r
wEJ4
Fcr sin_ =  (3.4) 
3.2.1.2 Helical buckling  
creases further, over sinusoidal load, the amplitude of 
on 
As the compressive load in
sinusoidal buckle increases, and portions of drill string lose contact with borehole 
and rise toward the upper wall of the hole. Eventually, load reaches another critical 
value at which drill string forms a helix that is in full contact with walls of the hole. 
Drill string becomes helically buckled. Fig. 3.5 shows the helically deformed DS. 
As seen before for sinusoidal buckling, potential energy linked to the deformati
will be equal to the work done by the axial compressive load plus the work done by 
proper weight. Bending energy increment for helical buckling will be greater than 
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 Fig. 3.5 – Postbuckled co  of pipe in horizon e lical shape 
Top view
Side view End view
hetal hole: thnfiguration
that for sinusoidal buckling due to severe helical bending. Most of the researchers 
used the hypothesis of constant load during the deformation instead of considering 
a changeable load. In reality, load increases during the application because of 
effect of the frictional drag and the contact forces.  
If the drill string is not rotated, the buckling is not harmful for the DP and it only 
increases drag in the wellbore. The axial pipe displacement through the hole is yet 
uckling occurs.  
possible. When helical buckling occurs a rapid increase of torque and drag occur 
and the DS displacement becomes impossible [18]. The drillstring rotation 
practically does not affect the value of sinusoidal buckling critical force, Fcr_sin [19], 
but if the buckling takes place, the applied torque tends to create a helical 
deformation [20]. More over, the one-side abrasion of TJ and pipe body, and a 
cyclic bending occur. Thus, with the pipe rotated it is a good practice not to allow 
both the forms of buckling. 
Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 are conventional formulas considering the average compressive 
axial load when the helical b
2
cossin8 _
_
θθ ehelcre
helcr
wLEJw
F +=  
r
(3.5) 
4/14
_ sin
8
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛= θ
π
e
helcr w
rEJ
L  (3.6) 
For pure horizontal hole section, where θ = π/2, the helical buckling critical force, 
, can be calculated with Eq. 3.7. helcr _F
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r
EJw
F ehelcr
8
_ =  (3.7) 
In [21], based on experimental data, different treatments of critical load were 
studied. In conventional equations the hypothesis of a constant load during the 
buckling initiation leads to evaluation of an average load. Thank to observations of 
small scale experiments, an approximately linear trend of axial load, in relation to 
the axial movement, was found during the helical buckling process. 
By considering the linearly increasing axial load, an average helical buckling load 
will be equal to the average of a critical buckling load and the true helical buckling 
load. The resulting formula is as follows: 
r
EJw
F ehelicalcr )122(2, −=  (3.8) 
The final helical buckling load is greater than the average helical buckling load, 
since the axial load increases during helical buckling process. In fact, the new 
helical buckling load corresponding to the fully developed helical buckling is about 
1.3 times as much as the average helical buckling load. 
The Eq. 3.4 for sinusoidal buckling and Eq. 3.8  for the helical buckling in straight 
inclined hole meet recommendations given in API-7G [22] for steel DP and in ISO 
DIS 20312 [12] for aluminum DP and will be used in design process. Their 
thorough description and background is given in [12], [21], and [23]. 
3.2.2 Torque and drag model 
3.2.2.1 Combined friction for simultaneous hoisting and rotation of drillstring   
During tripping or drilling operations, tight hole conditions like drag may occur. The 
remedy is typically to rotate the DS while pulling. Rotation will reduce the axial drag 
as compared to a non-rotating pipe. While this helps, another impasse is eventually 
reached where enough torque cannot be generated at the surface to turn the DS. 
Torque and drag calculation is of primary concern in ERD, since these friction 
forces present one of the most challenging limit of DS performance in evaluation of 
its potential to enable drilling of an ultra long hole section. 
The fundamental phenomenon, that produces torque and drag in the wellbore, 
have to be overcome to rotate and axially move the DS, is the coefficient of friction. 
In [24] the authors explain a simply model to consider these forces, basing all on 
the behavior of the friction coefficient, as explained afterward. 
Fig. 3.6 shows a DP section of weight w∆s, where ∆s is the length of DP section. If 
it is pulled along a surface, the drag will be equal to the normal force (weight) 
multiplied with the coefficient of friction, µw∆s. If the pipe is rotated instead, the 
torque (T/r) ratio is also equal to µw∆s. Thus, the weight and friction coefficient 
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results in the same frictional resistance regardless of whether the movement is 
axial or rotational. If the pipe is subjected to both motions simultaneously, the 
resultant friction is still limited by the normal weight component. The direction of the 
friction is determined by the resultant of the velocities in the two directions (Fig. 
3.7).  
 
 Fig. 3.6 – Drag an torque for a pipe in horizontal hole section 
If the pipe is only pulled, a drag of µw∆s results in the axial direction. If it is rotated 
only, a T/r ratio of µw∆s results in the tangential direction. If a combined motion is 
applied, the same resultant frictional force applies in some other direction. The 
torque and the drag are related by the following equation corresponding to the 
relation given in Fig. 3.7: 
 
Fig. 3.7 – Combined friction from rotation and axial movement 
capFswFr
T =∆=+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ 222 )(µ  (3.9) 
The term on the right side of Eq. 3.9 is produced by the drag during no rotation, 
and may be defined as the frictional capacity of the pipe. If combined axial and 
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rotational movement is applied, Eq. 3.9 can be used to compute the reduction both 
in torque and drag. The angle η in Fig. 3.7 is defined by the velocities:  
η = tan-1(vt/va) (3.10) 
where vt is the tangential (peripheral) speed and va is the axial speed of the DP.  
During drilling, since the rate of penetration is usually much less than linear 
tangential speed, almost all the drag component is compensated by rotation and all 
the axial load generated in the vertical hole section is transported to the bit. So, 
axial load on pipes in horizontal hole section is equal to the weight on bit should be 
generated. During drilling with the DS rotation the axial friction is neglected, since 
the axial coefficient of friction is closed to zero, but it breaks down for tripping 
operation when DS is lowering in the well and axial movement speed is much more 
higher than that in the case of drilling (10 m/h for the drilling vs. 1800 m/h for the 
lowering is the ratio can often take place in horizontal drilling). For the tripping 
operations the drag is often of primary concern, whereas for the drilling the torque 
usually is.  
In accordance with the phenomenon described above, the friction factor in axial 
direction can be defined as follows: 
22
ta
a
a νν
νµµ
+
=  (3.11) 
Tangential friction coefficient, µt, is calculated as follows: 
a
t
at ν
νµµ =  (3.12) 
where: νa is the DS axial velocity equal to lowering velocity during the tripping and 
the rate of penetration during the drilling [m/s], νt is a linear tangential velocity of 
the drillstring rotating [m/s] (νt = 60πdf, where f is the turning frequency [rpm], d is 
the DP outside diameter [m]). 
3.2.2.2 Torque and drag calculation 
This paragraph presents equations proposed in [19] to compute torque and drag 
need to be overcome to move the DS trough the build-up and long horizontal hole 
sections in three different conditions: during the drilling process, lowering and 
hoisting operations. Referring to Fig. 3.8, the three groups of relative equations are 
presented below. 
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3.2.2.2.1. Drilling operation (3.13) 
Drag: is supposed not to be critical. 
Torque: 
T1:  torque on bit  
rLwTT BHAt 112 µ+=  
rLwTT DPt 223 µ+=  
)2
2
(34 ++= πµ DCt rRwTT  
T5 = T4
where: w = the unit normal force on a tool in the drilling mud [N/m] 
3.2.2.2.2. Lowering operation (3.14) 
Drag (to overcome it a negative axial load should be applied to the DS): 
F1l = 0  
  F2l aBHAl LwF µ11 +=  
F3l aDPl LwF µ22 +=  
F4l 22
2
23 1
2
)1(
1 a
DCa
a
a
DC
l
Rw
e
Rw
F a µ
µµµ
πµ
+−⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ −++=
−
 
F5l DCDPl wLwLF 344 −−=  
Torque: is assumed not to be critical. 
3.2.2.2.3. Hoisting operation (3.15) 
Total 
Vertical 
Depth 
(TVD) 
Horizontal Displacement (HD)
R
BHA 
5
L4 
1 23
4L3 L2 L1 
DC
Fig. 3.8 – The model of drillstring used in torque and drag calculation 
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Drag (to overcome it a positive axial load should be applied to the DS): 
F1p = 0 
  F2p aBHAp LwF µ11 +=  
F3p aDPp LwF µ22 +=  
F4p 23 )(
πµaeRwF DCp +=  
F5p DCDPp wLwLF 344 ++=  
Torque: is assumed not to be critical. 
3.2.3 Drilling mud hydraulics 
3.2.3.1 Drilling mud circuit 
The drilling mud circuit is a very important part of the drilling system. The main 
components of the mud circuit, as it flows through the well are: the delivery pumps, 
 
Fig. 3.9 - Drilling mud hydraulic circuit 
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surface lines (rigid and flexible), injection head, drill string, annulus between the 
well sidewalls and pipes, vibrating screen, mud pits and waste pit.  
Figure 3.9 shows the main components of the mud circuit. 
The mud, which is put into surface pits, is sucked up by the pumps and conveyed 
through the surface distribution circuit to the injection head. Then, it flows through 
the drill pipes to the bottom hole and comes out of the bit nozzles, to flow back up 
through the annulus between the pipes and the hole. At the surface, the mud is 
treated by equipment to remove contaminants and is then conveyed back to the 
surface pits. The vibrating screen, placed at outlet of mud from the well, separates 
the mud from drill cuttings. These cuttings are then collected in the waste pit. In 
onshore operations, this pit is often excavated and covered by an impermeable 
sheet. 
The pumps provide the mud with the energy required to offset head losses in the 
circuit and to circulate at a suitable flow rate. Alternative, double acting pumps are 
normally used, with two (duplex) or three (triplex) pistons.  
The best pressure capacity in the industry provided by 1600-kW triplex drill pumps 
is 53 MPa. So, the DS design for ERD should provide the circulation pressure loss 
in the wellbore which does not exceed this limit.  
3.2.3.2 Drilling mud model 
To describe the mud behavior during the circulation process the fluid dynamic 
model is given hereafter. 
To calculate the pressure loss in the well during drilling, the plastic Bingham model 
describing flow characteristics of the drilling mud has been used [24]. In this case 
the mud is described as a plastic fluid. This type of fluid does not flow until the 
applied shear stress, τ, exceeds a given value τ0. After this point, equal increases 
in the shear stress lead to equal increases in the shear rate which are proportional 
to plastic viscosity, η. The ratio between the shear stress, τ, and shear rate, γ, of 
these fluids, also called Bingham fluids, is linear and very similar to that of 
Newtonian fluids. 
With reference to the flow curve in Fig. 3.10, the equation which defines this type of 
rheological behavior is as follows: 
τ = τ0 + ηγ (3.16) 
where: τ = shear stress [Pa]; 
 τ0 = yield point [Pa]; 
 η  = plastic viscosity [Pa·s]; 
 γ  = shear rate [s-1]. 
The yield point, τ0, also termed yield stress and often indicated by the symbol YP, 
is the positive intercept on the axis of the shear stress values (for zero shear rates) 
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and η, which is sometimes indicated by the symbol PV as well, is proportional to 
the inclination of the curve. 
The Bingham model has been and is still widely applied in the oil industry as it is 
easy to use and represents the behavior of some drilling fluids commonly 
employed up until a few years ago, fairly well (such as bentonite muds). 
However, this model does not reflect real conditions as it does not accurately 
represent the trend of most drilling fluids currently used, especially at low shear 
rate values, or even, at low flow rate values. In fact, other rheological models which 
take account of these trends are used at present.  
τ
PV 
YP
γ
Fig. 3.10 – Trend of the shear stress vs. shear rate for a plastic fluid 
So, the Bingham model is considered enough reliable for the purposes of the 
present feasibility study of BADP, but the mud flow model should be upgraded on 
future phases of BADP design.    
3.2.3.3 Flow regime determination 
It is common practice to assume that only two types of flow regimes can exist for 
drilling fluids: laminar (usually at low flow rates) and turbulent (at high flow rates) 
[25].  
In laminar flow, fluid layers flow parallel to each other in an orderly fashion, which 
are similar to concentric cylindrical shells, which slide past one another like the 
sections of a telescope. The velocity of the fluid shell at the pipe wall is zero, while 
the velocity of the fluid shell at the centre of the section is maximal. This flow 
occurs at low to moderate shear rates when friction between the fluid and the 
channel walls is at its lowest.   
Turbulent flow is caused by high flow rates and low fluid viscosity values and is 
characterized by the chaotic and disorderly movement of fluid particles. This 
random movement consists of two velocity components: one, transversal to the 
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flow and the other longitudinal to the flow. The longitudinal velocity tries to move 
the fluid particles in a parallel direction to the pipe axis, while the transversal 
velocity tries to move the fluid in a direction which is normal to the pipe axis. In 
turbulent flow, unsteady vortices appear on many scales and interact with each 
other. Friction between the fluid and the channel walls is highest for this type of 
flow that causes high pressure losses.  
It is well known, that in ERD the high mud flow rate is often necessary, as it 
facilitates removal of cuttings from the high deviated hole section, even if it may 
cause major hole erosion problems and exert higher pressure on the formations 
being drilled. In this connection it is worth noting that the way to create turbulence, 
provided that the mud flow rate and pressure loss remain those, typical for laminar 
flow, has been proposed recently. In accordance with the study and field tests 
done in [26] and [27], the hydro-mechanical cleaning tools with spiral blades set at 
the pipe body can generate vortices mechanically thereby generating turbulent 
flow. This effect can increase clean out efficiency of the mud circulation by 30-60%. 
That, in turn, permits to decrease the mud flow rate without any loosing in the 
cleanout efficiency.  
Turbulent flow is a typical flow inside steel standard drill pipes and drill collars. 
Optimizing the drill pipe internal diameter so, that it will be large enough to permit 
laminar flow inside, we could decrease the pressure loss in the pipes.  
The transition between the two types of flow regime is defined by a critical point 
determined by a critical Reynolds number.  
The Reynolds number is directly proportional to the pipe diameter, the average 
velocity of the flow and the fluid density, while it is inversely proportional to the fluid 
viscosity. It may be considered as the ratio between the inertial forces and the 
frictional forces of the flowing fluid.  
The Reynolds number equation for circular section pipes is given by the following: 
η
ρ iVd=Re   (3.17) 
likewise, for the annular section: 
η
ρ )(
Re e
dDV −=   (3.18) 
where: di  = diameter of the circular section [m]; 
 de = internal diameter of the annular section [m]; 
 D  = external diameter of the annular section [m]; 
 V  = average flow velocity [m/s]; 
 ρ  = flow density [kg/m3]; 
 η  = fluid viscosity [Pa·s]. 
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By performing studies on water flow in a circular section pipe, Reynolds discovered 
that turbulence began at an approximate value of 2100. The critical Reynolds 
number for the plastic fluid may be calculated by applying the following expression 
[28]: 
58.0
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. 3.72100Re ⎥⎦
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⎡+= η
ρτ i
icr
d
 (3.19) 
Likewise, for the annular section: 
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To consider the flow to be laminar the following inequality should be fulfilled: 
Re < Recr (3.21) 
The critical velocity which determines the transition from laminar to turbulent flow in 
pipes, may be calculated by simply applying the following expression: 
ρ
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and in the annulus 
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The critical flow rate can be calculated as follows: 
icriicr VdQ .
2
. 4
π=   (3.24) 
and  
ecreecr VdDQ .
22
. )(4
−= π   (3.25) 
correspondingly for the flow in and outside pipes. 
It is important to estimate the type of the fluid flow regime in the present work, 
because different equations are used to calculate pressure loss in cases with 
different flow regimes. 
3.2.3.4 Pressure loss in the drilling mud circuit  
The purpose of the hydraulic calculation is to evaluate pressure losses inside and 
outside the drillstring in the circular and annular sections correspondingly. During 
the parametric study of the BADP cross-section configuration pressure losses will 
be calculated every time the well depth, the well horizontal extent, and the cross-
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section configuration will change. First it will be important for calculation of the 
equivalent stress in the BADP critical section under pressure and second, to 
estimate the necessary discharge pressure at the drill pump (stand pipe pressure, 
SPP). 
The pressure loss during the plastic fluid flow in pipes can be defined as follows: 
i
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i pldd
QlP ∆=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
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16128 0
4
τ
π
η
  (3.26) 
where: ∆Pi  = in pipe pressure loss for the pipe section of l-meter length [Pa]; 
 l = length of the pipe section [m]; 
 Q = flow rate [m3/s]; 
 ∆pi = in pipe pressure loss for the one-meter length of pipe [Pa/m].   
The same for the annulus: 
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where: ∆Pe = outside pipe pressure loss for the pipe section of l-meter length 
    [Pa] 
 ∆pe = outside pipe pressure loss for the one-meter length of pipe [Pa/m] 
3.2.3.5 Discharge pressure at the mud pumps (SPP) 
The discharge pressure at the pumps (stand pipe pressure) is given by the 
following expression: 
SPP = 1.25∆Pc + ∆PBHA + ∆Pe  (3.28) 
It is considered as the sum of the contributions made by the various components of 
the mud circuit system: 
SPP = stand pipe pressure [Pa]; 
∆Pi  = pressure loss inside the DS placed in the horizontal hole section [Pa]; 
∆PBHA  = pressure loss at the BHA (pressure drop on downhole motor and bit) 
[Pa]; 
∆Pe  = pressure loss in the annulus in the horizontal hole section [Pa]. 
The coefficient 1.25 is assumed to be a 25% pressure loss margin, taking into 
account the pressure loss in the surface circuit, inside and outside pipes in the 
vertical (the section between the points 4 and 5 in Fig. 3.8) and build up (the 
section between the points 3 and 4 in Fig. 3.8) sections, and pressure capacity 
margin at the pumps. It is supposed to simplify the calculation. 
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3.2.3.6 Equivalent circulating density 
The equivalent circulating density is given by the following relation: 
h
P
g
h
P
h
P
ECD aastath
∆+=∆+= ρ.   (3.29) 
where: ECD = equivalent circulating density [Pa/m] 
 Ph.stat  = mud hydrostatic pressure [Pa] 
 ρ = mud density [kg/m3] 
 ∆Pa = pressure loss in the annulus [Pa] 
 h = total vertical depth [m] 
The EDC value is highly important as it must be compared with the formation 
fracturing gradient value. In order to prevent problems while drilling, this value must 
be: 
ECD < Gfract  (3.30) 
Otherwise the drilled formation may fracture, resulting in formation fluid losses 
which may damage the actual formation and lead to hazardous situations caused 
by the absence of enough circulating fluid in the well. 
Every formation has a proper fracturing gradient. To model the formation 
properties, characteristics of typical formations drilled in western Siberia oilfields 
were used as reference. 
In Tab. 3.1 the fracturing pressure gradient presented by the linear coefficients 
(grey column) related to the vertical depth (column on the left). To calculate the 
pressure of the formation fracturing it is enough to multiply the vertical depth by the 
relative coefficient. 
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Range, m Pressure gradients, MPa/m 
From To Pore pressure  
Fracturing 
pressure 
Rock 
pressure 
Temperature in 
the end of the 
range, 0С 
0 860 0.01 0.02 0.22 20 
860 
1750 
1810 
2350 
2430 
1750 
1810 
2350 
2430 
2710 
0.0101 0.018 0.023 
50 
52 
74 
78 
91 
2710 
2760 
2810 
2760 
2810 
2825 
0.0102 0.017 0.024 
92 
94 
94 
 
Tab. 3.1 – Formation pressure gradients
The red point in Fig. 3.11 corresponds to the critical section in the horizontal hole 
section as both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic pressure in the annulus are 
maximum at the bottomhole, the deepest and farthest section of the wellbore. 
 
 
Fig. 3.11 – Critical point for the fracturing pressure at the bottomhole 
So, this issue can limit ERD in several cases, like drilling in non competent rocks, 
great vertical depth (hydrostatic component) and/or horizontal reach (hydrodynamic 
component). Decreased annular space in the wellbore with drill pipes of large 
outside diameter could aggravate the problem or become a primary limit. Optimal 
hydraulics in great extent is defined by an optimal drill pipe configuration.  
3.2.3.7 In pipe and outside pipe pressure 
Equations given in the present paragraph will be used in the BADP pipe body 
stress analysis. They permit calculate the pressure the DS is subject to during the 
mud circulation process. 
stathdynhii PPP .._ +=   (3.31) 
iiSPPdynhi plPP ∆−=._  (3.32) 
ghP stath ρ=.  (3.33) 
where:  Pi = in pipe pressure in the design DS section [Pa]; 
 Pi_h.dyn = the hydrodynamic component of the in pipe pressure [Pa]; 
 Ph.stat = the hydrostatic component of the in pipe pressure [Pa]; 
 PSPP = stand pipe pressure (pressure on pumps) [Pa]; 
 ∆pi = pressure loss in the one-meter length of pipe (Eq. 3.26) [Pa/m];  
 ρ = mud density [kg/m3]; 
 li = length of DS from the design section to the surface [m]; 
 h = total vertical depth [m]. 
stathdynhee PPP .._ +=  (3.34) 
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eeedynhe plPP ∆−∆=._  (3.35) 
where: Pe = outside pipe pressure exerting on the design DS section [Pa]; 
 Pe_h.dyn = the hydrodynamic component of the outside pipe pressure [Pa]; 
 ∆Pe = outside pipe pressure loss (Eq. 3.27) [Pa]; 
 ∆pe = outside pipe pressure loss on the one-meter length of pipe  
(Eq. 3.27) [Pa/m]; 
 le = length of DS from the bottomhole to the design section [m]. 
3.2.4. Thick cylinder theory 
Since the pipe body of standard DP has usually the mean diameter to wall 
thickness ratio less or equal to 10, it can be referred to as a thick cylinder [30].  
In a thick cylinder under pressure a variation of the radial stress and the 
circumferential stress along the thickness are obtained with the help of the Lamé’s 
Theory. 
Unlike thin cylinders the radial stress in thick cylinders is not negligible, rather it 
varies from the loaded surface (inner or outer) where it is equal to the magnitude of 
the fluid pressure to the unloaded surface where usually it is equal to zero. Hoop 
stress also varies along the thickness. 
Consider a thick walled cylinder with open ends. It is loaded by internal pressure Pi 
and external pressure Pe as seen in Fig. 3.12. It has inner radius ri and outer radius 
Now
re.  
 consider a point at radius r and angle θ. By circular symmetry, the stresses 
0 
σr
σrσθ
σθ
 
Fig. 3.12 – Thick cylinder cross-section in cylindrical coordinate system 
σθ and σr are functions of r only, not θ and the shear stress in the point must be 
zero. Giving the stresses as a function of radius, they can be given as follows: 
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These equations are known as Lamé’s equations. Two particular loading cases are 
considered and equations are given below.  
2.2.4.1 Loading by internal pressure (Pe = 0) 
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At inside surface, r  = ri: 
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At outside surface, r  = re: 
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2.2.4.2 Loading by external pressure (Pi = 0) 
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At inside surface, r  = ri: 
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0=rσ   
At outside surface, r  = re: 
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Lamé’s theory has an important assumption, that the material should be 
homogeneous and isotropic. A multi-cell structure of the BADP pipe body wall does 
not fulfill this requirement. In this case the Lamé’s equations could produce an error 
determining hoop and radial stresses. The effect of the ribs presence in BADP on 
the stresses distribution is extensively analyzed and discussed in following 
chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR SIMULATING 
MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF BADP UNDER PRESSURE 
The calculation of hoop and radial stresses is an essential step in static strength 
estimation of cylinders working under pressure. Standard drill pipe with the wall 
thickness to mean diameter ratio less or equal to 10 could be referred to as a thick 
cylinder [30]. The Lamè’s theory is usually used in this case to estimate the 
variation of hoop and radial stresses through the wall thickness. Where the 
stresses are functions of pressure a pipe is subjected to, pipe cross-section 
geometry, and radius to the point, where the stresses are calculated. The stresses 
are constant in circumferential direction. However, it is not the case with a multi-cell 
configuration of the BADP walls, where the ribs presence causes stress 
concentrations and distribution of the stresses is not constant in circumferential 
direction. Finite element method could help here, but direct usage of FEA programs 
(e.g. ANSYS) will be time consuming in parametric study with several parameters, 
since with every their variation a new full finite element run needs to be conducted. 
It would be more practically and flexible to use parametric equations, describing 
hoop and radial stresses in critical points as a function of the pipe cross section 
geometric parameters without calling external software during the process of 
scanning. Developing of such expressions are extensively discussed in the present 
chapter.  
At the first step of the study the von Mises stress distribution in elasto-plastic model 
of the BADP pipe body cross section subjected to internal and external pressures 
was estimated as a function of the number of ribs. Different loading conditions and 
the cross section configurations were analyzed.  
The analysis objectives at this step were to define critical points in the BADP main 
cross-section and determine the range for number of ribs to be scanned in the 
elastic model parametric analysis, the next step of the study. 
So, at the second step the parametric analysis of the effect of the cross-section 
geometry parameters on the hoop and radial stresses in the critical points was 
conducted. The effects of internal and external pressures on the stress state in 
critical points were evaluated separately. The analysis results were then saved in 
files with “txt” filename extension. Each of them included calculated stresses in the 
critical points for specific combination of the cross-section parameters and was 
generated each time a new finite element run was finished. Particular MATLAB 
script specially developed was then used to transform the data in two matrices 
adopted to the following regression analysis. So, BADP pipe body response 
functions in the form suitable for following approximation were provided. The Stress 
Factor (SF) notion was then introduced. SF means the number of times the 
effective stress is as much as those defined with the Lamè’s equations. In that way 
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SF the bending effect due to the ribs presence. So, determining a SF for each 
critical point we can evaluate the effect of ribs presence on the local stress state, 
predicting the effective stresses. Multivariate cubic polynomials were fitted to the 
function of SF on the cross-section geometric parameters by means of Multivariate 
linear regression method [31,32, and 33]. The accuracy of the fitted polynomials 
were measured by the analysis of residuals and percentage errors of stresses 
prediction. The results are discussed in this chapter. 
4.1 Equivalent stress distribution under different load 
conditions 
The main task to be solved at this step of the BADP cross-section stress analysis is 
as follows: 
- to analyze the pressure distribution vs. well length and depth,  
- to define maximal pressures to be used in the following calculation,  
- to choose the most stressed sections of the DS and characteristic points in the 
sections that could represent the critical areas in the section and be used in 
parametric analysis at the next step of the study.  
4.1.1 Finite element model 
As mentioned beforehand, parametric equations predicting the effective stresses in 
the section will be based on FEA results for variety of configurations of the BADP 
main cross-section. The present paragraph describes the finite element model 
used in BADP pipe body stress analysis.  
4.1.1.1 Model configuration and boundary conditions 
There is an assumption made for the analysis. BADP is assumed to be concentric 
with the wellbore axis and its pipe body loaded uniformly under pressure. So the 
loading case is axial-symmetric. 
Plain two-dimensional model of the BADP pipe body cross-section behavior under 
pressure will be considered.  
The FE model built with two-dimensional plane elements considering the polar 
symmetry of the problem shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5.  
It is sufficient to model only one sector of the cross-section applying the right 
constraints of symmetry. A scheme of the meshed model with loads and 
constraints is reported in Fig. 4.5.  
During drilling, inner and outer surfaces of a drill pipe are subjected to pressure, 
like shown in Fig. 4.5. Such a loading scheme was used in preliminary analysis to 
choose critical points in the cross-section and to estimate equivalent stresses due 
to the combined pressure loading, taking into consideration different number of the 
ribs. 
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Fig. 4.4 – Scheme of polar symmetry and parameterization of the 
cross-section configuration 
 
However, hypothesizing to work only in elastic field, the principle of superposition 
allows to study the effect of each pressure separately. Then, the two components 
of hoop or radial stress can be summed to calcolate the effective stress. 
It allowed to study combined load cases with different combinations of internal and 
 
Fig. 4.5 – Scheme of the mesh, loads and constraints 
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external pressures. Each of them increases linearly with increase of the horizontal 
hole section length. 
4.1.1.2 Model of the material behavior 
Two models of the material behavior were used in the present study: elastic model 
and Multilinear Isotropic elasto-plastic one (MISO).  
 
Fig. 4.6 – Multilinear Isotropic elasto-plastic model of the material behavior 
The MISO model was built referring to the true stress-strain curve experimentally 
found and shown in Fig. 2.3. The model shown in Fig. 4.6 described with 13 points. 
4.1.2. Drillstring critical sections and loads applied 
To define weak sections (critical sections) in DS composed of BADP, the load 
(internal and external pressures) vs. DS length functions were analyzed for 
different DS sections. It made possible to choose three DS sections, where stress 
state caused by combined loads can be maximum. These sections are presented 
in Fig. 4.1. 
Based on Eqs. 2.31 – 2.35 that allow to calculate pressures inside and outside the 
drill pipe during the drilling mud circulation process, typical for ERD distribution of 
the pressures along the length of a DS were plotted and shown in Fig. 4.2. 
The relations shown in Fig. 4.2 are calculated using the following input data.  
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- Well profile: well diameter, D = 0.2445 m, total vertical depth, h = 2000 m, 
length of the horizontal hole section, L = 12608 m, measured depth (total length of 
the DS), MD = 15000 m, radius of the build up section, R = 250 m. The well profile 
(a side view) is shown in Fig. 4.1. 
- Drill pipe: standard aluminum drill pipe, outside diameter, OD = 0.147 m, 
inside diameter, ID = 0.121 m. 
- Drilling mud circulation parameters: flow rate, Q = 0.032 m3/s, mud plastic 
viscosity, η = 0.017 Pa·s, mud yield point, τ0 = 15 Pa, mud density, ρ = 1200 kg/m3, 
pressure drop on BHA, ∆PBHA = 7.5·106 Pa.  
 
Fig. 4.1 – Side view profile of the well model used in calculation of the relations 
shown in Fig. 4.2, and design sections (points a, b, c) for the stress analysis 
a 
c b 
 
1750 
 
R250 
12608
Analyzing the graphs in Fig. 4.2. one can distinguish three DS sections I, II, and III, 
which correspond to the points a, b, and c in Fig. 4.1. During drilling these DS 
sections are in different loading conditions from the internal and external pressures 
ratio point of view.  
A drill pipe in the first section is subjected only to internal pressure. As discussed 
earlier and shown in Fig. 3.12, when a solid-wall pipe is subjected only to internal 
or external pressure, maximum hoop stress occurs at the inner surface of the pipe. 
The radial stress equal to the internal pressure is also maximum here. 
The second section is subjected simultaneously to the maximum internal pressure 
and to external pressure.  
The third section is subjected simultaneously to the maximum external pressure 
and to internal pressure. They differ from each other by only the pressure drop in 
bottomhole assembly.  
The graphs given in Fig. 4.2 demonstrate only the typical character of distribution 
of pressures for ERD with internal pressure only at the surface, maximum internal 
pressure at the beginning of the horizontal section, and maximum external 
pressure at the bottomhole. The maximum magnitudes of pressures that should be 
concerned in the BADP pipe body stress analysis can be defined analyzing the 
maximum pressure capacity of the drilling pump (53 MPa) and hydrostatic pressure 
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at the well depth assumed to be a depth limit in the present study (3000 m, as  
Considering the mud density equal to
discussed in section 2.2.3). 
 1200 kg/m3, according to Eq. 3.33, the 
o the pressure distribution in Fig. 4.2, the maximum absolute pressure 
racturing 
pressure, referring to Tab. 3.1 at the depth of 3000 m, defined equal to 51 MPa. 
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Fig. 4.2 – The distribution of inside and outside pipe pressures,  
and their hydrostatic and hydrodynamic components along the DS 
IIIII
I 
maximum hydrostatic pressure, Phstat_max, equals 35 MPa. Maximum hydrodynamic 
pressure assumed to be equal to 53 MPa. Such an assumption is conservative, 
owing to the fact that drilling pumps very seldom operate on their maximum 
capacity.  
Referring t
value will be in the section II. A pressure drop inside the pipe section set before this 
point (from the surface down to the section II) is neglected and the hydrodynamic 
component of internal pressure will be equal to 53 MPa. In this case, the maximum 
internal pressure, Pi_max, according to Eq. 3.31, defined equal to 88 MPa.  
Maximum external pressure, Pe_max, assumed to be equal to the rock f
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4.1.3. Analysis of stress-strain state in the BADP pipe body under 
pressure   
To define which section (or sections) is critical for BADP, equivalent stress in the 
pipe body crBADP oss-section was assessed by means of the FEM analysis 
ferring to point b in Fig. 4.1): Pi = 88 MPa, Pe = 35 MPa; 
aximum 
C
p . 4.7 – 4.9 were analyzed. First, two diagrams in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 
ress conc  
 constant in circumferential direction. With only ations 
 section. 
implemented with ANSYS. The three loading conditions described in the previous 
section are listed below: 
- First loading case (referring to point a in Fig. 4.1): Pi = 53 MPa, Pe = 0; 
- Second loading case (re
- Third loading case (referring to point c in Fig. 4.1): Pi = 58.5 MPa (m
pressure in the annulus, 51 MPa, plus the pressure drop in BHA, 7.5 MPa), 
Pe = 51 MPa. 
onsidering the first loading case, equivalent stress distribution diagrams 
resented in Figs
are presented to demonstrate the ribs presence effect on the stress state in the 
section. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 4.8 – Equivalent stress distribution in 
the BADP cross section with 2 ribs and 
462 
the edge of undeformed shape, MPa  
(Pi = 53 MPa, Pe = 0 MPa) 
.25
Min
Max
 Fig. 4.7 – Equival
 
 
ent stress distribution 
in a solid-wall pipe, MPa  
403.7315.3 
(Pi = 53 MPa, Pe = 0 MPa) 
 
S alled pipe does not have st entration. Equivalent stress distribution
 two ribs the stress concentr
olid-w
is
take places and ribs effect is already evident. Even if there is no plastic 
deformation, elastic deformation of inner and outer pipes decrease essentially the 
area of cavity with air, that is enough costly for BADP since the buoyancy 
decreases in this case and more ribs are necessary to enhance stiffness.  
The number of ribs increases from 4 to 10 as shown in Fig. 4.9. While this 
happens, stress concentration increases up to certain number of ribs in the
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At the same time the sag of inner pipe decreases. With greater number of ribs, the 
inner pipe relieves. The ribs are getting more stressed and transfer the load to the 
outer pipe. This trend is evident – the more the number of ribs is in the section, the 
more the pipe behavior becomes similar to the solid cylinder behavior. The section 
tends to be uniformly stressed in this case. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.10 refers to the second loading case. Since internal pressure increased, the 
internal pipe is more stressed in this case. The same trend holds here. Being in 
greater number the ribs become more stressed relieving the inner pipe.  
The results for the model under combination of pressures that refers to the third 
loading case, simulating the bottomhole conditions, are shown in Fig. 4.11. Such a 
combination of loads represents the case when BADP pipe body is subjected to 
maximum compressive load from combined pressures. The ribs are critical 
elements in the structure in this case.    
(a)      (b) 
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 One can characterize the BADP pipe body behavior under pressure by the 
bending effect. The first one consists in 
sure like a thick wall cylinder, when hoop 
presence of two effects, Lamé’s effect and 
working of BADP pipe body under pres
and radial stresses constant in circumference occur in the section. The bending 
effect consist in working of BADP pipe body walls in bending, that causes inherent 
stress concentrations opposite in sign at the opposite surfaces. Moreover, while 
bending the unwanted sag of both inner and outer pipes decreases volume of 
cavities inside the pipe and, hence, the BADP buoyancy that, in turn, increases the 
pipe weight in mud. 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
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(c) 
Fig. 4.10 – Equivalent stress distribution for the BADP cro ction with 8 
(a), 10 (b), and 12 (c) ribs, MPa (Pi = 88 MPa, Pe = 35 MPa) 
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Using Eqs. 3.38 – 3.47 discussed in previous chapter, hoop and radial stresses 
were calculated for the drill pipe of the standard configuration (inner and outer 
diameters respectively equal to 129 and 147 mm) for two particular cases: the pipe 
is subjected to internal pressure (Fig. 4.12. a) and external pressure (Fig. 4.12. b).  
Fig. 4.12 shows that the inner pipe surface is more stressed in the both cases. A 
case when a pipe is subjected to internal and external pressures simultaneously 
will be less critical, as hoop stresses being added will result in less stress as 
compared with the both loading cases a and b shown in Fig. 4.12.  
Concerning the case with BADP Lamé’s distribution valid for standard solid-walled 
pipe does not hold here. The effect of BADP simultaneously loading by internal and 
external pressures on the maximum hoop stress was studied by means of FEA. 
 
 
(a)     (b) 
 
(c)     (d) 
Fig. 4.11 – Equivalent stress distribution in the cross-section with 6 (a), 8 (b), 10 
(c), and 12 (d) ribs, MPa (Pi = 58.5 MPa, Pe = 51 MPa) 
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With ribs number from 6 to 10 the hoop stress increases with increase of external 
pressure. The bending effect is prevailing here. The inner pipe works in bending. In 
the case with 12 and 14 ribs, the pipe behavior under combined pressure is similar 
with those of the thick walled cylinder, when the effects of external and internal 
pressure compensate each other, decreasing effective stress. Unlike the case with 
6 to 10 ribs, for this case the loading with combined pressures is less critical 
loading condition. Of course the relations given above can change for different 
pressure ranges and other cross-section parameters. However, in regard to the 
range of ribs to be scanned in parametric study described afterward, there is no 
sense to consider the ribs number less than 6 due to the high stress concentrations 
caused by bending and essential sag of both the inner and outer pipes occurring in 
case with low ribs number. 
The model was loaded with a constant internal pressure of 30 MPa and external 
pressure increasing from 0 to 30 MPa. The load case was solved by means of 
LSSOLVE command [34]. Load case was generated with *DO loop and LSWRITE 
command (see Appendix A). The results are shown in Fig. 4.12. 
 
Using the notion given in Fig. 4.4 the model described with the cross-section 
geometric parameters as follows: si = 8 mm, se = 8 mm, t = 4 mm, rf = 3 mm, d1 = 
129 mm, d4 = 190 mm, n = 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14.  
 
 
(a)     (b) 
 
Fig. 4.12 – Diagrams of hoop σθ and radial σr stresses distribution for a pipe 
of 147-mm outer and 129-mm inner diameters subjected to internal (a) and 
external (b) pressure 
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Fig. 4.12 – Maximum hoop str usly acting internal (constant 
ts in the BADP cross-section that 
ess due to simultaneo
30 MPa) and external (gradually increasing to 30 MPa) pressures in the BADP pipe 
body with different number of ribs 
Another essential task is to choose several poin
will characterize a static strength of the weak section of BADP at each step of 
 
Fig. 4.13 – Scheme of the check points 
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arametric analysis.  
Analyzing the equivalent stress distribution diagrams for different load cases in 
Figs. 4.9 – 4.11 several check points were chosen for the preliminary parametric 
study of the effect of various combinations of the cross-section geometric 
parameters on equivalent stress in the points. The check points are shown in Fig. 
4.13. The analysis objective is to identify critical points (maximum stressed) in the 
cross-section under different load cases and for different configurations of the 
cross-section.  
Elastic model were used in this analysis. The ranges of parameters changing 
during the analysis are as follows (see Fig. 4.4 for reference):  
- inner pipe thickness si = 9 – 5 mm; 
- outer pipe thickness se = 9 – 5 mm; 
- rib thickness t = 6 – 3 mm; 
- fillet radius rf = 6 – 3 mm; 
- ribs number n = 6 – 8 – 10 – 12 – 14;    
- inner pipe outer diameter d2 = 147 mm; 
- outer diameter d4 = 190 mm. 
Two load cases were considered as the most critical: Pi = 88 MPa, Pe = 35 MPa 
and Pi = 58.5 MPa, Pe = 51 MPa.   
F  
represented the local s an 
b, d, f, g
configurations esults are given in 
the graphs given in Figs. 4.14 – 4.17. 
Analyzing obtained relations ong all the points chosen for the preliminary 
parametric analysis, one can choose three critical points b, g, and f, which can be 
are maximally stressed in different conditions. These points are critical in the both 
loading cases (internal or external pressure).  
Maximum stress in point b is typical for cases when internal pressure essentially 
exceeds an external one or for the case when internal pipe thickness is less than 
that of external pipe.  
Point f represent identical stress state for the external pipe. Generally, the points 
characterize the stress concentration ue to nding of related pipe under 
pressure.  
 
p
or every configuration equivalent stress were assessed in each point shown in
Fig. 4.13. Points a and e were fixed in middles of related surfaces where they 
tress maximum. Point c represents the section of me
stress calculation. The location of the points  and  estimated every time a 
new configuration were generated. These points represent the maximum local 
stresses that often shifted in the directions noted with the arrows. Two series of 80 
 for each load combination were analyzed. The r
 am
s d be
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Fig. 4.16 – Equivalent stress in maximum stressed check poi
(Pi = 88 MPa, Pe = 35 MPa) 
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 number of ribs, the stresses reduces. The structure is loaded more uniformly 
 greater number of ribs.  
ss reaches its maximum in the point g provided two con ns simultaneously, 
n the maximum external pressure takes place and the number of ribs is not 
 than 10, when the bending effect does not act essentially.  
ood practice in assessment of the stress-strain state in ductile material 
 
During the calculation the number of combinations incremented by 2 each 16 
combinations. 
A common tendency can be observed in the diagrams below that with increase of 
(с) 
Fig. 4.18 – Plastic deformation in t ction and critical sections 
with maximum plastic deformation: (a) section bb across the inner pipe, (b) section 
ff across the outer pipe, and (c) section cc across the rib 
he BADP main cross-se
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subjected to static load is to estimate mean stresses in the critical sections. 
Analyzing the elasto-plastic behavior of the BADP pipe, one can single out three 
rated in Fig. 4.18.   
ate mean stresses 
o descr  a 
stress state in the inner pipe. 
However, basing the strength criterion on the maximum stresses evaluation, 
provided that there is a stress concentration in a critical section, will result in 
overweight design, wh
load conditions. 
Concerning  the points f and g located at the upper and lower fillets respectively 
one can highlight strong dependence of the stress state in these points on the fillet 
radius.  
Of course, the stress state in these points depends on the ribs number and 
thickness, pipes thicknesses, but also and to a great extent on the fillet radius. The 
level of equivalent stress here is in inverse relationship with the radius, hence, 
increased radius will relieve the area. However, only the local stresses level will 
reduce and will give contribution to the strength of the entire section. It will, though, 
increase the pipe weight in mud. The llowing calculation will demonstrate the 
weight increase with the radius change  to 5 mm) with the following input data 
(see Fig. 4.19 for reference): inner pipe thickness, se = 8 mm, outer pipe thickness, 
si = 8 mm, rib thickness, t = 4 mm, number of ribs, n = 12, inner diameter, 
d1 = 129 mm, outer diameter, d4 = 190 mm, fillet radius, rf1 = 3 mm and rf2 = 5 mm. 
3
sections where under definite load conditions and with different combinations of 
geometric parameters plastic deformation propagates throughout the section. 
Three such sections are illust
Sections bb, ff and cc in the figure are such denoted regarding the points that 
represent maximum stresses in these sections, i.e. b, f, and c. During the 
optimization process it would be practically more useful to estim
in the critical sections. A mean equivalent stress In the rib through its cross-section 
does not change much along the rib height and can be estimated in any section 
along the rib height. That, in turn, makes it convenient in cases with regular 
automatic mesh generating during a parametric analysis.     
Since the radial stress is maximum in ribs, according to Lamé’s theory, most 
stressed will be the sections placed on the circumferences with minimal radius.  
More difficult to determine automatically during the parametric study a position of 
the most stressed sections bb and ff, as it changes for different load conditions and 
section configurations. For instance the slope angle of the section bb changed 
during the analysis (Fig. 4.18). Unlike, the position of point b practically does not 
change and it would be convenient to use it as a characteristic poin ibet t
en essential part of the material will not work efficiently under 
fo
(3 
 
Drilling mud density, ρm = 1200 kg/m  , weight of tool joint, wTJ = 76.8 kg, length of 
BADP joint, lpipe = 14 m. 
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where: wBADP = weight of BADP per length unit in mud [kg/m]; 
 ρ   = aluminum alloy density [kg/m3]; al
 A  = area of the BADP main cross-section [m2]; 
 wTJ
b_steel
pipe
  = weight of tool joint [kg]; 
 f  = buoyancy factor for steel in drilling mud (equals 0.846 for the steel 
to mud densities ratio used in this calculation); 
 l   = joint length [m]; 
3 ρm   = mud density [kg/m ]; 
 d1 = BADP pipe body inner diameter [m]; 
 d4 = BADP pipe body outer diameter [m]. 
 
Fig. 4.19 – Scheme of the BADP main cross-section area calculation 
To calculate the area A, the cross-section was divided into simple elements as 
shown in Fig 4.19. So, the area A can be calculated as follows: 
4321 4nanaaaA +++=  (4.2) 
where: a1 = area of the inner pipe cross-section [m2]; 
 a2 = area of the outer pipe cross-section [m2]; 
 a3 = area of the element related to the rib, of the height h and width t [m2]; 
 a4 = area of the element colored in grey in Fig. 4.1 [m2]; 
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 n = number of ribs. 
a4 is calculated by subtracting of the ¼ part of the circle with the center in point  
 rf  fillet radius rf. It 
b
and radius  from the square abcd with the side equal to the
could be given as follows: 
2
2
2 215.0 rfrfa =− π  4 rf= (4.3) 
Evaluating th
3 and 5 mm yie increase of the fillet 
ra crease of the BADP weight in mud.  
So, if the stati of BADP should be performed, it is desirable  to 
choose mean stress of critical sections, would not be 
to  would not tend to overdesign 
th
Observing the trends of stresses variation in Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 one can suggest 
Analysis of mean stresse  in critical sections shown that equivalent stress  
points was less than maxi sses in zones of stress concentrations, but  
 of these points to the fillet 
ress b and f.  
ses in point b. 
4
e weight wBADP in such a way for different values of the fillet radius rf, 
lded respectively 14 and 14.4 kg/m. Hence, the 
dius in 2 mm produced a 3% in
c strength evaluation 
such points that could reflect 
o sensitive to the fillet radius change, hence, by this
e structure.      
that points a and d are corresponds to such a criterion.  
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Fig. 4.20 – Equivalent stress in check points for the internal pipe   
s  in the
mum stre was
greater than the mean stresses section. The sensitivity
radius fl is less evident than it is for points with higher st
Sensitivity of stress state in point а to changes of fillet radius value fl decreases 
with increasing number of ribs, at the same time it  increa
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N ele s, as mentioned beverth s efore, points a and e are less sensitive to the fillets 
nning for h in the parametric analysis. Thus, changing 
the radius in the range of h value must be more than 10 
However, it is not improbable that under certain conditions optimal configuration 
 th
lly decreases 
culation scheme is preferable at the present phase of study, as it 
bending and torsional stiffness of BADP, the stress concentration influence on the 
the pipe body can be carried out at the 
lat tage of the study, t pecifications and geolo al conditions of 
drilling. Then criteria of stress-strain state estimation could differ sufficiently from 
those taken at this point. 
Summarizing the discussed in this section the main results a ned below:  
- Critical DS sections: even though torque and axial positive load are 
maximal in the upper section of DS, two sections mentioned before (points a and b 
in Fig. 4.1) have been assumed to be in more critical loading conditions, since 
pre uses the in BADP pipe body. Load conditions 
corresponding to these ill be simulated in the following analysis to 
assess the BADP pipe body static strength. 
- Number of ribs: 6 to 14 n med to be used as a range 
for scannin When 
the number in 
 the sag of inner and outer 
 ribs provide 
the pipe body with enough stiffness to work like a solid-walled cylinder under 
pressure and almost exclude the bending effect causing stress concentrations. 
geometry, than points b and f. 
In Fig. 4.19 one can note that annular height h can not be less than fillet diameter. 
It will limit the range of sca
 2 to 5 mm, the mm. 
could be that with h less an 10 mm. On the other hand a preliminary analysis of 
the fillet radius effect on the local stress state has shown that with fl values less 
then 3 mm the level of the local stress is relatively high and essentia
with fl increasing to 4 – 5 mm. In this case at the primary phase of BADP study it is 
convenient to use fl fixed. For instance, fl equal to 3 mm makes it possible to set 
the lowest level of the h range equal to 6 mm . 
Such a stress cal
excludes the need of considering such details, like the filet radius effect on the 
BADP by pressure due to the bending effect. To exclude
pipe body fatigue life.   
Consideration of the above mentioned details along with more detailed estimation 
and optimization of stress-strain state in 
rue for certain ser s
ssure ca
gic
re outli
highest stresses 
 DS sections w
umber of ribs are assu
g with variation of the other cross-section geometric parameters. 
of ribs is less than 6, high stress concentrations will be caused 
walls of the pipe, it should be provided with more than six ribs. The optimal 
configuration of BADP for drilling the maximum possible horizontal hole section will 
hardly have less than 8 ribs in its structure, since the internal pressure and hence 
the stresses at the inner surface of the pipe will be high. But on the other hand the 
pipe with 6 ribs could be very light and have related advantages. 14
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Number of ribs increasing would reduce the buoyancy effect and BADP advantage 
over standard pipes.    
- Stress check points:  
The three points a and b at the inner and outer pipes respectively, and c in the rib 
ess factor prediction by Linear multivariate 
 points a and b (Fig. 4.22) could be estimated as product 
into 
side
(Fig. 4.22) have been chosen to represent a stress state in the BADP main cross-
section to be used in the following investigation of BADP mechanical behavior. 
4.2 Bending str
regression  
4.2.1. Bending stress factor 
Assuming the pipe body of BADP consisting of two concentric thick wall cylinders, 
circumferential stresses in
of stresses given by equations of Lamé and correction factors, taking 
con ration bending effect caused by the ribs presence, bending stress factors 
(SF).  The bending effect, as well as the effect of external pressure on inner pipe 
and vise versa are not under consideration of Lamé’s equations. 
Lamé’s equations for the estimation of a hoop stress at outside surface of thick 
cylinder subjected to external or internal pressure can be given as follows: 
PfLaméLamé =_θσ  (4.4) 
where: σθ_Lamé = hoop stress in thick cylinder [Pa]; 
 fLamé = Lamé stress factor; 
 P = pressure [Pa]. 
fLamé is a function of pipe cross-section geometry parameters and can be defined 
for different load cases (internal or external pressure) regarding the Lamé’s 
equation (Eq. 3.36) as given in Eqs. 4.5 and 4.6: 
 
Fig. 4.22 – Design points for the stress assessment
a 
b 
c 
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22
2
_
2
ie
i
iLamé rr
rf −=  (4.5) 
22
ie rr
f −−=  
22 er
_ eLamé (4.6) 
 fLamé_e = Lamé stress factor for the case when pipe is subjected to external 
 ri 
 re 
SF can be  by FEA by that 
calculated
SFs provided igurations permit 
then calcul
where: fLamé_i = Lamé stress factor for the case when pipe is subjected to internal 
pressure; 
pressure; 
= pipe inner radius [m]; 
= pipe outer radius [m]. 
 deduced dividing the value of hoop stress estimated
 by Lamè’s equation. 
 preliminary for certain critical points and section conf
ating the stresses by using Eq. 4.7 without calling ANSYS.    
LamébBADP f __ θθ σσ =  (4.7) 
where fBS is th ss-section 
t
s a and b could be calculated in the following way. 
e bending stress factor, depending on the ratio of pipe cro
geome ry parameters, σθ_BADP is the hoop stress in the stress check point in the 
BADP design cross-section. 
Hoop stresses in the point
aeaia ___ θθθ σσσ +=  (4.8) 
bebib ___ θθθ σσσ +=  (4.9) 
2
1
2
2
2
1
__
2
rr
rPf iaiBSai −=θσ  (4.10) 
22
2
1
__
2
rr
rPf ibiBSbi −=θσ  12 (4.11) 
2
3
2
4
4
__ rr
f eaeBSae −=θσ  
22 rP−
(4.12) 
22
4
__
2 rPf ebeBSbe −
−=θσ  
34
2
rr
(4.13) 
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where: σθ_a(b) = hoop stress in the point a (or b); 
 σθ_a(b)i(e) = component of hoop stress in the point a (or b) due to internal (or 
external) pressure; 
 fBS_a(b)i(e) = ng stress factor referring to the point a (or b ) in  
subject to internal (or external) pressure; 
 Pi, Pe, r1,r 3, and r4 refer to Figs. 3.12 and 4.4. 
The maximum stress for the ribs is radial stress. In particular, the mean  
symmetry of lo adial stress can be calculated as 
 bendi BADP
2,r
 radial
stress in the rib cross-section referring to the point c in Fig. 4.22 will be used as 
reference in evaluating the stress state in the ribs. Taking into account the 
ading and BADP geometry, r
follows: 
 cercircr ___ σσ += σ (4.14) 
nt
rPf eceBScer 4__
2πσ =  (4.15) 
nt
Pf iciBScir __
r12πσ =  (4.16) 
where: σr_c  = radial stress in the point c; 
 σr_ci(ce) = component of radial stress in the point c due to internal
 external) pressure; 
ints a 
and b, and the mean al stress in point c for various configurations of the  
cross-section.  
Using the notation given in Fig. 4.4 a range of scanning for the BADP cross-s  
geometric parameters can be described as follows: 
- number of ribs  = 6-8-10-12-14; 
- inside diameter, di = 123-130.5-138-145.5-153 mm; 
- height of annular space, h = 7-13-19-25-31 mm; 
- inner pipe thic ess, si = 10-9-8-7-6 mm; 
- outer pipe thickness, se = 10-9-8-7-6 mm; 
- rib thickness, t = 6-5-4-3-2 mm. 
Remaining parameter fl is assumed to be fixed to value 3 mm. The maximum a
minimum of the range for the parameter di (123 and 153 mm) were chosen basing 
 (or 
external) pressure; 
 fBS_ci(ce) = bending stress factor referring to the point c in BADP subject to 
internal (or
Parametric scanning was performed in ANSYS to assess hoop stresses in po
 radi  BADP
ection
, n
kn
nd 
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on hydraulic calculation results for two values of the mud circulation flow rate: 32 
and 50 l/s. The diameter of 123 mm provides the laminar flow regime duri
mud circulation. The diameter of 153 mm is the same for the flow rate of 50 l/s. 
 r e BADP outer diameter varies 
chose  true to be valid for the 
ca s, 
configurations, wit meters of 147 and 170 mm.   
The sca
the given parame ach other compose all 
ossible eters. Once a new level 
j
j
1
where: p = number of parameters inside the *DO cycle; 
 cj = numbe j parameter. 
 
Thus, using 6 parameters with 5 levels for each scanning range, FE model has to 
be run 15625 times. Two such experiments were performed, one for the cas
external pressure acting on the BADP, another one for the case with inte
ng the 
Regarding the anges of scanning shown above, th
from 16 255 mm. The range of scanning was 1 to n
se when BADP configurations includes inner pipe of two different 
h outer standard dia
nning process is designed in the way, all the discrete values or “levels” of 
ters from a related range interacting with e
p  combinations of these values across all the param
in the scanning range is added, the number of configurations to be analyzed 
increases exponentially. Such a fully-crossed experiment performed in ANSYS with 
use of *DO cycles [34]. The number of combinations is equal to: 
∏= pcomb cn  (4.17) 
=
r of the levels of the 
e with 
rnal 
pressure.   
 
6 ribs 
S
F 
10 ribs 12 ribs 14 ribs 
8 ribs 
Combination number 
Fig. 4.23 – SF based on FEA data vs. number of the cross-section configuration for 
the BADP subjected to internal pressure, Pe (56 combinations, Pe = 51 MPa) 
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The results were then used to calculate bending stress factors (SF) in the way 
discussed beforehand.  
A multivariate cubic polynomial was fitted to the relations given in Figs. 4.23 and 
4.24. It permitted with a certain accuracy to estimate the stress state caused by 
simultaneously applied internal and external pressure, calculating the stress state 
in three critical points without calling an external FE program in the process of 
optimization calculation.  
Of course model of SF prediction is valid provided that the values of 
parameters change within the range used to construct the model.  
solve the problem in non-dimensio , each ter wa  by its 
maximum value will be taken on during the scanning process. 
The polynomial used in t roximation has the form: 
(4.18) 
Variations of the SF as a function of the number of geometric parameters 
combination in the three design points a, b, and c and for pipe subjected to internal 
(Fig. 4.23) and external (Fig. 4.24) pressure.  
S
F 
 
Combination number 
 
section configuration  
for th AD binations, Pi = 88 MPa) 
Fig. 4.24 – SF based on FEA data vs. number of the cross-
e B P subjected to external pressure, Pi (56 com
For the case with external pressure acting on the pipe, a level of SF magnitudes is 
different, but the character of distribution is similar: for designs with same ribs 
number there is a typical trend, that changes for designs with different number of 
ribs.  
, the 
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where: ŷ = estimated SF; 
a  = polynomial coefficients; 
 X = various cross-section geometric parameters.  
Multivariate linear regression was used to deduce the polynomial coefficients. The 
(4.19) 
where y is a dependent variable and x1, x2…xk are independent variables. The 
multivariate regression has two fundamental aims: 
- to provide estimates of a dependent variable for given values of independent 
variables; 
- to provide an estimate of er ion. 
Considering the simplest relation to link dependent and independent variables, that 
is 
y  
ut variables). So, for general case Eq. 4.20 can be written as follows:  
sing the minimization of the Sum of the Squares of the 
methods used to find the coefficients and to evaluate an error of prediction are 
discussed hereafter. 
4.2.2. Multivariate linear regression 
Multivariate linear regression [31,32,33] is statistical or approximation method, 
which attempts to derive equations that can be used to estimate relationship 
between variables. A general regression model is an equation of the following form: 
)........,( 21 kxxxfy =  
rors linked with regress
a linear equation, and the simplest case with only one independent variable: 
ixaa ⋅+= 10  (4.20)i
where a0 and a1 are regression coefficients. Unfortunately, in practical cases such 
level of accuracy can not be provided, and the equation (4.20) is valid only for 
hypothesis of casual errors, with null mean and a certain variance (not depending 
on inp
iii exaay +⋅+= 10  (4.21) 
where ei is a random error. The best fitting will be the regression line that reduces 
errors. It can be defined u
error terms SSr: 
2n
1
10 )(∑
=
 respect to a0 and a1, one 
can find two equations from which the regression coefficients can be calculated. 
Generalizing to more than one independent variables, a system of eq
obtained, where using matrix-vector form: 
⋅−−=
i
ii xaaySSr  (4.22) 
Looking for the minimum of Eq. 4.22, differentiating with
uation is 
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Y = XA + e (4.23) 
⎡
Y
Y1 ⎤
⎢
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎡a
.
1 ⎥⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎢⎡e
e
.
1
⋅⋅= −1)(  
In practical using, the array Y is the input dependent data array and usually 
. In the same way, X is a matrix 
After multivariate regression analysis, the goodness of regression, prediction 
valuated by means of 
it is more diffi resent clearly dependent variable versus each indepe
variable , wh rical estimators (that represent goodness and confidence 
The residual for a specific predictor value is a difference between the res
value y d the predicted response value ŷ. 
del fits the data correctly, the residuals approximate the random 
errors. Therefore, if the residuals appear to behave randomly, it suggests that the 
model fits the data well. Co idering the case of multivariate regression, a po
way to analyse graphical results is to graph residuals in relation to every 
⎥⎦⎢⎣ nY ⎥⎦⎢⎣ nkn xx ..1 1 ⎥⎦⎢⎣ na ⎥⎦⎢⎣ ne
The vector of regression coefficients A is given by the following: 
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XXXA TT Y⋅ (4.24) 
composed of experimental data. As for the present study, the array Y consists of 
bending stress factors SF based on the FEA results
composed of independent parameters, like si, se, t, etc (see Fig. 4.4 for reference). 
bounds, residuals and confidence bounds are usually e
graphical and numerical measures. In the case with only one independent 
variables, graphical measure is very useful. Being easily usable it allows to focus 
on residuals and prediction bounds. Obviously, considering multivariate regression, 
cult to rep ndent 
s ile nume
bounds) can be analyzed. Generally speaking, graphical measures are more 
beneficial than numerical measures because they allow to view the entire data set 
at once, and they can easily display a wide range of relationships between the 
data.  
ponse 
an
iii yye −= ˆ  (4.25) 
Assuming the mo
ns ssible 
combination. The term combination is for particular geometric configuration 
referring to certain independent variables. To simplify the representation, the 
percentage residual or error has been implemented.   
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4.2.3. Regression analysis results 
The regression analysis was implemented to fit the relations shown in Figs. 4.23 
and 4.24. Here cubic polynomials with 36 terms each were used. The models were 
validated by the following: 
- analysis of residuals: residuals sho mly about zero; 
- analysis of percentage errors: the mean error and the effe of the 
maximum error on the calculated stress should be minimized. For instance, 
an error of 100% in prediction of stress of 0.5 MPa should be neglected, 
but en error of 30% in prediction of value of 400 MPa should not be 
e design 
space represent  by randomly chosen levels for the cross-s
riable parameter.  
 
uld variate rando
ct 
acceptable; 
- the model should enable interpolation, i.e. be valid also for th
ed ection 
geometric parameters (but within their range).  
Analyzing just the first criterion of the fitting model validity, randomnicity of 
residuals, in the case of fitting of relations shown in Figs. 4.23 and 4.24, makes it 
evident, that the cubic polynomial could not fit the data.  
 
Combination number 
Fig. 4.25 – Fitting residuals vs. Combination number: the model with number of 
 ribs as a variable parameter (56 combinations, n = 6 - 10, Pi = 88 MPa) 
R
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Fig. 4.25 shows the residuals of SF prediction for each combination. The fitted 
multivariate function has n (the number of ribs) as a va
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Combination number 
Fig. 4.26 – Residuals of fitting (55 combinations, n=10, Pi = 88 MPa) 
R
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The figure refers to a case with internal pressure applied on. Residuals distribution 
for the case with external pressure has similar biased character. 
Combination number 
Fig. 4.27 – Percentage error of fitting (55 combinations, n=10, Pi = 88 MPa) 
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more 
cross-section geometric parameters. A systematic variations of the residuals are 
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Combination number 
F  ig. 4.29 – Percentage error of fitting for the case with the screening threshold
of 20 MPa (55 combinations, n=10, Pi = 88 MPa)  
Residuals are functionally dependent on the X-line, hence, also on one or 
 
Combination number 
Fig. 4.28 – Hoop and radia  FEA (55 combinations, 
n
 [M
P
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S
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ss
l stresses estimated by
=10, Pi = 88 MPa) 
evident with every change in the ribs number, n. To increase the prediction 
accuracy, the decision was to divide the design space with variable n into 5 
subspaces with fixed n and to fit such data subspaces with different cubic 
polynomials. Thus, at this step of the study 30 polynomials should be constructed: 
3 design points times 5 levels for the ribs number times 2 load cases.  
The graphs shown in Figs. 4.26 - 4.28 represent SF prediction residuals (Fig. 4.26), 
percentage error of SF prediction (Fig. 4.27) and stresses estimated by FEA (Fig. 
4.28) in the three design points a, b, and c for the BADP model with 10 ribs and 
subjected to internal pressure. The character of distribution is typical for all the 
cases with fixed number of ribs. Analyzing the residuals one can indicate a random 
distribution, unlike that in the Fig. 4.25. There is some cyclicity in the residuals 
distribution, but it remains always about zero. The mean residuals for points a, b, 
and c equal 0.0013, 0.0010, and 0.0034 respectively.       
As it is shown in Fig. 4.27, the maximum error, 14790%, corresponds to the 283 
design parameters combination. The error corresponds to predicting the hoop 
stress in design point b of 0.0015 MPa (Fig. 4.28). Considering the error, the 
predicted value for the hoop stress in the check point will be calculated equal to 
0.225 MPa. In this case such a great error produces little effect in the analysis 
 
Combination number 
Fig. 4.30 – Percentage error of fitting (55 combinations, n=10, Pe = 51 MPa)  
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when the stresses near the material yield stresses are only important. The
prediction of the stresses in the points that corresponds to the pipe surface that is 
not subjected to the direct load will generate such errors. To screen the errors of 
the type specified, the threshold for the minimum stress value to be considered f
error assessment was set. A threshold of 10 MPa reduced the maximum error fr
1479
 
or 
om 
shold reduced error up to 19% (Fig. 4.29).  
The maximum error, 871%, in the case with external pressure corresponds to the  
combination 1249 (Fig. 4.30) and point a. The related stress value is 0.29 MPa 
(Fig. 4.31). Considering the error, the predicted value for the hoop stress in the 
point will be calculated equal to 2.53 MPa. Using the threshold of 20 MPa reduced 
the maximum error from 871% to 21.3% (Fig. 4.32).  
It is worth noting, that most highest stresses are predicted more accurately. In the 
case with internal pressure acting on the pipe, the maximum error in point a was 
1% and 0.7% in point b under external pressure.    
 
 
   Combination number 
Fig. 4.31 – Hoop and radial stresses estimated by FEA  
(55 combinations, n=10, Pe = 51 MPa) 
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    Combination number 
Fig. 4.32 – Percentage error of fitting for the case with the screening threshold 
of 20 MPa (55 combinations, n = 10, Pe = 51 MPa) 
4.2.4. Analytical model validation and interpolation accuracy 
Thirty multi-variate cubic polynomials were fitted to the data obtained by using of 
the finite-element analysis of BADP pipe body loaded separately by internal and 
external pressure. The resulting estimated regression coefficients ai, aij, and aijk 
(see Eq. 4.18 for reference) are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The accuracy of the 
expressions obtained was estimated and has been discussed beforehand.  
In the process of the optimization calculation for the buoyant pipes it could be 
necessary to use the regression equations obtained to estimate stresses in the 
pipes, whose geometrical parameters of the cross section will take on values from 
interval of the variation of the parameters that were assumed during the 
struction of the analytical model (let us call it Range 1) but different from the 
ls used. This can be necessary e.g. in the case when the optimization of the 
buoyant pipes is required with one or several fixed (e.g. standard) sizes different 
from those used in the Range 1. As the response function is constructed from 
stress values estimated by FEA for discrete geometrical parameter values, the 
value of function at the intermediate points will be interpolated with some error. The 
more degrees of freedom are given for the construction of the response function, 
the less will be the interpolation error, and also the prediction error for the 
interpolation of the values by the analytical model. It is important to estimate the 
magnitude of this error and hence the aptitude of the model for the application in 
 
the 
con
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such cases. For this reason a new experiment was carried out, in which the 
geometrical parameters of the buoyant pipes cross section varied within the Range 
1, but took on values different from the levels used in the Range 1. 
A new design space represented by a new range of scanning for the BADP cross-
 an array 1 x 15, Coeff is a matrix 36 x 15, and X is an array 1 x 36. X is an 
array composed of terms of cubic polynomial and can be written as: 
X = {1, X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X1X2, X1X3, X1X4, X1X5, X2X3, X2X4, X2X5, X3X4, 
X , X4X5, X1X2X3, X1X2X4, X1X2X5, X1X3X4, X1X3X5, X1X4X5, X2X3X4, 
X2X3X5, X2X4X5, X3X4X5, X12, X22, X32, X42, X52, X13, X23, X33, X43, X53} (4.27) 
section geometric parameters, Range 2, is the following: 
- number of ribs, n = 6-8-10-12-14; 
- inside diameter, di = 125-135-145 mm; 
- height of annular space, h = 10-15-20 mm; 
si- inner pipe thickness,  = 7.5-8.5-9.5 mm; 
- outer pipe thickness, se = 7.5-8.5-9.5 mm; 
- rib thickness, t = 2.5-3.5-4.5 mm. 
ANSYS and MATLAB were used in stresses estimation and prediction to validate 
the analytical model. The ANSYS batch file content used for analysis is given in 
Appendix B. The MATLAB batch file with algorithm of stresses calculation by using 
of multivariate cubic polynomials is given in Appendix C. 
The algorithm realized in MATLAB used the found regression coefficients to 
calculate the bending stress factors SF in the following way:  
SF = X · Coeff   (4.26) 
SF is
3X5
max
1 Di
DiX =  (4.28) 
max
2 h
hX =  (4.29) 
max
3 si
siX =    (4.30) 
maxse
4
seX =  (4.31) 
max
5 t
tX =  (4.32) 
where:  X1-5  = non dimensional variables of the regression equation;  
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 Dimax = maximum level in the range of the Di parameter variation [mm];  
 hmax = maximum level in the range of the h parameter variation [mm];
 simax = maximum level in the range of the si parameter variation [mm]; 
 semax = maximum level in the range of the se parameter variation [mm]; 
 tmax = maximum level in the range of the t parameter variation [mm]. 
Coeff is the matrix of the cubic polynomial coefficients. Its dimensions depend on 
the number of cases with the fixed number of ribs, the number of the stress check 
points and the grade of polynomial. The number of rows is 36 (for the polynomial 
type used in the analysis), while the number of the columns is a number divisible 
by 3 (the number of the stress check points, see Tabs. 4.1 and 4.2 for reference). 
Results of the validation calculation represented in Figs. 3.34 – 3.37 and discussed 
hereafter.  
The two curves in Fig. 4.34 show the stress values at the design points estimated 
by ANSYS for 1215 combinations of the BADP cross-section geometric parameters 
under external and internal pressu
The stresses, estimated by FEM, shown in Fig 4.34 were also calculated by 
ana  
analytical model rediction were 
calculated. The residuals of the stress prediction for the case of external pressure 
the first 
re.  
lytical model. For the evaluation of the stress prediction precision by the
the percentage error and the residual of the stress p
load are visualized in Fig. 4.35. Here, it is worth noting the quite precise prediction 
of the stress. As it can be seen in Fig. 4.34, the stress at more critical points (point 
a in the case of load with internal pressure and point b in the case of external 
pressure) can be calculated the most precisely, the residual does not exceed 3 
MPa.  
The mean and maximum values of the residuals and percentage errors for 
(model struction) and second (model validation) experiments are shown in 
Table 4.3. 
The analysis of the percentage error allows evaluating the precision of the model 
during the estimation of the stress values of different levels. As in the previous 
paragraph, after the analysis of the distribution of the percentage error it is obvious, 
that during the prediction of the stress with values close to zero large errors occur. 
con
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6 ribs 8 ribs 10 ribs 12 ribs 14 ribs  Parameter 
a b c a b
 1 1.185 0.435 0.114 1.650 0. 4 -0.012 35
 c 
138 0.181
a
 1.628
 b
 -0.2
 c
05 0.
 a 
094 1.417 
b
-0.27
 c a
 1.2
 b
 -0.219
 c 
 -0.087 1
2
3
4
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
 X1 0.663 -0.666 -0.008 0.160 -0. 4 -0.298 86
 X2 -0.465 0.083 0.261 -0.128 -0.
 X3 -0.942 -1.106 -0.676 -2.197 -0.
5 X4 -0.045 0.
6 X5 0.130 -0.098 0.010 0.066 -0.
 X1X2 -0.050 0.
 X1X3 -0.053 0.021 -0.027 -0.  -0.2
 X1X4 0.143 0.080 0.267 0.698 0.  0.3
 X1X5 -0.056 -0.002 -0.018 -0.026 -0.  -0.0
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Tab. – n c cients (internal   4.1  Regressio oeffi pressure)
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Fig. 4.34 – Hoop and radial stresses estimated by FEA caused by internal (a) 
and external (b) pressure (n = 6-14, Pi
S
tre
= 88 MPa, Pe = 51 MPa) 
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Combination number 
Fig. 4.35 – Stress prediction residuals (1215 combinations, n=6-14, Pe = 51 MPa) 
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Check 
point 
Mean SF prediction 
error, errmean_SF , % 
Maximum SF prediction 
error, errmax_SF , % 
Maximum stress prediction 
residual, resstress , MPa 
Range 1, 15625 combinations, internal pressure 
a 0.14 0.99 14.93       
b 0.68 13.05 9.17 
c 1.88 22.15 27.32 
Range 1, 15625 combinations, external pressure 
a 0.8 11.54 8.55    
b 0.16 1.24 14.54 
c 1.23 32.89 31.41 
Range 2, 1215 combinations, internal pressure 
a 0.09       2.44           0.38     
b 0.64 6.9     3.03 
c 1.22 4.28 9.6 
Range 2, 1215 combinations, external pressure 
a 0.74 7.58 2.84 
b 0.09 0.46 2.97 
c 0.97 5.78 11.27 
Tab. 4.3 – Mean and maximum errors and residuals for both experiments regarding 
the Range 1 and the Range 2 
The model predicted the stress at the point c in the ribs with the less accuracy in all 
cases, giving rise to maximum errors and residuals. However, since all 
combinations during the prediction of the stress at point c the maximum error 
occurred at smaller value of the stress. Whereas the stress at more critical points 
was determined with smaller error. With increasing number of the ribs, the point c 
becomes the most loaded of the all three points, but at the same time the accuracy 
of the prediction of the stress at the point increases (see Figs. 4.36 and 4.37). 
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Fig. 4.36 – Radial stress due to external pressure (a) and the maximum stress 
prediction residual (b) for combination 1775 
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Fig. 4.37 – Radial stress due to internal pressure (a) and maximum stress 
prediction residual (b) for combination 2650 
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CHAPTER 5 
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF BADP PIPE BODY 
 the simultaneous problem is 
superior to the design found by sequentially, since it can 
exploit the interactions between the di lines. Usually, it may be desirable to 
overdesign for one specification in order to satisfy another specification optimally. 
According to the requirements for calculation of drill strings (DS) containing 
aluminium pipes (ADP) for use in ERD, an adequate designing procedure for 
BADP mus  taken into consideration. So, calculation model should correspond 
to basic requirements for calculation of drill strings containing ADP described by 
industry sta rds and discussed previously in Chapter 3.    
The main o tive of this design phase is the following: 
- to develop a design package enabling BADP optimization for drilling of 
extended-reach wells (ERW) considering various geologic and technologic 
con ns, which could influence on the BADP service conditions; 
- to find a design space for BADP cross-section geometric parameters in the 
vicinity of the apparent optimum; 
- analyzing active constraints to understand the limits of new configuration; 
- to estimate advantages pplication in wells of standard 
diameters most frequen days (215.9 and 244.5 mm).  
To achieve the goals mentioned above the parametric study of the system should 
be n 
(enabling the max onding nowadays 
industry requirements to drill pipe configuration. Such a pipe configuration should 
be adopted to standard wellbore diameters, standard tool joint sizing, drilling 
 and limits of BADP a
tly used in ERD nowa
 performed to find an optimal configuration of the BADP pipe body cross-sectio
imum well horizontal extent) and corresp
drill 
t be
nda
bjec
ditio
This chapter outlines an engineering analysis of the conceptual design of the 
innovative buoyant aluminium drill pipes (BADP) proposed by ENI S.p.A. The idea 
of the innovation has been described previously, whereas in present chapter it will 
be contained within limiters like mechanics, hydraulics, industry standards, 
manufacturability, etc. Since multi-cell type aluminium alloy drill pipes have been 
never used before in extended reach drilling (ERD), at the first step of its design it 
is important to determine whether a pipe geometry corresponding to all the industry 
and operation restrictions exists, as well as to find an optimal geometry of new 
pipes for well diameters and pipe sizes used nowadays in the industry to be 
compared with pipes of standard configuration. Drill pipe design is a 
multidisciplinary design problem, where system parameters like weight and 
geometry of drill pipe, loads on pipe and resulting stresses, fluid flow regime and 
hydraulic pressure in mud circulation system, well extent, and many other are all 
related. To find the optimum of such a system, designer needs to incorporate all 
relevant disciplines simultaneously. The optimum of
 optimizing each discipline 
scip
equipment presenting at the market. That will make possible to compare a feasible 
olution for BADP with standard pipe constructions and to analyze active 
straints for further optimization. Such BADP configuration is shown in Fig. 5.1.  
 
 
ctives, and models of the disciplines. 
- Problem solution. Here the choice of optimization method is justified. The 
optimization method and calculation algorithm are described.  
- Analysis results. The properties of BADP with an optimal cross-section 
configuration will be compared with those of standard drill pipes used in similar 
conditions.  
5.1 Problem formulation 
The main task to be solved performing the optimization calculation is to find an 
optimal ratio of geometric parameters of the BADP pipe body cross-section in 
relation to th cal d drilling of maximum possible 
length of the ll horizontal hole section the process of optimization calculation 
at each ste hen such parameters like the well vertical depth, TVD, the well 
horizontal displacement, HD, and geometric parameters of the pipe cross-section 
change, the n package will compute state parameters, like those discussed in 
Chapter 3 ( e, drag, pressure, etc) given by models available in literature and 
stresses in ipe body predicted by the dedicated analytical model discussed in 
Chapter 4.  
Although the ory used is believed to be useful and valid in many applications of 
drill pipes d n it can be reviewed in regard to particular geotechnical conditions 
the BADP is ended to be used in. A typical extension of the drillstring theory is 
given in Chapter 3. In any event, if even the theory must be modified or extended, it 
is supposed to be valid at this phase of the BADP design, as the main principle of 
its feasibility estimation consists in comparing with standard drill pipes performance 
of which was estimated with the same models. Drill pipe feasibility criteria for ERD 
are the same for new and conventional types of drill pipe configuration. They 
consist in the system requirements to drill a part of several processes 
and technological operations.  
5.1.1. Configuration 
The 
The present optimi ed before the first 
production of BADP la irements for the 
BADP model configuration. It would be an advantage for further research, if the first 
specimens have Tool Joint (TJ) connections identical to those of ADP 147x13 
pipes extensively tested at the laboratory of the Department of Mechanical 
s
con
The optimization process consists of the following steps: 
- Problem formulation. It is normally the most difficult part of the
interdisciplinary optimization process. It is the selection of design variables,
constraints, obje
e well verti
 we
p, w
 desig
torqu
the p
  
 the
esig
 int
epth that will enable 
. In 
pipe as to 
    
BADP configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 5.1.  
zation calculation is a feasibility study need
b specimens. That imposes some requ
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Fig. 5.1 – BADP configuration with standard tool joints: (a) BADP joint, (b) stabilizer and turbulence exciter,  
and (c) design section and geometric parameters 
(a) 
A-A   
 
(c)  
 
 
(b) 
Engineering of the University of Pisa, [35] and [36]. It will allow also the first field 
testing of BADP specimens without any changes in standard equipment and drilling 
technology. So, during the optimization process several sizes of BADP will be fixed 
ecessary to hang up 
5.1.2. Specifications 
d in the BADP calculation is shown in Fig. 
eters of technological operation: 1 – running the drill 
ed of 
to the following values (see Fig. 5.1 for reference): 
- Tool joint outside diameter, ODTJ = 178 mm, and other related TJ 
dimensions according the standard [11];  
- Inner pipe outside diameter, d2 = 147 mm; 
- Minimal length of reinforced part of pipe with thickened walls (20 mm of 
thickness) at the TJ box side, referred to as an upset, n
the drill pipe in the slips, lslips = 1.3 m; 
- BADP joint length, lpipe =  14 m. 
A vertical profile of the well model use
5.2. See Fig. 3.8 for detailed model for drill string calculation.  
Total
Vertical
Depth
(TVD)
Horizontal Displacement (HD)
R
Fig. 5.2 – Vertical profile of the well model
b a
The primary specifications to be used as input data describing the system in the 
calculation are the following: 
- type and main param
string down to the bottomhole (tripping in speed ν1 = 0.5 m/s, spe
rotation - 120 rpm), 2 – drilling (rate of penetration, ROP = ν2 = 10 m/h, speed 
of rotation - 120 rpm).  
- Horizontal well has three hole sections: horizontal section, build up section 
and vertical section. Inclination of horizontal section, θ = 90°. The radius of 
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curvature of the build up section, R = 250 m (determined by the minimal 
acceptable value for the “dog leg” severity, DLS = 10°/30 m)  
- Materials property:  
Aluminum alloy 1953Т1: modulus of elasticity, Е = 72 GPa, Poisson’s 
coefficient, υ = 0.3, yield stress σ0.2 = 490 MPa, density, ρal = 2780 kg/m
Steel:  Modulus of elasticity, Е = 210 GPa; Poisson coefficient, υ = 0.3; yield 
stress σ0.2 = 800 MPa, density, ρst = 7800 kg/m3. 
- Weight of BHA, wbha = 1 kN/m [19]. 
- Maximal pump pressu pump.max = 53 MPa [37]. 
- Pressure loss on the turbodrill and the bit, ∆Pbha = 7.5 MPa. 
- Properties of the drilling mud: 
Type: water based mud, density, ρDM = 1200 kg/m3, plastic viscosity, 
0.017 Pa·s, static yield stress, τ0 = 15 Pa. 
- Mud circulation flow rate, Q1 = 0.032 m3/s, Q2 = 0.050 m3/s.  
- Friction coefficient in open hole and casing, µ = 0,21 (with Tortuosity Index
equal to 1.08) [38]. 
5.1.3. BADP feasibility criteria 
At this phase a feasible solution will be one that satisfies all the constraints defi
in this paragraph and compare well with standard pipe constructions in terms of 
maximum horizontal extent. Optimal solution will be the feasible solution enabling 
the maximum horizontal extent at given depth. So, the objective function will be
maximum length of horizont ction of a well which profile is sketched in Fig. 5.2. 
The criteria discussed below define, whether a pipe configuration enable
drilling of a well-model defined by depth, TVD, displacement, HD, (Fig. 5.12
well diameter. Developing such criteria only conditions that could be critical in
of BADP usage were taken into consideration.   
5.1.3.1 Condition of bottom hole formations integrity 
The sum of hydrostatic, Ph.sta rodynamic, Pe_h.dyn, pressures at the bott m 
hole must be less than admissible pressure level at the bottom hole, limited by 
strength of rocks. This condition can be defined by the following inequality: 
Ph.stat + Pe_h.dyn < Pbh   
Where: Ph.stat = hydrostatic pressure at the bottom hole depth given by Eq. 3.33 
[Pa]; 
 Pe_h.dyn = hydrodynamic pressure equal to the sum of pressure losses in 
the annulus at all the sections of the well during the drill mud 
circulation given by Eq. 3.32 [Pa];  
t, and hyd
al se
re: P
3.  
ηpl = 
 
ned 
 the 
s the 
) and 
 case 
o
the 
(5.1) 
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 Pbh = admissible level of pressure at the bottom hole calculated by 
the model given in Sec. 3.2.3.6 [Pa].  
All the terms of inequality 5.1 are calculated by using equations given in Sections 
3.2.3.4 and 3.2.3.6. 
5.1 Stand pipe pressure criterion  
l pressure loss in all the components of th
.3.2 
The tota e circulation system must be less 
tand pipe pressure, SPP). This 
nditio
PSPP < P
re:  re and pipe, is given by Eq. 3.28 [Pa]; 
mum capacity pump pressure [Pa]. 
provide an effective 
cleaning of horizontal section from cuttings. A low bearing velocity leads to the 
 pipe pressure.  
The drilli ss produces cuttings coming into the hole. Amount of cuttings 
increases  rate of penetration. The rate of penetration, in turn, is determined 
veloc
hardness. One can see, that lower flow velocity could be enough for the hard and 
than maximum pressure created by the pump (s
co n is presented by the inequality (5.2):  
pump.max  (5.2) 
Whe PSPP = pressu  at the st
 Ppump.max = maxi
5.1.3.3 Efficiency criterion for the drilling mud circulation process  
The velocity of drill mud circulation in the annulus must 
cuttings precipitation on the lower side wall that creates so-called cuttings bed. This 
in turn decreases an area of hydrodynamic channel and increase torque and drag. 
Torque and drag increases due to cuttings presence that increases friction between 
the pipe and hole side walls and also due to differential sticking caused by 
increased outside
ng proce
with the
by the hardness of rock being drilled. Fig. 5.3 shows the relation of the mud flow 
ity enough to provide efficient hole cleaning from the cuttings with the rock 
 
g. 5.3 - Mud flow velocity in the annulus providing efficient hole cleaning vs. 
hardness of rock being drilled 
Fi
Rock 
hardness 
category 
soft medium competent hard very hard 
[m/s]
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very h
the ve  wells with long 
tions where the cuttings accumulation takes place. 
the fact that the model of drilling used in the present 
study 
cuttin  is 
suppo
It is w ns and results of field tests 
scr  mechanical vortex systems on the pipe 
of the mud circulation process by 30-
, in turn, permits to reduce 
cleanout process 
5.1.3.
The d  string, Fa, must be less than the 
 in the beginning 
hori
(5.3) 
friction model given in 
rag, F , 
m [19]. In this case almost all axial load generated  
ri
should be fulfilled: 
Fcr >
Where: Fwob = the w
ard categories, than for soft and medium ones. The relation was revealed for 
rtical and directional wells drilling and should not hold for the
slant and horizontal sec
However, taking into account 
considers drill string rotation during drilling, that opposes sedimentation of 
gs on the low side of the horizontal hole [39], [40], the relation in Fig. 5.3
sed to be valid for the present study.  
orth noting also, that according the investigatio
de ibed in [41] and [42], installation of
body could increase the bearing efficiency 
60%, depending on parameters of drilling process. That
flow velocity in horizontal section by 30-60% without any loss in 
quality [41].     
4 Prevention of buckling during the drill string lowering and drilling 
rag occurring during the lowering of drill
buckling critical force, Fcr.sin. Otherwise sinusoidal buckling occurs
of zontal section (point a in Fig. 5.2). The condition of lowering the drillstring to 
the bottom hole can be presented in following inequality: 
 Fcr > Fa  
Where: Fcr = critical buckling force [N]; 
 Fa = drag at the horizontal section [N]. 
If the drill string is not rotated, the buckling is not harmful to drill pipes and only 
increase drag in the well bore. When helical buckling occurs a rapid increase of 
torque and drag occur and drillstring movement becomes impossible [43]. Drillstring 
rotation practically does not affect Fcr.sin [19], but if buckling takes place, the torque 
tends to create a helical deformation [44]. Moreover the one-side TJ and pipe body 
abrasion and cyclic bending also occur. Thus, with pipe rotated it is a good practice 
not to allow any form of buckling. 
Both the terms of inequation 5.3 are calculated by the 
Section 3.2.2.  
When drillstring is rotated and moved axially, friction factor in axial direction 
s with increasing rotational frequency. During drilling the ddecrease a
decreases to minimu at the
beginning of ho zontal section is transported to the bit and following inequality 
 Fwob (5.4) 
eight on bit, kN. 
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Previously the procedures, which permit to calculate the loads on DS occurring 
during the well construction process, have been presented. To enable dependable 
service, DS should be composed of drill pipes of enough strength to withstand the 
The strength cri
loads applied.  
terion used in BADP design process can be described as follows: 
 
 
Fig. 5.4 – BADP cross-section and the coordinate system  
for stress calculation 
x
y
z 
k
Y
e
σσ ≤  (5.6) 
 
here: σe = equivalent or von Mises stress (Eq. 5.7) in the drill pipe design 
σ0.2 = ];  
 . 
w
section (Fig. 5.4) [Pa]; 
material yield stress [Pa
k = safety factor, assumed to be equal 1.25
]6)()()[(
2
1 2222
XYXZZYYXe σσσσσσσσ +−+−+−=   (5.7) 
where: σX = radial stress [Pa]; 
 cross-section plane [Pa]. 
 σY  = hoop stress [Pa]; 
 σZ  = axial stress [Pa]; 
 σXY  = shear stress in the
 where: σe = equivalent or von Mises stress (Eq. 5.7) in the drill pipe design 
section (Fig. 5.4) [Pa]; 
σ0.2 = material yield stress [Pa];  
 k = safety factor, assumed to be equal 1.25. 
]6)()()[(
2
1 2222
XYXZZYYXe σσσσσσσσ +−+−+−=   (5.7) 
where: σX = radial stress [Pa]; 
 σY  = hoop stress [Pa]; 
 σZ  = axial stress [Pa]; 
 σXY  = shear stress in the cross-section plane [Pa]. 
0J
rTXY =σ  (5.8) 
where: T = torque estimated according to Eq. 3.13 [Nm]; 
= radius to the stress check point [m]; 
= polar moment of inertia of the cross section of inner or oute , 
 is being checked [m4]. 
 r  
 J   r pipe0
depending on which pipe
BP
Z A
=σ    (5.9) 
where: F = drag calculated according to Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 [N]; 
 A
F
DP = area of design section of BADP [m2]. 
For the stress check points at the inside and outside surfaces of BADP pipe body, 
radial stresses could be defined as follows: σX = -P, where P is a pressure applied 
on these surfaces. σX equals zero at the outer surface of the inner pipe and the 
inner surface of the outer pipe. 
The analytical model that could help to estimate hoop stress in the inner and outer 
pipes and radial stress in the ribs at the same time taking into account the bending 
effect due to the ribs presence were developed and has been discussed in previous 
chapter. 
5.1.3.7 Feasibility threshold 
The length of horizontal section of 10731 m of the most extended world record oil 
 [46] can be referred to as a threshold of feasibility for BADP. Inde  
world record is a good point of reference in BADP performance evaluation. The 
well BD-04 ed, the
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Max torque while 
drilling 35 k ft-lb 
(47.45 kN·m) 
Fig. 5.5 – Parameters of drilling for the world record extended-reach well BD-04 
(field data) 
Drill string 
specification
data related to the well BD-04 were used to validate the friction mode
rque during optimizati
l used in this 
thesis to estimate drag and to on calculation.  
 data shown in Fig. 5.5 [46], the maximum estimated torque 
as 35000 ft·lb or 47.45 kN·m (excepting the value related with the 
d   
by Eq. 3.13. using the data given in Fig. 5.5. The results are represented in Tab. 
According the field
during drilling w
pipe sticking, 40000 ft·lb). To validate the friction model, the torque was calculate
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5.1. The model gave the value 47.75 kN·m versus 47.45 kN·m with the error l
than 1%. 
 with the field data, the 
results obtained for the BADP will be also valid in practice.    
For simplicity sake the BADP configuration enabling drilling of the horizontal hole 
section of length of 10000 m assumed to be feasible for ERD, provided that the 
ia
A proce
maximum equi he loads that are 
estimated every time with the changing following parameters: BADP pipe body 
cross-secti etric parameters, vertical depth and horizontal displacem f 
the well. With the depth and horizontal length changing, not only the stress state in 
t p ting horizontal 
e w ls described in 
revious p fine at each depth from the 
 section geometric parameters. The principle of a 
ess 
 5'' 19.5 
HT50
5'' 19.5 
NC50
4'' 14
XT39
5'' 19.5 
NC50
5'' 
HWDP BHA
Torque 
on bit
Total 
torque
Section leng 2.7 120th [m] 3189 5325 1949 145
Inner 0.076
0.171
Unit weight [kN/m] 0.288 0.287 0.191 0.287 0.627 1.252
TJ outer diameter [m] 0.1683 0.1683 0.1238 0.1683
Torque [kN·m] 10.49 17.50 3.40 0.48 0.02 2.32 13.55 5
diameter [m] 0.109 0.109 0.085 0.109
Outer diameter [m] 0.127 0.127 0.1016 0.127 0.127
47.7
Tab. 5.1 – Specification of the drill string used to drill BD-04 extended-reach well and 
results of torque calculation by the analytical model described in Section 3.2.2.2.1    
 
Provided that the model gives quite an accurate correlation
other criter  discussed in this section are also satisfied. 
5.2 Designing process 
dure of the BADP optimization calculation consists in estimation of the 
valent stress in the pipe body, subjected to t
on geom ent o
the buoyan ipe will be estimated, but also other parameters limi
length of th ell. These limiters will be estimated by using the mode
p  cha ters. The calculation objective is to de
given range an optimal BADP configuration enabling the maximum horizontal 
extent.     
The algorithm include three scanning cycles one for depth, second for horizontal 
length and last one for the pipe
fully-crossed experiment is also implemented here to generate new cross-section 
configurations. The principle of design process is shown by means of a flow 
diagram in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7. 
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Vertical depth 
Search of the maximum 
h  
. 5.6) 
horizontal lengt
(sub flow in Fig
Memorize data of 
vertical depth, 
horizontal extent and 
section parameters  
Geometric input 
data defining the 
section shape: 
d1, si, se, n, h, t.
Is the section 
parameters 
scanning 
finished? 
Yes
No
continue 
scanning  
Increase 
vertical 
depth 
Is the vertical 
depth 
scanning 
finished? 
No 
Output 
diagrams 
Depth vs. Horizontal 
extent 
Yes 
Fig.5.6 – Mean flow diagram of the design process 
 
The flow diagram shows all the steps of the transversal section optimization by 
means of the geometrical parameters scanning, vertical depth and horizontal 
extent. 
For every vertical depth, scanned by many discreet points, all the possible section 
dimensions are analyzed and for every one the maximum horizontal extent is 
reached. At the end, the maximum one is taken out. So, epth 
exists an optimum section. Memorizing all the data of hori very 
vertical depth and for every section dimension, a complete m ailable 
to draw the complete diagram of the horizontal extent in relation to the vertical 
de  
section exists for a specific vertical depth. As it will be seen in the next few 
diagrams, the best section is related to the particular needs of the petroleum 
mple is reported 
 for every vertical d
zontal extent, for e
atrix data is av
pth. Generally speaking the absolute best section does not exist, but the best
company, considering for which vertical depth the buoyant drill string has to be 
used.          
The analysis algorithm was implemented in a MATLAB® file (an exa
in Appendix C). 
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Input data (max. pump pressure,  
collapse pressure coefficients, material 
properties, etc) 
Data for s
(v de
parameters, horizontal 
extent) 
canning 
pth, section ertical Explic atioit equ ns
Calcu h
s
t
lation of t e Von 
Mise  equivalent 
he check p
stress for 
oints 
Check point equivalent 
stresses 
Is the maximum 
equivalent stress 
more than critical 
value? 
Increase 
horizontal 
length 
No
Yes
Retain 
previous 
analyzed 
length  
Yes
No
Checks (Max. torque, 
rock fracture…) 
Mode
hoop 
l 
a
for 
nd 
radial 
sestres s 
Are the critical 
values reached?
Memorize 
previous 
analyzed 
length  
Is the horizontal 
scanning 
finished?
Retain the maximum 
horizontal length  
Yes
No
Fig. 5.7 –  Sub flow diagram of the maximum horizontal extent seeking 
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.3. Analysis results  
n. The field above the curve 
represents values of depth and extent where BADP with related cross-section 
configuration enables drilling. The field below the curve refers to the cases where 
the use of such c sumed in the  
culation. For example, at depth of 1000 m pipes of the related configuration 
ere is not feasible solution in this sample. The best value is 8980 m. It 
ness, si = 6 mm; 
5
Results for every optimum section are provided with the depth vs. horizontal extent 
graphs (see Fig. 5.5), estimated for each sectio
1
2
extent, м
de
ep
de
ep
,, мм
de
ep
de
ep
,, мм
Fig. 5.5: Resulting graph for optimal cross-section  
D
ep
th
 [m
] 
Extent [m]
 
onfiguration is limited by one of the constraints as
cal
permit drilling a well with extent of 9500 m (point 1 in Fig. 5.5). The load state at 
depth of 6600 m, a high hydrostatic pressure in particular, leads the structure to 
failure (point 2 in Fig. 5.5). The program allows to estimate thousands of 
constructions during an hour and to choose optimal ones according to drilling 
conditions. 
The well diameter frequently used in ERD with standard drilling technique is 215.9 
mm. However, since preliminary analysis showed, that BADP have no essential 
advantages over standard pipe in terms of drilling extent in wells of such diameter, 
the optimization calculation performed for well diameter values in the range from 
244.5 mm to 375 mm.  
First graph represents the case with well diameter of 244.5 mm (Fig. 5.6). Analyzing 
the results, one can conclude the following: 
1. Taking into account the feasibility threshold, discussed in the previous section, of 
10000 m, th
corresponds to the combination with the following geometric parameters:  
- inner pipe thick
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- outer pipe thickness, se = 6 mm;  
- rib thickness, t = 3 mm;  
- number of ribs, n = 14; 
- pipe body outside diameter, d4 = 173 mm; 
- centralizer diameter, dext = 183 mm.    
2. Depending on the well depth one can find active the following
- Shallow depth. The sloping trend of optimum curves at depth down to ca 
1500 m correlates ction of t  pressure gradient. Generally, 
the rock pressure in s with d rock pressure is low 
(0.02 times the de eters yields the pressure in MPa) and constant. Dynamic 
pressure depends on the well length. So, with increasing depth, rock pressure 
increases allowing higher dynami e well and, greater 
horizontal length. The BADP outer diam ng with the mud density and the 
mud flow rate are the most influencing parameters here. 
- Medium depth. The rock pressure is high enough here to withstand the 
dynamic pressure needed to drill more extended hole sections. Vertical intervals of 
the curves are corresponds to the eff ue cons his magnitude is 
depth-independent and fixed for a cert guration. 
- The lowest interval. The different elements of the BADP pipe body failure 
under combined hydrostatic and hydrodynamic pressure components. Different 
components failure in differently configure ections, however, the failure of 
external wall of the BADP pipe body e are the most frequent case.  
 constraints: 
 with fun
crease
pth in m
he rock fracturing
epth. At shallow depths the 
c pressure in th
eter alo
hence, 
ect of TJ torq
ain pipe confi
traint. T
d s
 at the bottomhol
 
Rock 
fracture
Outer  
pipe 
failure 
TJ torque 
constraint 
Fig. 5.6 – Graph with the BADP optimization calculation results 
Almost all the solutions have took the maximum number of ribs, 14. Optimal 
To un ns were 
introduc fracturing pressure constraint were 
extracted from the calculation (Case 1). Second case refers to the calculation with 
tool joint connections with increased make-up torque (Case 2). Then several cases 
are calculated for different well diameters (Case 3). The followin graphs represent 
the results of introduced modifications.  
st part of the diagram has not changed, but the optimal 
Case 1: 
solutions have smaller outside diameters at shallow depths and diameters then 
increase with depth. So, large diameters are critical at a shallow depth and 
advantageous deeper, as from one hand the rock fracturing constraint reduces in 
this case, on the other hand, a pipe of increased diameter is more stiffer in torsion.  
derstand how the system can be optimized, several modificatio
ed into the problem. First, the rock 
g 
Fig. 5.7 – Optimal solutions for the case without rock fracturing constraint 
The fracturing pressure gradient is a geological characteristic of rocks composing 
side walls of a well and can vary from field to field. Therefore it is useful to know the 
effect of this constraint on the BADP performance. Fig. 5.7 shows the resulting 
curves for the Case 1. If compare with the previous graphs shown in Fig. 5.6, one 
can find that the lowe
solutions domain displaced in the upper part of the diagram. The following 
conclusions were made regarding the results for 
- essential increase in horizontal length for shallow depth (from 200% to 
300%) can be seen in the graph. There are several solutions in the feasibility 
domain. 
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- optimal solutions for this case are light configurations with 14 thin 
= 7 mm, se = 6 mm), but thin walls. It is 
epth, but critical for deep cases with higher pressure.         
e the TJ of greater make-up torque, XT 57 for instance, a 
 connection used with steel pipes in ERD. It has a make-
 given in Fig. 5.8. 
Fig. 5.8. a corresponds to the Case 2 with increased TJ make e. So, it can 
be seen that only the rock fracturing constraint is active. 
Maximum horizontal extent increased to 13540 m. The optimal configuration has 
following geometric parameters: 
- inner pipe thickness, si = 10 mm; 
- outer pipe thickness, se = 6 mm;  
- rib thickness, t = 6 mm;  
- number of ribs, n = 14; 
- pipe body outside diameter, d4 = 173 mm; 
- centralizer diameter, dext = 183 mm.    
 
(t = 3 mm) ribs and thin walls (si 
advantageous at shallow d
Allowing the BADP to hav
high strength X-grade TJ
up torque of 77.28 kNm. Related graphs are
Fig. 5.8 – Resulting graphs for the BADP optimization calculation with TJ make-up 
torque equal to 70 MPa 
-up torqu
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Fig. 5.9 – Resulting graphs for the BADP optimization calculation with the TJ 
make-up torque equal to 70 MPa and well diameter equal to 311 mm   
The graphs given in Fig. 5.8 correlate with the fracturing pressure gradient 
distribution given in Tab. 3.1. So, to optimize further the BADP performance, the 
following measures could be useful:  
- Implementing measures isolating the well side walls by means of lost 
circulation materials or another methods preventing the crack propagation in the 
rock during drilling; 
-  the 
drillable section length. 
umber of ribs, n = 14; 
Downhole pump reducing the annulus pressure can also help to extend
The Case 3 represented with the graphs given in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10.   
The trend of drilling extent increase with increasing well diameter is evident from 
the graphs, given in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. The resulting optimum is 26000 m for the 
case with well diameter equal to 375 mm. The dimensions of the related cross-
section are given hereafter: 
- inner pipe thickness, si = 8 mm; 
- outer pipe thickness, se = 7 mm;  
- rib thickness, t = 3 mm;  
- n
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- pipe body outside diameter, d4 = 211 mm; 
- centralizer diameter, dext = 245 mm.    
To take advantage of opportunity to use a high-strength tool joint connection with
ength of the “aluminum pipe
 
BADP the static torsional str -to-steel TJ” connection 
should be also provided. This question is discussed in the following Chapter 6.   
 
Fig. 5.10 – Resulting graphs for the BADP optimization calculation with the TJ 
make-up torque equal to 70 MPa and well diameter equal to 375 mm 
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CHAPTER 6 
ANALYSIS OF SHEAR STRENGTH OF DRILL PIPE TRHREAD 
CONNECTIONS 
The well known fact is the deep rolling treatment of metal constructions surface 
increases their fatigue life. So, the study done by Russian scientist Fain [12] shows, 
that aluminum ADP-STJ threaded ZL-type connection  fatigue limit after deep rolling 
increased by more than 2 times, from 47 to 105 MPa, that is near to aluminum body 
pipe fatigue limit of 110 MPa. ZLK-type connection (Fig. 6.1) has 50 MPa fatigue 
limit and recommended by ISO 15546 standard [11].  
Despite the encouraging results of deep rolling on triangular threads, such type of 
treatment is not used in the ADP production. The ZL-type connection will be desired 
to be used with BADP because of possibility to optimize its fatigue strength with 
deep rolling, if its tensile and torsional strength are not less than ZLK-type 
connection has. 
Analyzing cases with the drill pipes failure in different geological and technical 
conditions, we can see that the major part (50-60%) of pipes failure is connected 
with shear and fatigue failure of a pipe threaded connection. In a half of cases
fille er. 
In prac . The 
thread fails in a way, because of ADP-STJ connection overtorque in high torque 
ections to shear failure. This work was to 
strength of material to shear failure. 
1 D
 experiments 
 on the analysis of “load-deformation” curves for the 
sted s at thread fails in share in the moment the 
llets bases reaches the limit equal to the 
] = k (6.1) 
 the 
ts fail in shear in consequence of high tensile and torsion loads applied togeth
tice, the fillets are completely cut on the base after the shear failure [12]
and simultaneously (or later) loading by tensile load. As a proof of this suggestion 
are also the results of research we have done, the aim of which was to identify the 
strength of bimetallic threaded conn
estimate the value of the state of shear stress in the fillet base, stress distribution 
on fillets by means of finite elements method and compare subsequently these 
parameters with the 
6. efining of the criterion for the strength of fillet to shear 
failure 
In order to determine the criterion of strength, a series of laboratory
was done on a small scale samples cut from the ADP body made of investigated 
aluminum alloy 1953T1. 
Samples with the different thread pitch and different numbers of engaged fillets 
have been analyzed. Based
te amples it has become evident, th
medium shear stress in all the engaged fi
ss. That is,  half of material ultimate tensile stre
[σ τ,  
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Fig. 6.1 – Design of the Aluminum Drill Pipe to Steel Tool Joint (ADP–STJ) 
connection, ZLK-type 
wh is 
 τ = the medium on fillet shear stress, determined in the plane of 
der 
multi-axis stress state plastic deformation occurs when the maximal tangential 
stress reaches half of strength against single-axis tensile load (k = 2). According to 
Mises criterion, the rate is 1.73. In our case the rate k ranged from values 1.84 to 
2.28 with the average of 2.09. 
 
Fig. 6.2 shows the model of samples tested in laboratory with the scheme of 
loading. The model is meshed by finite elements and axisymmetric against the axis 
Y. All the experiments was finished by the failure of aluminum parts of connections. 
Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 show the shear stress state diagrams of samples loaded by 
tensile force resulted failure (fillets shear). An average shear stress was calculated 
in the plane of shear AB (see Fig. 6.3). Stress values are shown in MPa. 
ere: [σ] = the ultimate tensile stress (for the samples of alloy 1953T1 it 
determined equal to 590 MPa) [MPa]; 
shear failure [MPa]; 
 k = factor equal to 2.  
This dependence is in line with the Treska criterion of plasticity, by which un
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aluminum alloy
Fig. 6.2: Finite elements model of the tested sample and loading scheme 
steelTensile load 
A B 
AB - the plane of failure
Fig. 6.3 – The diagram of shear stress distribution in the model at the moment of 
fillets shear. The component of 1953T1 alloy with external diameter of 18 mm 
and the metric thread M16 x 1.5. 4 fillets are engaged with the steel component 
 
Fig. 6.4 – nt of 
fillets shea  and 
 The diagram of shear stress distribution in the model in the mome
r. The component of 1953T1 alloy with external diameter of 18 mm
the metric thread M16 x 1,5. 8 fillets are engaged with the steel component 
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If evaluate visually the stress state diagrams in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, it can be 
concluded the distribution of shear stresses at the time of fillets failure in different 
samples is similar. In all the fillets in the plane of failure indicated level of shear 
stress is close to the limit (295 MPa). Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 show diagrams with 
distribution of the medium on fillet shear stress in thread in the moment of failure. 
The numbering of fillets increases in direction to the stop face. The medium on 
thread shear stress in the moment of failure in the case with 4 and 8 engaged fillets 
respectively equals 293 and 286 MPa. Coefficient k equals respectively 2.01 and 
2.06. 
This criterion was used in our work to assess the shear strength of triangular and 
trapezoidal thread profiles in ZL-type connection and ZLK (with a conical shoulder 
and stop face) one respectively. 
6.2 The calculation of a shear strength of ZL-type threaded TJ 
connection with triangle thread profile 
During the calculation the model of non-detachable ADP-STJ connection was 
loaded with forces caused by diametrical interference (Idia) set during the 
assembling operation and then loaded with tensile in the axis direction. The value of 
Idia has been set equal to 0, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 mm. The tensile strength for a drill 
pipe АБТ 147x13П (with 147 mm external diameter and wall thickness of 13 mm) of 
aluminum alloy 1953T1 equal to 2620 kN has been suppo as a maximum 
tens loy” 
assumed equal to 0.35 (dry sta
sed 
ile force [45]. The coefficient of friction for a couple “steel-aluminum al
tic friction). 
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Fig. 6.5 - The diagram of distribution of a medium shear stress on fillet in the 
moment of failure. A sample with 4 engaged fillets 
 292 285 278 242 266 299 
316 306 
Fig. 6.6 – The diagram of distribution of a medium shear stress on fillet at the 
moment of failure. A sample with 8 engaged fillets 
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l to 0.4 and 0.0 mm 
respectively. Steel components of connection are not shown in the figures. Stress 
values are shown in MPa. Despite the increase in Idia, the nature of the stress 
distribution does not change and medium on fillet shear stress varies slightly from 
152 to 155 MPa. It can be concluded that in the axial tensile load equal to 2620 kN, 
which is the limit for the pipe with 13 mm wall thickness, triangular thread has 
roughly 50%-margin of shear strength.  
Fig. 6.7 -The diagram of shear stress distribution in triangular thread. Diametric 
interference equals 0.4 mm 
Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 show diagrams of shear stress distribution in ZL-type thread 
connections loaded with 2620 kN axial force and with Idia equa
6.3 The shear failure calculation of ZLK-type threaded 
connection with a trapezoidal thread profile, conical shoulder 
and stop face 
Unlike the ZL-type threaded connection, ZLK one has a stop face. By increasing the 
axial interference (Iax) on the stop face, axial forces occur increasing the shear 
I
Fig. ngular thread. Diametric  6.8 - The diagram of shear stress distribution in tria
interference is not set 
stress in fillets. When dia equals 0.4 mm with an Iax increase on the stop face (SF) 
from 0.0 to 0.5 mm, the medium on thread shear stress (MTSS) increases from 31 
to 130 MPa. By subsequent axial tensile loading the SF loading decreases 
gradually, decreasing in turn its contribution to the fillets loading. However, more 
the Iax set on SF after connection assembling, the less its compensation in 
consequent tension. For example, if there is no contact pressure on the SF, after 
application of 2620 kN tensile load, MTSS equals 170 MPa. When Idia on SF 
equals 0.3 mm, after tension MTSS equals 211 MPa. Thus, the Iax on SF 
contribution to the shear loading of fillets equals 41 MPa. In this case the thread 
has 28%-margin of strength to shear failure. With increasing of the Iax in result of 
ADP-STJ connection overtorque that can occur during the drilling operations, the 
margin of strength to shear failure will decrease. 
The FEM model of ADP-STJ connection we constructed is ideal, since the fillets of 
TJ and ADP threads are in contact on their entire work surface and Idia evenly 
distributed across the thread (i.e. threads of both ADP and STJ parts have an equal 
taper). If compared with trapezoidal thread, triangular one in ZL-type connections 
has a larger area in base of fillets - 0.0185 against 0.0146 m2 and, if assembled 
cor TJ 
con
rectly, has greater shear strength margin. Thus, the strength of ADP-S
nection depends on the stress state, created during the assembling process. 
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urring while assembl ZL-type (trian ar thread) ADP-STJ 
connection is calculated in present work. Different values of Idia were considered: 
0.2, 0.3 end 0.4 mm. Calculation results were then compared with values of torque 
obtained experimentally during the make up and break out operations with ZLK-
type ADP-STJ connections. ZLK-type (trapezoidal thread) connections made up 
with hot and cold assembling techniques were taken in consideration. 
6.4.1. ZL-type threaded ADP-STJ connection with triangular thread
pro
The torque during the assembling with interference was calculated as follows: 
Area decrease, decreasing also shear strength of entire thread. The ADP-STJ 
connection assembled with higher torque has higher resistance to overtorque 
during drilling. Therefore, it is useful to assembly ADP with TJ providing the 
maximum allowable interference.  
6.4 Torsional strength of ADP–STJ connection of different 
types 
The torque occ ed gul
 
file 
mp
k
i
slPfrT π2
1
2∑
=
ure on the side of the fillet [Pa]; 
 fmp = coefficient of friction;  
 k = number of engaged fillets. 
Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 show the distribution of medium on fillet contact pressure without 
axial load and with the axial tensile load equal to 2620 kN respectively. Idia equals 
0.2 mm. 
The friction coefficient during the assembling considered equal to 0.125, after 
compound curing – 0.35 (dry static friction). In these conditions torque equals 26.6 
kNm while assembled, 74.5 kNm - after compound curing before tensile loading 
and 79 kNm - after the loading. Since the compound has high adhesion, in reality 
friction coefficient can be greater 0.35. However, with the failure of solid compound, 
the coefficient of friction may fall below the allowable limit, that could lead to 
undesirable ADP-STJ connection overtorque with consequent shear of fillets. It can 
ha t 
enou
 
=  (6.2) 
where: T = torque [N·m]; 
 r = radius to the contact (here, the medium thread radius) [m]; 
 s = number of elements, which are in contact; 
 l = length of finite element in the plane of fillets contact [m]; 
 P = medium contact press
ppen when the Idia provided during ADP-STJ connection assembling is no
gh.  
According to Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 during the specimen tension the contact pressure 
redistributes, right sides of fillets are being unloaded, left sides – loaded. The 
moment of resistance increases under tension and the probability of overtorque 
decreases. Resistance moments calculated for different values of Idia are shown in 
following table. 
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Fig. 6.9 – The diagram of distribution of the medium contact pressures on 
fillets in the ZL-type connection assembled with diametrical interference  
of 0.2 mm 
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Fig. 6.10 – The diagram of distribution of the medium contact pressures on fillets 
in the ZL-type connection assembled with diametrical interference of 0.2 mm 
and loaded by axial tensile force of 2620 kN 
Fillet number 
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It is worth noting that the torque equal to 74 kNm is limiting value for the ADP 
147x13 body pipe of 1953T1 alloy and thus, it is enough to set the Idia equal to 0.2 
to fix the ADP-STJ connection. 
6.4.2. ADP and ZLK-type connection assembled with “cold” and “hot” 
techniques 
In Tab. 6.3 experimental data obtained during the ADP-STJ connections making 
up/breaking out operations are shown. Five specimens was assembled with one 
type of compound and thirteen specimens with another one. 
Two ADP-STJ connections assembled previously with a “hot” technique and 
diametrical interference of 0.38 mm were broken out. Torques equal to 61 and 67 
kNm were applied to the connections. 
Tab. 6.3 – Experimental data break out tests of “pipe to TJ” connection assembled 
with “cold” technique 
Diametrical 
interference, mm Speci-
number On 
coni
shoulder
On 
fillets 
Com-
type 
torque 
contact on 
stop face), 
kNm 
Final 
torque, 
kNm 
Break out 
, 
kNm 
Make up 
men pound (before the make up torque
cal 
1 0.29 0.26 1 22.88 61.26 >90 
2 0 9 0.36 1 37.55 61.33 >90
60.64 >90 
.3  
3 .3
4 .2
5 .2 >90 
6 .3 >90 
7 .1 17.24 47.65 74.42 
8 0.18 9.017 45.45 >90 
0.29 0.29 2 22.08 47.47 >90 
0 7 0.38 1 31.64 
0 9 0.29 1 22.57 60.91 >90 
0 7 0.28 1 30.85 61.36 
23.40 47.62 0 8 0.39 2 
0 8 0.15 2 
0.16 2 
9 0.29 0.29 2 13.91 46.11 >90 
10 0.29 0.29 2 19.74 46.46 >90 
11 
12 0.29 0.28 2 24.12 47.89 85.68 
13 0.27 0.27 2 21.91 47.88 72.35 
14 0.27 0.29 2 7.57 47.77 >90 
15 0.27 0.27 2 12.53 47.71 >90 
16 0.26 0.27 2 13.25 47.73 >90 
17 0.26 0.27 2 5.07 47.58 >90 
18 0.27 0.28 2 5.76 47.66 >90 
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Thus, when assembly ZL-type ADP-STJ connection assembled with an appropriate 
metrical interference, it has no disadvantage against ZLK-type connections in 
rtorque resistance. It neither has no disadvantage in tensile strength, since the 
ical section area under the first fillet root is bigger because of absence of conical 
lders. 
 Summary 
ZL-type ADP-STJ connection correctly assembled has no disadvantage 
against ZLK-type connections in overtorque resistance and tensile strength. 
By means of FEM and small-scale laboratory tests the criterion of strength of 
thread to shear was find. The criterion was used to evaluate the shear 
strength of a full-scale ZL-typ nection model. 
- If ADP-STJ connection overtorque does not occur during drilling, triangular 
thread has the shear strength margin of 28%. To avoid overtorque connection 
should be assembled with diametrical interference of 0.2 mm. The suggestion 
has to be proven by laboratory tests. 
 
e ADPSTJ con
dia
ove
crit
shou
6.5
- 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of the work described in this Ph.D. thesis was to evaluate the 
conceptual design of Buoyant Aluminum Drill Pipe (BADP), proposed by drilling 
ified vertical depth for each BADP cross-
section configuration analyzed, provided that the maximum equivalent stress in the 
section does not exceed a maximum permissi
The ior r pres and o
pip sho om ne na e e 
of ri he BADP cross-section, su tres tra cal 
fo , vent pipe d r esse  be 
evaluated by f ns of Lamè. ffect  presence was 
estimated by FEA in ANSYS . Stress correctio rs were determined for each 
BADP configur nalyzed. Multivariable ion m was nd 
implemented in AB d an tical equ enabli edict ress 
corre n facto a m iable nction o uratio eters DP 
cross ction. The accu f str  predict s esti by th tistic 
method analyz rcen errors and resid tributio usag  full 
cubic polynomial permitte ean r of pr  not to d 5%.
The algorithm w ed  an o mal BA figurat bling um 
horizontal exte well  stan rd diam sed in 215. nd 
244.5 mm and of larger eters  to 375 where show imal 
soluti atio s  the dev  algori  then ated 
with the field data related to the drilling of the world record offshore well. The friction 
mode r drill s rq culati  was giv examp  error rque 
estimation was en 
Two types of tr  con nnections were  to  opti  to 
be u with . Tra idal ( K-type) angula pe)  of 
threa ere a ed. ain r ults disc  in the t thes  as 
follow
- type a um e to el tool P-ST ection ctly 
emble  no antage against pe con s in overtorque 
istanc tens ngth
strength of a full-scale ZL-t n model. 
engineers from ENI SpA, containing it within limiters like mechanics, hydraulics, 
industry standards, manufacturability, etc. 
The BADP designing process is based on the developed tool enabling parametric 
study of different configurations of the BADP pipe body cross-section. Exhaustive 
enumeration algorithm based completely on the calculation of explicit equations 
was realized in MATLAB®. It permits to define a maximum possible length of 
Extended-Reach Well (ERW) at spec
ble level. 
sure exerting i
 of conventio
re causes s
s hoop an
 Here the e
n facto
simulatio
e, has 
bs in t
r bending
n of BADP behav
wn that it differs fr
 unde
 that o
 the pres
ional 
nside 
l pipe. Du
s concen
adial str
of ribs
utside the 
 to presenc
tions typi
s canwhereas in
means o
 con
equatio
®
ation a
 MATL
regress
ations 
ethod 
ng to pr
used a
the st® to fin aly
ctio rs as ultivar  fu f config n param  of BA
-se racy o ess ion wa mated e sta
ing pe tage ual dis n. The e of a
d the m  erro ediction  excee  
as us to find pti DP con ion ena maxim
nt for s with da eters u  ERD, 9 mm a
 diam
ns compo
 up
ing
 mm, 
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 BADP 
thm was
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 validons. Explicit equ
l fo tring to ue cal on en as le. The  of to
 less th 1%.  
eaded ical co  compared  find an mal one
sed BADP pezo ZL and tri r (ZL-ty shapes
ds w nalyz The m es ussed  presen is are
s: 
ZL- lumin drill pip  ste joint (AD J) conn  corre
ass d has disadv ZLK-ty nection
res e and ile stre . 
- By means of FEM and small-scale laboratory tests the criterion of strength of 
thread to shear was found. The criterion was used to evaluate the shear 
ype ADP-STJ connectio
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- If ADP-STJ connection overtorque does not occur during drilling, triangular 
thread has the shear strength margin of 28%. To avoid overtorque connection 
should be assembled with diametrical interference of 0.2 mm. The suggestion 
has to be proven by laboratory tests. 
The feasibility study performed at this stage of BADP study is a pilot analysis before 
 laboratory tests, that is planned to be carried out in the 
Nume e 
e fo
 
 
 
the company of full-scale
laboratory of Mechanical department (DIMNP) during the following years.  
rical simulations and primary drilling engineering analysis presage th
essential advantage of the BADP using in Extended-Reach Drilling, provided that 
th llowing full-scale tests validate the analysis results. 
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APPENDIX A 
YS batch file. 2D model of Buoyant Alum
 
ANS inum Drill Pipe (body pipe cross-
Ana
 
/CLE
Dext
Di=1
 
 
DIVM
DIVM f divisions for the mesh structure  
SIZE ments size 
t=4 
! Ge
r1=D
r4=D
ANG he polar symmetry (grades) 
 
! Are
REC
LSEL,S,LOC,X,R1-1,R4-1 
L,4,5
LFIL
LFIL
LANG,1,12,9
section) 
 
lysis of elasto-plastic behavior under pressure  
FINISH 
AR 
 
! Geometric parameters 
=190 
31  ! Outside diameter of drill pipe [mm] 
 
EALL=73000 ! Modulus of elasticity [MPa] 
pint=73.5 ! Internal pressure [MPa] 
pext=33.5 ! External pressure [MPa] 
ESH1=16 ! Number of divisions for the mesh structure 
ESH2=8 ! Number o
=3  ! Mesh ele
RC=2  ! Fillet radius [mm] 
si=8  ! Internal pipe thickness [mm] 
se=9  ! External pipe thickness [mm] 
 ! Rib thickness [mm] 
n=4  ! Number of ribs 
 
ometry modeling  
i/2 
r2=Di/2+si 
r3=Dext/2-se 
ext/2 
=360/(2*n) ! Angle of t
ANG1=((ANG/360)*6.28318530717959) 
/PREP7 
!SHPP,OFF ! Eliminates Warning massages 
 
a 
4,0,0,r1,0,r2,ANG CYL
CYL4,0,0,r3,0,r4,ANG 
TNG,(r1+r2)/2,(r3+r4)/2,0,t/2 
AADD,1,2,3 
ADELE,ALL 
LSEL,R,LOC,Y,-0.1,0.1 
LDELE,ALL 
ALLS 
 
LT,15,20,RC 
LT,18,20,RC 
0 
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LANG,8,16,90 
G,3,11,90 
G,5,15,90 
2,2,15,13 
LAN
LAN
AL,8
 
! 2D
ET,1
KEY
KEY
! Ma
MP,P
 
tbpt,
tbpt,
tbpt,
tbpt,
tbpt,
tbpt,
! Me
LESIZE,4,,,DIVMESH1 
LESIZE,7,,,DIVMESH1 
LESIZE,13,,,DIVMESH2 
LESIZE,6,,,DIVMESH2 
LCCAT,1,3 
LCCAT,10,5 
MSHKEY,1  ! Mesh 0:free 1:mapped 2:mapped, otherwise free 
MSHAPE,0  ! Mesh with quadrilateral elements 
ESIZE,SIZE 
AMESH,ALL 
LDELE,19 
LDELE,17 
ALLS 
 
! Constraints  
CSYS,0 
NSEL,,LOC,Y,-0.1,0.1 
AL,1
AL,1,3,13,4,9 
,9,20,11 
AL,10,11,7,16,5 
AL,16,18,6,14 
 elements determination   
,42 
KEYOPT,1,1,0 
KEYOPT,1,2,0 
OPT,1,3,2 
OPT,1,5,0 
KEYOPT,1,6,0 
 
terial model 
MP,EX,1,EALL 
RXY,1,0.3 
iso,1 tb,m
tbpt,,0,0 
,0.0069178,505.00 
,0.0098,512.63 
tbpt,,0.0173,528.24 
tbpt,,0.0237,540.24 
,0.0287,549.88 
,0.0336,558.42 
tbpt,,0.0386,566.74 
tbpt,,0.0437,574.12 
,0.0497,582.00 
tbpt,,0.0556,588.18 
,0.1026,600.21 
tbpt,,0.37,690 
 
sh structure 2D 
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DSYM,SYMM,Y 
LLS A
LOCAL,11,1,0,0,0,ANG 
NSEL,,LOC,Y,-0.1,0.1 
DSYM,SYMM,Y,11 
nd solution 
er1=10 
LSEL,S,,,3 
sfl,all,pres,coef1 
LSEL,A,,,14 
write,i 
 
,1,iter1 
VE 
H 
ALLS 
FINISH 
 
! Loads a
/SOLU 
it
 
*do,i,1,iter1 
coef1=(pint/iter1)*i 
LSEL,A,,,12 
coef2=(pext/iter1)*i 
LSEL,S,,,5 
SFL,ALL,PRES,coef2 
allsel 
ls
*enddo
 
lssolve
SOL
FINIS
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APPENDIX B 
. Preliminary parametric study of BADP elastic behavior under 
999 is for the limit number of warnings before blocking 
ameters 
 ! Fillet radius [mm] 
 ! Modulus of elasticity [MPa] 
 ! Internal pressure [MPa] 
 ! External pressure [MPa] 
! Number of divisions for the mesh structure 
 Number of divisions for the mesh structure  
 Mesh elements size 
ling 
 
5 
 
 
 ! Cycle for D1 (inner diameter) 
,3  ! Cycle for h (annular height) 
 ! Cycle for si (inner pipe thickness) 
 ! Cycle for se (outer pipe thickness) 
! Cycle for t (rib thickness) 
 
ANSYS batch file
pressure 
 
FINISH 
/CLEAR 
 
/NERR,,99999999 ! 99999
 
! Geometric par
rf=3  
EALL=72000   
pint=88  
pext=0  
DIVMESH1=8 
DIVMESH2=8 !
SIZE=1  !
 
! Geometry mode
 
!Area 
*dim,Dint_,array,5 
Dint_(1)=125  
Dint_(2)=135 
Dint_(3)=145 
*dim,h_,array,5 
h_(1)=10 
h_(2)=15 
h_(3)=20 
*dim,si_,array,5 
si_(1)=7.5 
si_(2)=8.5 
si_(3)=9.5 
*dim,se_,array,
se_(1)=7.5 
se_(2)=8.5 
se_(3)=9.5 
*dim,t_,array,5 
t_(1)=2.5 
t_(2)=3.5 
t_(3)=4.5 
 
numerofile=0
 
*DO,ntab,1,5 
n=6+(ntab-1)*2
 
*DO,ii,1,3 
*DO,jj,1
*DO,kk,1,3 
*DO,ll,1,3 
*DO,mm,1,3  
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numerofile=numerofile+1 
(ll) 
 
=Dint/2+si 
 
r4=Dext/
ANG=36  ! Angle of the polar symmetry (grades) 
ANG1=( 8318530717959) 
 
PARSAV ! Saves current parameters in file temp.txt 
/CLEAR   
PARRES ,TXT ! Provides parameters previously saved 
 
/PREP7 
 
FF   ! Eliminates warning massages 
,r1,0,r2,ANG 
CYL4,0,0,r3,0,r4,ANG 
RECTNG,(r1+r2)/2,(r3+r4)/2,0,t/2 
AADD,1,2,3 
ADELE,ALL 
LSEL,S,LOC,X,R1-1,R4-1 
LSEL,R,LOC,Y,-0.1,0.1 
LDELE,ALL 
ALLS 
L,4,5 
LFILLT,15,20,rf 
LFILLT,18,20,rf 
LANG,1,12,90 
LANG,8,16,90 
LANG,3,11,90 
LANG,5,15,90 
AL,12,2,15,13 
AL,1,3,13,4,9 
AL,8,9,20,11 
AL,10,11,7,16,5 
AL,16,18,6,14 
 
!2D elements definition   
 
MP,EX,1,EALL 
MP,PRXY,1,0.3 
ET,1,42 
 
Dint=Dint_(ii) 
h=h_(jj) 
si=si_(kk) 
se=se_
t=t_(mm)
 
Dext=Dint+2*(si+h+se) 
 
r1=Dint/2 
r2
r3=Dext/2-se
2 
0/(2*n)  
(ANG/360)*6.2
,ALL,TEMP,TXT  
   
,NEW,TEMP
SHPP,O
 
!Area 
 
CYL4,0,0
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KEYOPT,1,1,0 
EYOPT,1,2,0 K
KEYOPT,1,3,2 
KEYOPT,1,5,0 
EYOPT,1K ,6,0 
 mesh 2D 
H1 
 apped, else free 
 
-0.1,0.1 
,1,0,0,0,ANG 
C,Y,-0.1,0.1 
11 
 
ES,pint 
4 
RES,pext 
ents  the ce
 
! Regular
 
LESIZE,4,,,DIVMES
ESIZE,7,,,DIVMESH1 L
LESIZE,13,,,DIVMESH2 
E, ,,DIVMESH2 LESIZ 6,
LCCAT,1,3 
LCCAT,10,5 
MSHKEY,1  ! Mesh 0:free 1:mapped 2:m
MSHAPE,0  ! Mesh with quadrilateral elements 
ESIZE,SIZE 
LL AMESH,A
DELE,19L
LDELE,17 
LLS A
 
! Constraints  
 
CSYS,0 
NSEL,,LOC,Y,
DSYM,SYMM,Y 
ALLS 
LOCAL,11
NSEL,,LO
DSYM,SYMM,Y,
ALLS 
 
! Loads 
 
LSEL,S,,,3 
LSEL,A,,,12
SFL,ALL,PR
ALLS 
 LSEL,S,,,5
LSEL,A,,,1
SFL,ALL,P
LLS A
 
olution ! S
 
FINISH 
OLU /S
SOLVE 
FINISH 
 
!Select elem in nter  
 
OST1 /P
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! The node in the center of internal pipe at the external surface (radius r2) 
,0,0,ANG 
C,Y,-0.1,0.1 
C,X,r2-0.1,r2+0.1     
,Y 
ET,_r2_m_Y,SORT,0,MAX 
enter  
0,0,0,ANG 
-0.1,0.1 
C,X,r4-0.1,r4+0.1     
ET,_r4_m_Y,SORT,0,MAX 
he mea
SEL,S,,,9 
 
SYS,1 
ODI ODE,0 OUNT
OMMA=0 
,1,NUMNODI 
*GET,NUMMAX,NODE,0,NUM,MAX 
ORT,0,MAX 
 
L,U,NODE,,NUMMAX 
DI 
 
numerofile),txt ! Save the results in the working directory 
LOCAL,12,1,0
NSEL,,LO
NSEL,R,LO
RSYS,1 
NSORT,S
*G
ALLS 
 
! r4 in the c
LOCAL,12,1,
NSEL,,LOC,Y,
NSEL,R,LO
RSYS,1 
NSORT,S,Y 
*G
ALLS 
 
! Select nodes in the rib for t n stress calculation 
L
NSLL,S,1
R
*GET,NUMN ,N ,C  
S
*DO,m
NSORT,S,X 
*GET,SNOD,S
SOMMA=SOMMA+SNOD
NSE
*ENDDO 
_SMTAB=SOMMA/NUMNO
ALLS 
 
FINISH
 
parsav,all,chrval(
 
*ENDDO 
*ENDDO 
*ENDDO 
*ENDDO 
*ENDDO 
*ENDDO 
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APPENDIX C 
 
MATLAB batch file.  
 the hoop and radial stresses in BADP  
el based on cubic multivariate polynomials (the model validation test) 
 % The matrix with FEM data (internal pressure load case) 
F_pext.mat % The matrix with FEM data (external pressure load case) 
t  essure) 
at  ients (external pressure) 
ct 
a 
% internal pressure 
% external pressure 
 number scanning operator  
                                                                                        
% h                                                                                        
                                                                                    
x=153; 
            
0;                    
                  
30.5/153 138/153 145.5/153 153/153]; 
1 13/31 19/31 25/31 31/31]; 
10 9/10 8/10 7/10 6/10];                          
0 8/10 7/10 6/10];                         
/6 2/6];                                               
0; 
x   % operator for number of ribs calculation (na)   
ax         % Di  
ax        % h  
max        % si 
ax    % se 
numerofile+1; 
 
%
%
 Calculation of
 using analytical mod
 
clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
 
load MatriceSF_pint.mat
load MatriceS
 
load apint.ma  % The matrix with regression coefficients (internal pr
load apext.m  % The matrix with regression coeffic
 
format compa
 
% Input dat
 
pint=88;  
pext=51; 
 
nnmax=5;  % ribs
imax=5;  % Di 
jmax=5;  
kmax=5;      % si     
lmax=5;      % se 
qmax=5;      % t 
                  
D1_ma
h_max=31;     
si_max=1
se_max=10;    
t_max=6;    
 
D1_D1_max=[123/153 1
h_h_max=[7/3
si_si_max=[10/
se_se_max=[10/10 9/1
t_t_max=[6/6 5/6 4/6 3
 
numerofile=
 
for nn=1:nnma
for i=1:im
for j=1:jm
for k=1:k
for l=1:lm
for q=1:qmax   % t 
     
numerofile=
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na=6+(nn-1)*2;                              % Ribs number step 
t calculation step 
max;       %[m] 
ax(k)*si_max;         %[m] 
x(l)*se_max;         %[m] 
%[m] 
=D1/2; 
n of matrix of regression equation variables 
h_h_max(j);  
3(4)=si_si_max(k);  
ax(q); 
)*X3(3); 
(2)*X3(4); 
X3(6); 
X3(12)=
X3(13)=
X3(14)=
X3(15)=
X3(16)=
2)*X3(3)*X3(4); 
=X3(2)*X3(3)*X3(6); 
3(20)=X3(2)*X3(4)*X3(5); 
3(2)*X3(4)*X3(6); 
3(22)=X3(2)*X3(5)*X3(6); 
3(24)=X3(3)*X3(4)*X3(6); 
3)*X3(5)*X3(6); 
4)*X3(5)*X3(6); 
2)^2; 
3)^2; 
4)^2; 
5)^2; 
X3(31)=X3(6)^2; 
X3(32)=X3(2)^3; 
X3(33)=X3(3)^3; 
X3(34)=X3(4)^3; 
X3(35)=X3(5)^3; 
X3(36)=X3(6)^3; 
     
% Stress factor due to the internal pressure 
SFpi_a=apint((1+(nn-1)*3),:)*X3';                % SF point a 
 
% Variables of the curren
D1=D1_D1_max(i)*D1_
h=h_h_max(j)*h_max;           %[m] 
si=si_si_m
se=se_se_ma
t=t_t_max(q)*t_max;           
 
r1
r2=r1+si; 
r3=r2+h; 
r4=r3+se; 
 
% Compositio
X3(1)=1; 
X3(2)=D1_D1_max(i);  
X3(3)=
X
X3(5)=se_se_max(l); 
X3(6)=t_t_m
X3(7)=X3(2
X3(8)=X3
X3(9)=X3(2)*X3(5); 
X3(10)=X3(2)*
X3(11)=X3(3)*X3(4); 
X3(3)*X3(5); 
X3(3)*X3(6); 
X3(4)*X3(5); 
X3(4)*X3(6); 
X3(5)*X3(6); 
X3(17)=X3(
X3(18)=X3(2)*X3(3)*X3(5); 
X3(19)
X
X3(21)=X
X
X3(23)=X3(3)*X3(4)*X3(5); 
X
X3(25)=X3(
X3(26)=X3(
X3(27)=X3(
X3(28)=X3(
X3(29)=X3(
X3(30)=X3(
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SFpi_b=apint((2+(nn
Fpi_c=apint((3+(nn
-1)*3),:)*X3';               % SF point b 
-1)*3),:)*X3';                % SF point c 
o the external pressure 
  
ctors 
(r1^2+r2^2)/(r2^2-r1^2);  % due to int. pressure on internal surface 
2*r1^2/(r2^2-r1^2);        % due to int. pressure on external surface 
^ e 
int*LF2_pi
LF1_pi
int*(D1*3.14/n
xternal pressure 
a*pext*LF4_pext;  %Hoop stress component in point a 
b*pext*LF4_pext;   %Hoop stress component in point b 
%Radial stress comp. in point c 
ed compon e to internal pressure  
rofile nt a  
rofile
erofile
m
rofil   % Hoop stress – point a 
erofile)= e_b;   % Hoop stress – point b 
file)=Spe_c;   % Radial stress – point c 
F_pext'; 
50; % screening threshold of 50 MPa (internal pressure case) 
% screening threshold  of 50 MPa (external pressure case) 
g);   % residuals 
(f,g); 
S
 
 Stress factor due t%
SFpe_a=apext((1+(nn-1)*3),:)*X3';                % SF point a
SFpe_b=apext((2+(nn-1)*3),:)*X3';               % SF point b 
Fpe_c=apext((3+(nn-1)*3),:)*X3';               % SF point c S
 
% Lamé fa
LF1_pint=
F2_pint=L
LF4_pext=(r3^2+r4^2)/(r3 2-r4^2);  % due to ext. pressure on external surfac
 
 Component of stresses due to internal pressure %
Spi_a=SFpi_a*p nt;  %Hoop stress component in point a  
Spi_b=SFpi_b*pint* nt;   %Hoop stress component in point b 
pi_c=SFpi_c*p a)/t;  %Radial stress component in point c S
 
 Components of stresses due to e%
Spe_a=SFpe_
pe_b=SFpe_S
Spe_c=SFpe_c*pext*(2*r4*3.14/na)/t;  
 
 Predict ent of stresses du%
Spi3(1,nume )=Spi_a;   % Hoop stress – poi
meSpi3(2,nu )=Spi_b;   % Hoop stress – point b 
Spi3(3,num )=Spi_c;   % Radial stress – point c 
 
 co  of stresses due to external pressure  % Predicted ponent
e_a;Spe3(1,nume e)=Sp
SpSpe3(2,num
Spe3(3,numero
 
end end end end end end 
 
F_pint'; Spi=MatriceS
pe=MatriceSS
 
for f=1:3 
for g=1:15625 
 
Err3pi(f,g)=(Spi3(f,g)-Spi(f,g))*100/(Spi(f,g));   
rr3pe(f,g)=(Spe3(f,g)-Spe(f,g))*100/(Spe(f,g));  E
 
 abs(Spi(f,g))<if
   Err3pi(f,g)=0; 
end 
 
if abs(Spe(f,g))<50;  
   Err3pe(f,g)=0; 
end 
 
Res3pi(f,g)=Spi3(f,g)-Spi(f,
es3pe(f,g)=Spe3(f,g)-SpeR
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end 
end 
r3pi),   %mean error                       
p     %mean residual  
  %max error 
 residual 
l pressure case 
nAbs=mean(abs(Err3pe),2)' %mean error                       
eanAbs=mean(abs(Res3pe),2)'      %mean residual  
Abs=max(abs(Err3pe),[],2)'          %max error 
es3pemaxAbs=max(abs(Res3pe),[],2)'       %max residual 
                        
 stress prediction (internal pressure),'FontWeight','bold') 
tion residual [MPa]') 
point b','point c',3,'Location','NorthEastOutside'); 
                            
 of the SF prediction (internal pressure)','FontWeight','bold') 
ercentage error [%]') 
int b','point c',3,'Location','NorthEastOutside'); 
                            
prediction (external pressure)','FontWeight','bold') 
sidual [MPa]') 
point c',3,'Location','NorthEastOutside'); 
                   
SF prediction (external pressure)','FontWeight','bold') 
tage error [%]') 
','point b','point c',3,'Location','NorthEastOutside'); 
 
% Internal pressure case 
Err3pimeanAbs=mean(abs(Er 2)'         
Res3pimeanAbs=mean(abs(Res3 i),2)'    
Err3pimaxAbs=max(abs(Err3pi),[],2)'        
Res3pimaxAbs=max(abs(Res3pi),[],2)'        %max
 
% Externa
Err3pemea
Res3pem
Err3pemax
R
 
figure 
plot(Res3pi')                    
title('Residuals of the
xlabel('Combination') 
ylabel('Stresses predic
h = legend('point a','
 
figure 
plot(Err3pi')                
title('Percentage error
xlabel('Combination') 
ylabel('SF prediction p
h = legend('point a','po
 
figure 
plot(Res3pe')                
title('Residuals of the stress 
xlabel('Combination') 
ylabel('Stresses prediction re
h = legend('point a','point b','
 
figure 
plot(Err3pe')                         
title('Percentage error of the 
xlabel('Combination') 
ylabel(' SF prediction percen
h = legend('point a
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APPENDIX D 
 
MATLAB batch file.  
 
% Optimization calculation of BADP. Parametric analysis 
% extent, Lh and BADP section geometric parameters
with well depth, Lv, well horizontal 
 (h, si, se, t and d1) as design 
 multivariate and 
ody cro
 terms of the maximum Lh-Lv ratio 
l Point for vertic
l Point r vertic
tor for the verti tine  
tor fo he hori routine 
  
 13/31 19/31 25/31 31/31]; 
            
           
                
% h                                                                                         
 % si                                                                                         
e     
0;  % [m] dogleg radius (with dog leg severity, DLS, equal ca to 7) 
11 75]*10   %[m] 
%  variables.   
 
% Analytical model based on cubic polynomials is used to estimate hoop 
% radial stresses in the BADP pipe b ss-section  
 
 
% Calculation of the optimal BADP configuration in
 
clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
 
load apint.mat  
load apext.mat  
 
f
 
ormat compact 
% Input data 
 
Lvi=600;               %[m] Initia al depth scanning 
Lvf=3000;             %[m] Fina fo al depth scanning 
Lhi=5000;             %[m] IP for horizontal extent scanning 
Lhf=20000;           %[m] FP for horizontal extent scanning 
 
ndivv=21; % An opera cal depth incrimination rou
ndivh=41;             % An opera r t zontal extent incrimination 
 
d1_max=153; 
h_max=31;                 
si_max=10;                    
se_max=10;                    
t_max=6;    
 
h_h_max=[7/31
si_si_max=[10/10 9/10 8/10 7/10 6/10];              
se_se_max=[10/10 9/10 8/10 7/10 6/10];              
t_t_max=[6/6 5/6 4/6 3/6 2/6];                               
 
nnmax=5; 
imax=5;  
% ribs number scanning operator  
jmax=5; 
kmax=5;  % s                                                                                     
lmax=5;  % t 
 
Rdl=25
 
Dp_List=[215 229 245 251 270  3 ^-3;                3
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% [m] Maximum catch sizes for "Pioneer oil tools limited" spiral overshot adopted to related  
max_List=[187 187 215 215 224 257 285]*10^-3; % well diameter Dp 
-3; % [kN]TJ weight 
2 155 118]*10^-3; % [m] Dtj 
 *10^-3;  %[m] Length of TJ                   
tion    
tj=Wtj_List(ed); 
dius 
 external diameter 
_h_max=[7/31 13/31 19/31 25/31 31/31]; % (i) height of annular space between 2 pipes 
ax=[10/10 9/10 8/10 7/10 6/10];       % (j) internal pipe thickness                         
% (k) external pipe thickness                        
ssure limite, pbhlimite (regarding to the data for 
0.02;             % from 0 to 860 [m]  
 [m] 
                        
ext_max=Dext_max_List(nDp); % [m] max admissible centralizer diameter Dext     
l height of centralizer blade  
[m] drill pipe length 
1=60;               %[m] 
               %[m] 
] weight of drill collar 
v_trip=0.5;         % [m/s] tripping speed 
rpm=120;           % [rpm] pipe rotation speed 
mu_t=0.21;        % Tangential friction coefficient during drilling 
DLS=7;              % Dogleg severity 
F1=100;             % [kN] Weight on drill bit 
T1=14;      % [kNm] Torque on drill bit (PDC bit) 
Tmax=32; % [kNm] Max admissible torque to prevent TJ overtorque  
%(80% of Make-up torque by the API standard)   
% Aluminum alloy properties 
Sysall=490;  %[MPa] Aluminum alloy yield stress 
Eall=72*10^6;       %[kN/m^2] Elastisity module 
roal=2780;            %[kg/m3] Aluminium density 
Dext_
 
% Features of the TJ 
Wtj_List=[1700 815 728 718 650 650 637 637 556 473 473 384 192]*10^
Dtj_List=[305 240 235 215 203 203 195 195 178 172 17
Ltj_List=[609 609 609 609 609 609 575 565 565 530 460]
ed=9;   % number of TJ features combina
W
Dtj=Dtj_List(ed); 
Ltj=Ltj_List(ed); 
 
RC=0.003;    % [m] fillet ra
d2=0.147;     % [m] inner pipe
h
si_si_m
se_se_max=[10/10 9/10 8/10 7/10 6/10]; 
t_t_max=[6/6 5/6 4/6 3/6 2/6];                   % (l) ribs thickness           
        
% Coefficient to calculate a bottom hole pre
Igolsko Talovoe oilfield, Syberia)  
 
cpbh1=
cpbh2=0.018;           % from 860 to 2710
cpbh3=0.017;           % from 2710 to 3000 [m] 
 
nDp=6; 
Dp=Dp_List(nDp);                 % [m] well diameter                      
D
 
h_blade=0.005;                  % [m] the initia
 
lbp=14;                         % 
 
% Bottom hole assembly parameters 
L
L3=10;
L4=20;               %[m] 
wbha=1;             %[kN] weight of BHA 
wdc=1;               %[kN
 
mu=0.21;           % friction coefficient between rock and steel 
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CS=1.4;   
S_press=1.25; %
% Safety factor under tensile loading 
 Stress factor under multiaxial loading with pressure as prevailing load 
%[MPa] Maximum permissible tensile stress 
_press; %[MPa] Maximum permissible equivalent stress under 
      % [MPa] Steel yield stress 
STJ=1.2;               % Safety factor  
ivv          % Vertical depth scanning 
file=0; 
    % operator for number of ribs calculation (na)   
   % h  
    % si  
    % se 
         % t 
x(l)*t_
                      %[m] 
lizer 
nume
1=num
xt_max
f-Lvi)/
1)*2;    
C
Samm=Sysall/CS; 
amm_press=Sysall/CSS
multiaxial loading with pressure as prevailing load 
 
% Steel properties 
ysacc=1000;     S
Eacc=210*10^6;  % [kN/m^2] Elasticity module 
roacc=7800;              % [kg/m3] Steel density 
=9.81; g
C
 
umerofile1=0; n
 
for nl=1:nd
     
  numero  
 
for nn=1:nnmax  
r i=1:imax         fo
for j=1:jmax        
or k=1:kmax      f
for l=1:lmax   
 
% Variables of the current calculation step 
 
    h=h_h_max(i)*h_max/1000;  %[m] 
    si=si_si_max(j)*si_max/1000;  %[m] 
  se=se_se_max(k)*se_max/1000; %[m]   
    t=t_t_ma max/1000;   %[m] 
    d1=d2-2*si;    %[m] 
     
    r1=d1/2; 
    r2=r1+si; 
    r3=r2+h; 
    r4=r3+se; 
 
  d4=2*r4;    
    d3=2*r3;                        %[m]  
 
Dext=d4+2*h_blade;              % [m] external dia of centra
     
_blade_max=(Dext_max-Dext)/2*1000;     h
     
=numerofile rofile+1; 
numerofile erofile1+1; 
 
if Dext<De    
 
Lv=Lvi+((Lv (ndivv-1))*(nl-1);    % Vertical depth step 
a=6+(nn-                             % Ribs number step n
 
vLv(nl,1)=Lv; L
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%%%%%%% Calculation of the maximum equivalent stress constraint %%%%%%% 
) e_se_m x(k); 
(3); 
3(4); 
  X3(9)=X3(2)*X3(5); 
3(2)*X3(6); 
3(3)*X3(4); 
16)=X3(5)*X3(6); 
  X3(19)=X3(2)*X3(3)*X3(6); 
  X3(23)=X3(3)*X3(4)*X3(5); 
)=X3(3)*X3(4)*X3(6); 
 
  X3(27)=X3(2)^2; 
  X3(29)=X3(4)^2; 
  X3(31)=X3(6)^2; 
amm=Sysall/CS;                                   % [Pa] Maximum permissible equivalent stress 
re constraint calculation 
32 0.0                   
); 
 
kg/m3] mud density 
       
 
 
    X3(1)=1; 
    X3(2)=d1*1000/d1_max;  
    X3(3)=h_h_max(i);  
    X3(4)=si_si_max(j);  
    X3(5 =s a
    X3(6)=t_t_max(l); 
    X3(7)=X3(2)*X3
    X3(8)=X3(2)*X
  
    X3(10)=X
    X3(11)=X
    X3(12)=X3(3)*X3(5); 
    X3(13)=X3(3)*X3(6); 
    X3(14)=X3(4)*X3(5); 
    X3(15)=X3(4)*X3(6); 
    X3(
    X3(17)=X3(2)*X3(3)*X3(4); 
    X3(18)=X3(2)*X3(3)*X3(5); 
  
    X3(20)=X3(2)*X3(4)*X3(5); 
    X3(21)=X3(2)*X3(4)*X3(6); 
    X3(22)=X3(2)*X3(5)*X3(6); 
  
    X3(24
    X3(25)=X3(3)*X3(5)*X3(6);
    X3(26)=X3(4)*X3(5)*X3(6); 
  
    X3(28)=X3(3)^2; 
  
    X3(30)=X3(5)^2; 
  
    X3(32)=X3(2)^3; 
    X3(33)=X3(3)^3; 
    X3(34)=X3(4)^3; 
    X3(35)=X3(5)^3; 
    X3(36)=X3(6)^3; 
     
S
 
Spint=pi*0.25*(d2^2-d1^2);        % [m2]  
Spext=pi*0.25*(d4^2-d3^2);       % [m2] 
 
% Definition of parameters for pressu
 
Q_List=[0.0 50];       % [m3/s] the mud flow rate    
Q=Q_List(1
rof=1200;                 % [
PV=0.017;      % [Pa*s] mud plastic viscosity 
YP=15;                  % [Pa] mud yield point 
ppump_max=53;  % [MPa] Max. pump pressure
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% [MPa] H ati ure on the current depth ydrost c press
)))/10^6;                         
 loss in annulus in horizontal section on 1 m - pipe length 
16*YP/(3*(Dp-d4))))/10^6;     
le motor 
5;     %[MPa] pressure loss on drill bit  
 Definition of parameters for the objective function calculation 
t 
 Buoyant pipe design section area [m^2] 
=t*na*(d3-d2)+0.785*((d4^2-d3^2)+(d2^2-d1^2))+na*0.86*RC^2; 
p-rof*((d4^2-d1^2)*0.785+Wtj*100/roacc/lbp))*g/1000;    %[kN] 
)*g/1000;                %pipe weight in air [kN/m] 
 Axial force calculations 
4=wdc*betaacc*Rdl;   %[kN] 
p;  Positive force 
Lhz parameter 
vh 
hf-Lhi)/(ndivh-1))*(nz-1); %[m]    
1; 
nd 
urrent step pressure and pressures loss calculations 
 Bottomhole pressure drop 
wn=L2*plp_hor_m;  % [MPa] Downstream flow pressure loss 
 % [MPa] Upstream flow pressure loss 
% [MPa] Minimum pump pressure (stand pipe pressure) 
% [MPa] Internal pressure in the DS section in design point 3  
ext3=Ph;  % [MPa] External pressure in the DS section in design point 3 
    % [M  the DS section in design 
oint 2  
Ph=Lv*rof*9.81/1000000;              
 
%[MPa/m] pressure loss in pipes in horizontal section on 1 m - pipe length 
plp_hor_m=((128*Q*PV)/(3.14*d1^4)+(16*YP/(3*d1
 
%[MPa/m] pressure
pla_hor_m=((128*Q*PV)/(3.14*((Dp-d4)^3)*(Dp+d4))+(
 
pl_motor=5;   %[MPa] pressure loss on downho
pl_bit=2.
 
%
% Specific weigh
%
 
Sbp
L4=Lv-Rdl-L3; 
 
betaal=1-(rof/roal); 
betaacc=1-(rof/roacc); 
wdp=(roal*Sbp+Wtj*100/lb
weight=(roal*Sbp+Wtj*100/lbp
 
%
 
F
F5=F4+wdc*L3*betaacc+L4*wd %[kN] 
 
J0=(pi/32)*(d2^4-d1^4+d4^4-d3^4);  %[m^4] 
 
% Cycle of the 
 
for nz=1:ndi
         
Lhz=Lhi+((L
L2=Lhz-Rdl-L
 
if Lhz<Rdl+L1 
    L2=0; 
e
 
% C
Pbh=pl_motor+pl_bit;  % [MPa]
Pdo
Pup=L2*pla_hor_m; 
Pp=Pdown*1.25+Pbh+Pup; 
 
pint3=Pp+Ph;  
p
 
pint2=Pup+Pbh+Ph;                          Pa] Internal pressure in
p
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pext2=Pup+Ph;                                   % [MPa] External pressure in the DS section in design 
ameters for the checks 
00/(g*Lv);                             %[kg/m^3] equivalent density of mud 
                              %[MPa] 
imum bottom hole pressure  
10)) 
   %% rock fracture constraint 
s 
cc*wbha*L1*d4/2);    %[kN*m] 
2*Dext/2);                 %[kN*m] 
(pi/2+2);                     %[kN*m] 
                                %[kN*m] 
    %%Max TJ torque constraint  
u_a=mu*v_trip/((2*pi*Dext/2*rpm/60)^2+v_trip^2)^0.5;  % axial friction factor 
3l=F2l+wdp*L2*mu_a; 
etainst=4;             % Scale factor = 4 for the sinusoidal buckling 
iameter of the tool joint 
^4)+(d2^4-d1^4))*pi)/64+(d2/2+(d3-d2)/4)^2*(d3-d2)*0.5*t*na; 
cr=sqrt((betainst*wdp*Eall*Jxx)/rcl); 
3l); 
point 2  
 
% Checks 
 
%Calculation of the par
 
if Lv<100 
   Lv=100; 
end 
 
eq_den=rof+Pup*10000
Pbit=eq_den*g*Lv/1000000;       
 
% Calculation of the max
  
if Lv<860 
    pbhlimite=Lv*cpbh1; 
elseif ((Lv>860)&(Lv<27
    pbhlimite=Lv*cpbh2; 
elseif Lv>2710 
    pbhlimite=Lv*cpbh3; 
end 
 
if Pbit>pbhlimite 
    Lhz=0; 
    Lhmem(numerofile1,12)=1; 
end 
 
% Torque calculation
 
T2=T1+(mu_t*betaa
T3=T2+(mu_t*wdp*L
T4=T3+mu_t*r4*F4*
T5=T4;                       
 
if T5>Tmax  
   Lhz=0; 
end 
 
% Beam buckling check 
m
 
F2l=betaacc*wbha*L1*mu_a; 
F
 
b
rcl=(Dp-Dext)/2;      % Radial clearance between well and external d
Jxx=(((d4^4-d3
F
WOB=abs(Fcr)-abs(F
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%%%%% Defining an optimal centralizer diameter Dext in terms of  
r  optimum  
b__=1; 
 Lhz>0 
ma
     for hb=1:h_blade_max 
hb*2/1000; 
          
         T3=T2+(mu_t*wdp*L2*Dext/2);               
                                             
      
trip/((2*pi*Dext/2*rpm/60)^2+v_trip^2)^0.5; 
a*L1*mu_a; 
2*mu_a*F4)/(1+mu_a^2));  
         rcl=(Dp-Dext)/2;       
         WOB=abs(Fcr)-abs(F3l); 
             if  T5<Tmax 
                 hb_=hb_+1; 
t_(hb_)=Dext;                   
     end 
     if hb__==1 
 hb__==0   
 Dext=min(Dext_); 
        T2=T1+(mu_t*betaacc*wbha*L1*r4);          
          
Dext/
        F2l=betaacc*wbha*L1*mu_a; 
w *L2*mu
(F3l+( 4/(1+m
2*mu_a*F4)/(1+mu_a^2));  
=(Dp-Dext)/2;        
          Fcr=-sqrt((betainst*wdp*Eall*Jxx)/rcl); 
%%%%% buckling VS torque crite ia
 
hb_=0; 
Dext_=0; 
h
 
if WOB<100 
if
if T5<Tmax 
     if h_blade_ x>0 
  
           Dext=d4+2*h_blade;  
           Dext=Dext+
           T2=T1+(mu_t*betaacc*wbha*L1*r4);
  
           T4=T3+mu_t*r4*F4*(pi/2+2);                
           T5=T4;  
  
           mu_a=mu*v_
           F2l=betaacc*wbh
           F3l=F2l+wdp*L2*mu_a; 
           F4l=((F3l+(F4/(1+mu_a^2))*(1-mu_a^2))*exp(-mu_a*(pi/2)))-
((
             
  
           Fcr=-sqrt((betainst*wdp*Eall*Jxx)/rcl); 
            
  
           if WOB>100 
  
                   hb__=0; 
  
                   Dex
          
           end 
       end 
  
           Lhz=0; 
       elseif
 
  
          T3=T2+(mu_t*wdp*L2*Dext/2);               
          T4=T3+mu_t*r4*F4*(pi/2+2);                
          T5=T4;                                     
        
          mu_a=mu*v_trip/((2*pi* 2*rpm/60)^2+v_trip^2)^0.5; 
  
          F3l=F2l+ dp _a; 
          F4l=( F u_a^2))*(1-mu_a^2))*exp(-mu_a*(pi/2)))-
((
            
          rcl
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          WOB=abs(Fcr)-abs(F3l); 
     end 
nd 
nd 
 the pulling phase (tensile load on buoyant pipe at the well head) 
2p=betaacc*wbha*L1*mu_a; 
5p=F4p+L4*wdp; 
=F5p/Spint;      % [MPa] Tensile stress for the case with internal bearing pipe  
% (having upsets at the pipe body ends)  
=Samm-S5/1000;                                                  %14% hanging up 
rmal and tangent stresses 
bp*1000); 
bp*1000); 
3*(d2/(2*J0))/1000; 
e3=T3*(d4/(2*J0))/1000; 
i2=T2*(d2/(2*J0))/1000; 
% Predicted SF due to internal pressure 
apint((1+(nn-1)*3),:)*X3';               % SF point a 
pi_b=apint((2+(nn-1)*3),:)*X3';               % SF point b 
  SFpi_c=apint((3+(nn-1)*3),:)*X3';               % SF point c 
,:)*X3';               % SF point a  
-1)*3),:)*X3';               % SF point b 
  SFpe_c=apext((3+(nn-1)*3),:)*X3';               % SF point c 
Factor Lame due to internal pressure on 
% internal surface 
F2_pint=2*r1^2/(r2^2-r1^2);           % Factor Lame due to internal pressure on 
% external surface 
LF4_pext=(r3^2+r4^2)/(r3^2-r4^2);   % Factor Lame due to external pres. on external surface 
  
     end 
e
end 
e
 
% Check of
 
F
F3p=F2p+wdp*L2*mu_a; 
F4p=(F3p+F4)*exp(mu_a*(pi/2)); 
F
 
S5
 
if S5/1000>Samm            
Lhmem(numerofile1,14)
end 
 
% No
 
Sz3=-(F1+F3l)/(S
Sz2=-F1/(S
 
Ti3=T
T
 
T
Te2=T2*(d4/(2*J0))/1000; 
 
 % Circumferential stresses 
 
 
 
    SFpi_a=
    SF
  
 
    % Predicted SF due to external pressure 
 
    SFpe_a=apext((1+(nn-1)*3)
    SFpe_b=apext((2+(nn
  
 
    % Circumferential stresses 
 
LF1_pint=(r1^2+r2^2)/(r2^2-r1^2); % 
L
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    % Stresses in the section corresponding to the pont 3 
   
a=SFpi_a*pint3*LF2_pint; 
SFpi_b*pint3*LF1_pint;  
=SFpi_c*pint3*(d1*3.14/na)/t; 
pe_a*pext3*LF4_pext; 
b=SFpe_b*pext3*LF4_pext;  
Fpe_c*pext3*(2*r4*3.14/na)/t; 
 corresponding to the pont 2 
int; 
2_b=SFpe_b*pext2*LF4_pext;  
3_b+Spe3_b;  
2_a+Spe2_a; 
_c; 
s 
nst external pressure (point 3) 
      %[MPa] Radial stress against external pressure (point 2) 
z3^2+Sp3_a^2-(Sz3*Sp3_a)+3*Ti3^2); 
*((Sz3-Sp3_b)^2+(Sz3-Sre3)^2+(Sre3-Sp3_b)^2+6*Te3^2));            
z3^2+Sp3_c^2-Sz3*Sp3_c); 
3*Ti2^2); 
Sre2-Sp2_b)^2+6*Te2^2));            
)=Seq3_b;        % [MPa] 
=Seq3_a;      % [MPa] 
a] 
  
    Spi3_
    Spi3_b=
    Spi3_c
 
    Spe3_a=SF
    Spe3_
    Spe3_c=S
 
    % Stresses in the section
     
    Spi2_a=SFpi_a*pint2*LF2_p
    Spi2_b=SFpi_b*pint2*LF1_pint;  
    Spi2_c=SFpi_c*pint2*(d1*3.14/na)/t; 
 
    Spe2_a=SFpe_a*pext2*LF4_pext; 
    Spe
    Spe2_c=SFpe_c*pext2*(2*r4*3.14/na)/t; 
     
% Total Sp 
 
Sp3_a=Spi3_a+Spe3_a; 
Sp3_b=Spi
Sp3_c=Spi3_c+Spe3_c; 
 
Sp2_a=Spi
Sp2_b=Spi2_b+Spe2_b;  
Sp2_c=Spi2_c+Spe2
 
% Equivalent stresse
 
Sre3=-pext3;         %[MPa] Radial stress agai
Sre2=-pext2;   
 
Seq3_a=sqrt(S
Seq3_b=sqrt(0.5
Seq3_c=sqrt(S
 
Seq2_a=sqrt(Sz2^2+Sp2_a^2-(Sz2*Sp2_a)+
Seq2_b=sqrt(0.5*((Sz2-Sp2_b)^2+(Sz2-Sre2)^2+(
Seq2_c=sqrt(Sz2^2+Sp2_c^2-Sz2*Sp2_c); 
 
Seq(1)=Seq3_a;        % [MPa] 
Seq(2
Seq(3)=Seq3_c;        % [MPa] 
Seq(4)=Seq2_a;        % [MPa] 
Seq(5)=Seq2_b;        % [MPa] 
Seq(6)=Seq2_c;        % [MPa] 
 
Seq3(1)
Seq3(2)=Seq3_b;      % [MP
Seq3(3)=Seq3_c;      % [MPa] 
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Seq2(1)=Seq2_a;      % [MPa] 
Seq2(2)=Seq2_b;      % [MPa] 
=Seq2_c;      % [MPa] 
axciclo=max(Seq); 
axciclo3=max(Seq3); 
eqmaxciclo2=max(Seq2); 
 Seqmaxciclo>Samm_press 
qmaxciclo2; 
    max_wob=WOB; 
   end 
 if nz>1 
 
 end 
for the maximum Lhz for current combination of  
ometry  
    if LhLh(nz-1,1)-Lhz>0 
z-1,1); 
nz-1,2); 
       max_pp=Lh_max(nz-1,3); 
 
       S5_max=Lh_max(nz-1,5); 
 
    end     
h_max(nz,1)=WOB; 
h_max(nz,3)=Pp; 
h_max(nz,7)=Dext; 
hLh(nz,1)=Lhz;                                 %[m] Array of the Lhz 
end 
Lhciclo=max(LhLh); 
Seq2(3)
 
Seqm
Seqm
S
 
if
   Lhz=0; 
   if nz==1 
      max_stress3=Seqmaxciclo3; 
      max_stress2=Se
  
      Lhmem(numerofile1,12)=1; 
  
        if LhLh(nz-1,1)-Lhz>0
           Lhmem(numerofile1,12)=1;    
        end 
  
end 
 
%%% Constraints definition 
%%% buoyant pipe ge
 
if Lhz==0  
   if nz>1 
  
         max_wob=Lh_max(n
         max_stress=Lh_max(
  
        pbit_max=Lh_max(nz-1,4); 
  
        max_stress1=Lh_max(nz-1,6); 
  
   end 
end 
 
L
Lh_max(nz,2)=Seqmaxciclo3; 
L
Lh_max(nz,4)=Pbit; 
Lh_max(nz,5)=S5; 
Lh_max(nz,6)=Seqmaxciclo2; 
L
 
L
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SFfrac=pbhlimite-pbit_max; 
ctor1=Samm_press-max_stress1; 
; 
hor_optim=((abs(Fcr)-100)-mu_a*betaacc*wbha*L1)/(mu_a*wdp)+Rdl+L1; 
during the Lv step) is used to form the  
 Lhmax matrix 
umerofile,1)=na; 
h(numerofile,5)=t; 
umerofile,9)=Sbp; 
le,10)=wdp; 
h(numerofile,11)=nn; 
ax_wob; 
actor; 
; 
      Lh(numerofile,15)=SFtensile; 
frac;  
mp_check; 
ciclo; 
      Lh(numerofile,19)=Lhor_optim; 
SFactor1; 
 Permanent matrix (kept in memory) to edit the graphs of the Lv-Lh 
hmem(numerofile1,2)=na; 
hmem(numerofile1,6)=t*10^3; 
hmem(numerofile1,10)=max_stress; 
mory) to edit the graphs of the Lv-Lh 
nd 
SFactor=Samm_press-max_stress; 
SFa
Pump_check=ppump_max-max_pp
SFtensile=Samm-S5_max/1000; 
 
L
 
% Creation of an output data matrix 
% Temporary matrix (is not kept in memory 
%
 
Lh(n
Lh(numerofile,2)=d1; 
Lh(numerofile,3)=si; 
Lh(numerofile,4)=se; 
L
Lh(numerofile,6)=Dext; 
Lh(numerofile,7)=Lhciclo+max_wob; 
Lh(numerofile,8)=abs(Fcr); 
Lh(n
Lh(numerofi
L
        Lh(numerofile,12)=m
        Lh(numerofile,13)=SF
        Lh(numerofile,14)=d4
  
        Lh(numerofile,16)=SF
        Lh(numerofile,17)=Pu
        Lh(numerofile,18)=Lh
  
        Lh(numerofile,20)=
%
 
Lhmem(numerofile1,1)=Lv; 
L
Lhmem(numerofile1,3)=d1*10^3; 
Lhmem(numerofile1,4)=si*10^3; 
Lhmem(numerofile1,5)=se*10^3; 
L
Lhmem(numerofile1,7)=d4*10^3; 
Lhmem(numerofile1,8)=Lhciclo; 
Lhmem(numerofile1,9)=pbit_max; 
L
 
% Permanent matrix (kept in me
end 
end 
end 
end 
e
end 
 
% Final matrix of the results 
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ncomb=nnmax*imax*jmax*kmax*lmax; 
aximum horizontal extent for the specific vertical depth 
% extracted for all combinations 
e optimal section geometry that resulted in max well extent 
%%%%% (LhmaxLv) on a propriate vertical depth (Lv) and 
ks results 
%  
% max horizontal extent for a certain depth  
                    % na 
      % Di 
          % si 
6)=Lh(I,4)*1000;               % se 
            % t 
 Rc 
9)=I;                            % relative numerofile1 
Lh(I,12);                    % max_wob [kN] - weight on bit 
x(nl,11)=Lh(I,13);              % SFfactor[MPa] - stress margin, check for max.  
% equivalent stress in pipe in the design section 3 
for shell 
% buckling of external pipe at the bottomhole   
hmax(nl,13)=Lh(I,15); % SFtensile [MPa] - stress margin, check for the upper pipe   
% section' tensile strength while pulling at the wellhead 
Lh(I,16);  % SFfrac[MPa] - pressure margin, check for the bottomhole rock  
% fracture 
_check [MPa] - pump pressure margin, check for the 
ump pressure 
ctor [MPa] - stress margin, check for max. equivalent 
ss in pipe in the design section 1 
ix of the results for every optimum section 
=1:ndivv   
 LhLv(nl,1)=Lhmax(nl,1); 
,9); 
+j))=Lhmem(((LhLv(nl,2))+(j-1)*ncomb),8); 
 for every optimum section for Lh 
r nl=1:ndivv 
     LhLv1(nl,j)=Lhmem(((Lhmax(nl,9))+(j-1)*ncomb),8); 
pp1(nl,j)=Lhmem(((Lhmax(nl,9))+(j-1)*ncomb),9); 
  end 
 
[LhmaxLv,I]=max(Lh(:,7));  % M
 
%%%%%% 
%%%%%% Defines th
%
%%%%%% relative chec
%%%%%
 
Lhmax(nl,1)=Lv; 
Lhmax(nl,2)=Lh(I,18);  
Lhmax(nl,3)=Lh(I,1);   
Lhmax(nl,4)=Lh(I,2)*1000;         
Lhmax(nl,5)=Lh(I,3)*1000;     
Lhmax(nl,
Lhmax(nl,7)=Lh(I,5)*1000;   
Lhmax(nl,8)=Lh(I,6)*1000;               %
Lhmax(nl,
Lhmax(nl,10)=
Lhma
Lhmax(nl,12)=Lh(I,14);               % SFshell[MPa] - pressure margin, check 
L
Lhmax(nl,14)=
   
Lhmax(nl,15)=Lh(I,17); % Pump
% max. p
Lhmax(nl,16)=Lh(I,19); 
Lhmax(nl,17)=Lh(I,20);     % SFfa
% stre
end 
 
% Matr
for nl
  
   LhLv(nl,2)=Lhmax(nl
   for j=1:(ndivv) 
             LhLv(nl,(2
   end 
end 
 
% Matrix of the results
fo
    for j=1:ndivv 
  
       %
  
end 
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ep=figure; 
nomefile=['Buoyant drill pipe','   Dp=',num2str(Dp*10^3),'.bmp']; 
^3),'mm','D_e_x_t=',num2str(Dext*10^3), 
d1*10^3),' mm','  dens_f_l_u_i_d=',num2str(rof),' kg/m^3']; 
old on 
et(gca,'YDir','reverse') 
abel('Lh, m') 
efile) 
titolo=['Buoyant drill pipe', 
'D_w_e_l_l=',num2str(Dp*10
'mm',' D_i_n_t=',num2str(
h
grid on 
s
set(gca,'XAxisLocation','top') 
plot(LhLv1',LvLv) 
title(titolo) 
xl
ylabel('Lv, m') 
print(ep,'-dbitmap',nom
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